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INTRODUCTION

The tenth edition of the Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL demonstrates the process by
which Argonne National Laboratory encourages its divisions and departments to plan for _e future.
Since its inception in 1981, this Plan has exemplified the growth and development of a planning
procedure that has matured from an initial, limited look at the operations and services of one section of
computing to a fully conceived strategic plan for placing the l, aboratory in a position to exploit trends and
innovations in data processing.

The Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL has regularly emphasized the integration,
efficiency, and standardization of programs and data. Plans have been shaped by the goals and
procedures approved by the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee, and the scope has
extended to incorporate ali the individual administrative systems onsite. Management Information
Systems planning has followed carefully enunciated principles designed to achieve a constantly refined
computing environment in which administrative information is distributed efficiently to users in every
Laboratory sector and the highest technical standards possible within spending constraints are sustained.
The Plan articulates and defines the thrust of Management Information Systems planning over the long
term and, in those functions, stands as a model document for Laboratory-wide consideration.

As Associate Division Director for Management Information Systems, I commend the
Management Information Systems staff, who have worked long and hard to carry out the _ccepla.d plans.
I look forward to another ten years of careful, effective planning for the administrati_ze systems of
Argonne National Laboratory.

--Diane E. O'Brien
Associate Division Director

for Management Information Systems
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PREFACE

In July of 1988, Argonne Nationa! Laboratory management approved the restructuring of
Computing Services into the Computing and Telecommunications Division, part of the Physical Research
area of the Laboratory. One major area of the Computing and Telecommunications Division is
Management Information Systems (MIS). The Management Information Systems staff serve as
consultants for administrative computing users Laboratory-wide. A significant aspect of Management
Information Systems' work is the development of proposals for new and enhanced administrative
computing systems based on an analysis of informational needs. This document represents the outcome
of the planning process for FY1991 through FY1993.

The introduction (Chapter 1) of the FY1991 through FY1993 Long-Range Plan assesses the state
of administrative computing at ANL and the implications of FYI991 funding recommendations, lt
includes a history of MIS planning for administrative data processing.

Chapter 2 of this document discusses the strategy and goals which are an important part of
administrative data processing plans for the Laboratory.

Chapter 3 describes the management guidelines established by the Administrative Data
Processing Oversight Committee for the proposal and implementation of administrative computing
systems. The guidelines are a valuable tool for management in determining what applications would be
appropriate to their needs and in formulating the proposals for those applications.

Summaries of the proposals for new or enhanced administrative computing systems presented by
individual divisions or departments with the assistance of Management Information Systems, to the
Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee appear in Chapter 4. The summaries indicate some
of the possibilities for the development of administrative computing systems at ANL. The areas of the
various proposals are diverse, but they share a common concern with the integration and unification of
existing systems into a more efficient and productive whole.

The detailed tables in Chapter 5 give information on how much the resources to develop and
implement a given system will cost its users. The tables include development costs,
computing/operations costs, software and hardware costs, and effort costs. They include both systems
funded by Laboratory General Expense and systems funded by the users themselves.

i_

: Synopses of the administrative computing systems developed and maintained by the divisions
and departments of Argonne National Laboratory appear in Appendix G. The number and variety of
systems reflect the growth of administrative computing at the Laboratory as well as the complexity of
administrative computing needs onsite. The synopses appear in alphabetical order by Division or
Department. The Laboratory-wide systems, those shared by more than one Laboratory organization and
maintained by Management Information Systems, a part of the Computing and Telecommunications
Division, appear in a separate section under the heading of Multiple User Systems so that readers may
readily identify the Laboratory systems already available to many in the Argonne community. An index
to the System Synopses 'allows readers who are considering development of an administrative system for
their own needs to locate already-functioning systems onsite and to identify systems running on the
particular computers they may wish to employ.

!
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Other appendices include the charter of the Administrative Data Processing Oversight _
Committee, the organizational chart of the Computing and Telecommunications Division, a detailed
discussion of the goals for administrative computing, the standard format for the submission ()f proposals
to the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee, a table which shows the projects ,_roposed
for FY1990 and their disposition, and the Applications Sensitivity Table developed by MIS for
administrative computing systems.

iI vi
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

SCOPE'OF THE LONG-RANGE PLAN

A Planfor Administrative Computing at ANL FY1991 through FY1993 is the tenth in tim series of
plans published annually by Management Information Systems, an area of the Computing and
Telecommunications Division. The series has created an historical record of the Laboratory's efforts to
analyze and review the administrative computing systems that affect ali segments of Argonne National
Laboratory. A second, and more important, function of the series has been to serve as a focus for the
planning of information systems and a guide for their t,ovelopment.

Audience

A common document addressing planned and currently operating administrative information
systems is important to the efficient operation of the Laboratory. Such a document is a resource for:

• Laboratory employees who need administrative information from either central or decentralized
administrative systems.

• Organizations which need to know if an administrative system already exists which can reduce their
effortin building a new system.

• Organizations and individuals who areplanning computer-based administrative systems and need to
. know where and how they can provideappropriateautomaticinterfaces.

• Laboratory employees who requirecost informationon planned and currently-operatingsystems.

• Organizationsand individuals who areplanning personal computing systems.

Participants

The FYI991-FYI993 plan for administrative information systems, as in previous plans, includes
ali known administrative systems. James W. O'KeUey,Chief Financial Officer, requested information
regarding planned and currently operating administrative systems from ali Division Directors, Project

, Managers, and Department Heads in a memorandumdated May 11, 1990.

The responses from ali areas of the Laboratory appear in Appendix G, System Synopses. Their
' extent and variety reflect the still continuing growth in the use of computer systems for processing

administrative information. Forty-seven divisions, departments, projects, and programs contributed to the
system synopses this year. The compilation of system synopses in Appendix G describes currently
operating systems. Proposed or planned projects appear in C'hapter 4 of this document. Staff from
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Management Information Systems worked with users of the Laboratory's official administrative
computing systems to formulate the projects proposed to the Administrative Data Processing Oversight
Committee. These proposals address the needs of users in specific areas of operations, but they also
affect users Laboratory-wide as the programs they propose fit into the broader 'administrative systems and
change the way the Laboratory does business. Other projects result from efforts by the various divisions
and departments to meet administrative computing needs not addresmd by the official systems.

Purposes
=

Two major functions of this planning tool are to document the backlog of major new
developmentand to describe the resourcesrequiredto maintain currentsystems. If the Laboratory is to
realize fully the productivity gains informationsystems can bring,with them, it is clearly nece_ary to
coordinate planning and_ development over the long term, thus ensuring the quality and
comprehensivenessof an important Laboratory resource. Therefore,in additionto the individualprojects
proposedfor implementation during the three-yearspanof this document,we have also formulated a
ten-year strategy which anticipates the course of administrative computing at Argonne National
Laboratory. An awarenessof trends and likely developments in the next several years shouldenal_le
Laboratory management as well as divisional and departmental management to plan individual
components of the official administrative systems efficiently, an often demanding effort. This annual
plan, along with the long-range strategy, is a means to coordinate that effort.

In a very practical sense, this long-range plat 'also serves to collect and prerare documentation for
responses to the Department of Energy audits and requests for information such as the ANL Site Response

. for the DOE FYI991 Information Technology Resources Long Range Plan, ANLfI'M 466. As its most
important function, however, the annual long,range plan for administrative computing ensures continuing
analysis of the CU'Tentstate of administrative computing at the Laboratory and regular review of the
approaches the Laboratory takes to deal with the demands on its information systems from both
programmatic and non-programmatic divisions. The established goals and guidelines provide criteria by
which to evaluate the status of information systems and their relationship to each other. This annual
analysis and review assures that the Laboratory will continue to be able to respond to requests for
administrative information effectively and efficiently.

THE HISTORY OF THE PLAN

A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL: FY1991 through FY1993 represents the tenth year
of structured planning for management information systems at the Laboratory. The planning document
has grown steadily from a brief summary of the personnel and projects in the Information Systems
Section to a thorough, detailed strategy for the future of management information systems at the
Laboratory. The plan shows a consistently increasing involvement of users in planning and development
of systems, along with a growing awareness of the importance of long-range planning for the
incorporation of new concepts and technology in a timely and efficient fashion. The formulation of goals
and policies to support those goals has had a major impact on the development of management
information systems at Argonne. The central concepts now create a basis from which Laboratory-wide
planning will continue to proceed. The plan also reflects a major effort to identify and describe ali
administrative systems in use onsite. The collection of system synopse¢ forms a lengthy appendix of
value to ali administrative data processing planners in that it supplies a comprehensive listing of what is
currently available and how it is being adapted to meet the needs of the various divisions and
departments, The synopses can point to both hardware and software for the planner, as well as indicate
sources of evaluation and information for acquisition choices.
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The Plan, 1981-1984

The first document in the series, the Administrative Information Systems Proposed 1982-1984
Three-Year Plan produced in 1981, was in response to a request from E. Gale Pewitt, Deputy Director of
the Laboratory at that time, for an analysis of administrative data processing resources and directions.
The publication of the first Plan marked the initial recognition of the importance of administrative.
information processing to ali areas of the Labo_ator)' and ernSt')died the realization that a consist,mt,
carefully considered approach was essential to efficient and effective development of an administrative
computing environment. The first Plan placed considerable emphasis on the in-house development of the
Automated Materials/Payables System (AMPS) and the Stocktracker System (STS), the first
Laboratory-wide databases for ma)eri',ds manageme_lt. The P_an also laid the foundation for :.he
development of the pex)ple systems, which would become the next major area of integration for
information systems. T:" document propeses a Management Review Committee, to be composed of
representatives from across the Laboratory, to act as a mon_o_', to set overall levels of service, to
determine priorities, and to recommend methods of funding for administrative applications.

The 53 applications maintained by the Information Systems Section (ISS) were handled by 50
employees: 18 analysts, 2 clerical support, 12 subcontractor analysts, and 18 operations perso|mel.
Interestingly, 13 of the 18 analysts m information systems in 1981 are still employed in management
information systems in 1990. Two others are employed at the Laboratory in other areas.

In 1982, A Plan for Admhlistrative Computing at ANL: FY1983-FY1985 emphasized office
automation, electronic mail, madtext processing. In _ls yea_, the Computing Services Division separated
from the Applied Mathematics Division. Information Systems had 58 employees: 19 analysts, 3 clerical,
18 operations personnel, and 18 subcontractor analysts. Information Systems _rsonnel were responsible
for 52 Laboratory systems, most of which were moving toward the goals of integration and
standardization.

For the first time, the Plan incorporated a list of administrative systems not developed by
Computing Services. These systems were designated by title, b_lt not described in any detail. Personal
computers at the Laboratory were still so smalJ in number that the Plan ceuld claim to enumerate ali the
PCs available to Laboratory personnel and ploject the numbers that would be acquired in the three
planning years. (A similar survey in 1989 is ',he subject of a lengthy document Survey of ANL
Organization Plans for Word Processors, Personal Computers, Workstations, and Associated Software,
ANL/TM 459, Revision 2.) The 1982 document centains an outline of the system development
methodology adopted by ISS and a discussion of methods _or initiating and funding new development.

2 be 1983 version, A Plan:for Administrative Computing at ANL: FY1984-FY1986, incorporated
the division's respon_ to the Coopers & Lybrand report on administrative computing as submitted to
Argonne management. Coopers & Lybrand stressed the t_eed for a high,visibility project to bring
Computing Services' capabilities to the attention of the progr",anmatic divisions and recommended
concentration on the fina_|cial systems after completion of the people and materials systems
consolidation. Computing Services chose to implement a purchase requisition database with interactive
processing as a demonstration of computing potential for the programmatic divisions. The proposal of
the Integrated Financial System, although it would not reach completion within the recommended
three-year planning period, focused administrative attention on the financia; systems while maintaini_g
the increasing emphasis on integration and standardized development.

With each year the Plan was published, cost information became more detailed and easier to
understand. The 1983 Plan contained the first comprehensive cost tables for systems funded by the
Laboratory and for systems funded by the users of those systems.

19153 markea another milestone for management information systems with the formation of ti_e
Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee, established in Febnmry. This cov,_mittee,

-3=
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composed of representatives from the major administrative areas, was charged with the review of
administrative data processing proposals and budget requests and with the monitoring of progress toward
the administrative computing goals. As part of fulfilling the committee's charge, one proposal for this
fiscal year was to perform the basic studies needed to determine the kind and location of administrative
data and the most effective means of accessing, communicating, and distributing that data to users across
the Laboratory.

The 1984 edition, A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL: FY1985-FY1987, incorporated
the first detailed statement of goals and guidelines for administrative computing at Argonne National
Laboratory. The goals, which remain as the central concepts for administrative computing today, were:

• Manage information as a Laboratory resource.

• Provide integrated business systems.

• Develop an integrated infrastructure for administrative systems.

• Promote standard business practices.

• Promote user self-sufficiency.

• Serve as advisors to builders of unofficial systems.

• Develop more effective systems.

° Provide expertise in developing and managing systems.

The new chapter on management guidelines, arrived at in consultation with the Administrative Data
Processing Oversight Committee, explained fully how to go about proposing and obtaining funding foi
administrative systems of all sorts, establishing policies for funding recommendations and procedures for
planning.

This edition also, for the first time, provided detailed system synopses of administrative systems
developed outside the central planning structure. The synopses, which appear in an appendix, at least
attempted a comprehensive survey of the systems existing onsite for a variety of purposes within each
division and department.

As the goals for administrative computing were defined and the scope of the oversight
committee's responsibility made clear, there was a concomitant surge in the number and variety of
proposals for projects. The proposals reflect a clear emphasis on planning, integrating, and modernizing
the Laboratory systems to bring them into conformity with the newly-elaborated goals.

The Plan, 1985-1989

in 1985, Information Systems continued its emphasis on administrative computing goals and
management guidelines. The proposed projects focused on cost reductions and avoidance of future costs,
including prevention of spoilage, as a result of the large-scale budget cuts at the Laboratory, which forced
a short-term reordering of priorities. Projects were, by and large, designed to hold the gains already made
while protecting options for the future. A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL: FY1986-FY1988
warned that such priorities could only be short-term, in the sense that data processing systems have a
level of effo_ Lh_r__.shold [y?.low which maintenance cannot _o without serious impact on the functionality

I of the systems.

;I-i
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Despite budget cuts, administrative data processing moved ahead with plans to integrate financial
systems and people systems. The Integrated Financial System software acquisition was delayed a year,
while the completion of the Integrated Payroll System meant that work could begin on integrated medical,
occupational health, and contractor demographic systems. Ali planning was based on the concept that
Laboratory information is an asset of which the Laboratory must know its quality, characteristics,
availability, costs and location. This approach meant that information systems would focus on managing
the Laboratory resource effectively, while maintaining the existing systems to avoid spoilage. The idea of
distributed computing began to take shape in 1985's Plan, but the concept was not yet mature.

The supplemental listing of administrative system synopses published in one of the appendices
almost doubled in size as more segments of the t,aboratorybecame involved with computerized systems
within their divisions and departments as well as through the central services. A full-scale index to the
system synopses made locating information much easier.

In 1986, A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL: FYI987-FYI989 reflected the increasing
sophistication of planning for management information systems, lt was no longer necessary to describe
the individual sections of Computing Services, largely because their duties had become well known to
administrative personnel. Administrative computing goals and management guidelines retained their
central position in the planning process, but for the first time goals were coupled with development of a
strategy for achieving those goals. The formulation of a specific strategy marked an important step
forward, especially in the light of the continuing funds limitation.

The strategy to which management information systems committed in this year's Plan involved
several specific elements:

• Limit hardware and software technologies and eliminate obsolete technologies.

• Consolidate data for more efficient access.

• Migrate to online and full-screen environments.

• Incorporate personal computing into administrative applications.

• Acquire rather than develop applications and acquire access and productivity tools.

• Document and publish currently available and accessible data.

• Continue to distribute data entry by incorporating it into the originator's tasks.

A continuing emphasis on greater productivity through increasingly effective use of administrative
information became a major part of the planning for administrative data processing systems at Argonne
National Laboratory.

The 1986 Plan included, also for the first time, a system replacement schedule, which attempted
to project needs for new systems over a ten-year period, moving beyond the three-year pla,'ming cycle to
take a longer look at possible developments in the future. Again, the number and complexity of entries in
the collection of system synopses increased dramatically. Users across the Laboratory became more
aware of the variety and diversity of systems they were themselves already using and curious about the
possibilities this comprehensive enumeration indicated as existing at the Laboratory.

The 1987 edition of the management information systems planning document expanded
consideration of the effect of funding on the various areas of development, pointing to such major
oroiects as the Integrated Financial System as evidence of the broad advances bein_ made through the

cost-effective choices of commercial applications with minimal in-house development. Along with the

-5-
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large integrated applications, A Plan for Administrative computing at ANL: FY1988-FY1990 predicted
broader distribution of data and greater involvement of users at the point of entry. All planning was to
come under the encompassing goal of managing the Laboratory's administrative information as an asset
and documenting the ways in which it could and should be effectively used to position the Laboratory for
significant improvement in business practices.

Acknowledging the importance of the strategy established the year before, this year's Plan
pointed out the tasks for FY1987 that addressed the concerns and applied the approach determined to be
most effective in meeting the Laboratory's needs. As part of this effort, the 1987 Plan developed specific
strategic tasks for carrying out the discrete aspects of the overall plan. These tasks included such
significant choices as the use of CICS for the acquired financial software, refinement of the information
model for financial system interfaces, and planning for the replacement of the Automated
Materials/Payables System (AMPS) and the Stock Tracker System (STS). One long-tema task was to

quantify the projected usage of computing resources based on current utilization for administrative

[ systems, an analysis that has become particularly significant in divisional planning.

The 1988 version, A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL: FY1989-FYI 991, continued the
emphasis on the strategy established two years before. Within that time span, it was already possible to
see a number of the effects of the strategy on planning for administrative systems. For example, the
strategic element that requires migration to onlin_ and full-screen environments led to changes in
preferred programming languages and to the purchase of specific tools for the creation of interactive
programs. Since the enunciated strategy had functioned successfully as a basis for decision-making,
Management Information Systems (MIS) as a group will continue to rely on its basic elements in
planning for the development of new systems and the replacement of current systems.

This year also marked the beginning of the production cutover for the installation of the
Integrated Financial System (IFS), a major Laboratory investment in both software and effort. While
completing the financial environment and supplementing the purchased software with subsystems

i necessary to meet Argonne's specific requirements will be continuing tasks, the installation of the systemmeant that the bulk of the investment had been made. Other large projects which moved to the fore with

1 the completion of the IFS initial project were the Argonne Information Management System (AIM), an

interactive, automated library system that promises to save both libraries and researchers significant
amounts of time, and the Integrated Materials Management System (IMMS), a complex computerization
of ordering, purchasing, charging, and accounting for materials of ali sorts throughout the Laboratory.

I The 1988 Plan continued also to stress the involvement of users in the creation of specifications
| and determination of procedures for ali systems, with expanded user advisory committees and direct

I! solicitation of input from all sectors for each proposed project. A major aim of the strategic tasks for the
coming year was the improvement of communication between technical planners and user of the systems

to better meet the needs of the organization as a whole. The principal goal continues to be effective andefficient use of administrative data.

In 1989, A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL." FY1990-FY1992 reflected th,:
restructuring of Computing Services into the Computing and Telecommunications Division, part of t!le
Physical Research area of the Laboratory. Management Information Systems becam_J the responsibility
of an Associate Division Director, with the staff divided into four groups: Financial Systems, Human
Resource Systems, Information and Production Services, and Materials and Plant Syaems.

' User involvement formed a major area of emphasis, largely because the 1989 Plan began the

1 attempt to formulate long-term strategic goals and methods of implementation. Because the majority of

recordkeeping functions at the Laboratory were now automated, a shift in planning was necessary to
anticipate the ways in which computing will most likely develop over the next several years. If new
........... •.... -- ,-.. a:,._..0;,,,,o ,h,,, have _,_n to _m_.ove;t_ l.aboratorv will be looking at thetl_ldlllll,._lt,._gl_;5 _..&JIlLIIILI_., 111 I.J.lq,.., _lll_._,,_..t,t_,._Jio u.vy

development of expert systems, the creation of a "seamless" computing environment basedon shared

-6-
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processing, and the need for high-speed data transmission between the central databases and the divisions.
In the long term, the future of administrative data processing lies in cooperative processing with central
coordination.

While many plamling elements remain the same, the long view embodied in this year's Plan must
shape the ways in which planners approach projects in the future. To keep up with changing
requirements, the format for project proposals to the Administrative Data Processing Oversight
Committee was expanded this year to include much more detailed presentations of costs and benefits,
incorporating examples and suggestions for determining how the proposal would fit into the overall
administrative plan. The Plan continues to provide ali the basic information administrative users need to
shape and propose a project, one of the most important functions of this document over the years.

Recurrent Concepts

Several consistent themes run through the ten years of planning embodied in the Plan for
Administrative Computing at ANL. Again and again, the need for involvement of users in a structured
developmental approach is stressed. The importance of the data and the care with which it must be
handled is another significant concept, as is requirement for easy accessibility and manipulation of the
large databases. Most important, however, is the refinement of the planning process itself. From a
rudimentary consideration of the hardware and software likely to improve administrative data processing
at the Laboratory to a sophisticated, long-range consideration of the major concepts that underlie
management information systems and the new technology that will shape the future, the Plan for
Administrative Computing at ANL demonstrates the level of achievement and advancement of
administrative systems to which such planning can leado The determination of goals, the establishment of
strategies to reach those goals, and the continuing application and evaluation of those strategies are the
core reasons for the success of management information systems at Argonne National Laboratory.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION

In July of 1988, Argonne National Laboratory management approved the restructuring of
Computing Services into the Computing and Telecommunications Division, part of the Physical Research
area of the Laboratory. The internal reorganization which followed resulted in the appointment of three
Associate Division Directors, with separate areas of responsibility in accord with the mission of the
division. Management Information Systems constitutes a significant segment of the division's mission
and is the responsibility of an Associate Division Director.

Within Management Information Systems, the staff forms four groups: Financial Systems,
Human Resource Systems, Information and Production Services, and Materials and Plant Systems. The
Financial Systems group implements and maintains the accounting and business systems of the
Laboratory. The Human Resource Systems group maintains the Laboratory's people-related systems,
including personnel and payroll. Information and Production Services schedules most of the
administrative batch computing on the IBM and Hewlett-Packard computers, submits jobs, verifies the
result.s, and manages the output. This new group also provides training and information for
administrative computing users. Materials and Plant Systems develops and maintains those computer
systems which order, track, and report the status of materials Lal_oratory-wide and those systems that
record and report the various aspects of the Laboratory's physical plant.
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STATUS OF LAST YEAR'S PLAN

A brief summary of the status of last year's plan appears in Appendix E in the form of a table
which reviews approved funding and indicates the stage of completion for each of the approved projects.

Financial Systems

In FY1990, the Integrated Financial System project focused on finalizing the large number of
critical reports (over 200) and completing the cutover to the new forms and procedures. Stabilizing the
u_er environment will continue to be a major thrust for this project, with the err,phasis shifting to training
users so they may request their own reports, with direct access to the necessary data and full capability of
manipulating the data they require. To this end, training has begun in the use of the Information
Organizer (IO) subsystem. IO _ows users to maintain individual report selection criteria and submit
batch runs of standard reports. In FY 1990, the project received other new tools as part of the Laboratory's
maintenance agreement with Dun & Bradstreet software. Project members have assessed the usability of
Expert (_,_ery and ExpertLink, both of which will be opened to the user community in FYI991.

Also in FY1990, the Budget System project held extensive dicussions with users with the result
that the project has changed direction. The initial stage of identifying the needs and desires of the
individual divisions has caused the project members to recommend concentration on the process of
modeling a budget and improvement of preliminary steps, such as funds allocation and control. The
project has identified three areas of need: a central rr,.odel for scientific users, modeling and report
assistance for non-direct divisions, and automation of the Budget Office along with better control for that
office.

Human Resource Systems

Human Resource Systems projects for FY1990 included a Benefits System which consolidated
ali benefits-related data into a common database and computing environment, building on the computing
environmenl ,_reated for the Laboratory's Personnel, Payroll, Medical, and Environment, Safety and
Health Sys,ems.

Another project completed the Environment, Safety and Health System by developing the Injury
System. A third project was the developmeLt of the Compensation Annual Review and Position Control
Systems, implemented as the Merit Review System (MRS). With thi_ system, annual review data will go
to ',he divisions and to the various levels of management electronically, with online access for updating
the review data. The system consolidates and automates the current data and allows more timely use of
the current data.

Phase III of the Argonne Information Management System (AIM) will, in FY1990, install, test,
and begin to implet'aent the purchased library information management system. After an analysis of
Laboratory r,eeds and the selection of a c')mmercial information system that best met those needs, TIS has
moved to convert the library and ANL publications records to the industry standard USMARC format.
The fully-implemented system will allow retrieval via the PBX, DECnet, and Ethemet. The system will
have the capabilities to search the database by author, title, subject, full-text, and keyword. The system
will greatly improve efficiency of access for library users as well as expedite handling of materials and
other administrative functions. The multi-year project, which began in FY1988, will affect ali aspects of
Technical Information Services' delivery of information to the Laboratory and will result in a more
productive e__vironment for researchers.
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Materials and Plant Systems

In FY1990, the multi-year project to develop an Integrated Materials Management System issued
a Request for Information and formulated a list of respondents to p_epare for the issuance of a Request for
Proposals (RFP). The project expects to issue its RFP by the end of FY1990 or very early in FY1991.
With a project of this magnitude, the work of defining specifications has involved an extensive users
group. The users group, which advises on software, requirements for the proposed system, includes
representatives from the scientific divisions, Procurement, Materials and Services, the Office of the Chief
Financial Officer, ANL-West, Computing and Telecommunicatiorhs, and Plant Facilities and Services.
Along with the specifications and the necessary steps to begin the procurement process, the project
manager completed an IMMS cost/benefit analysis, which was presented to the Administrative Data
Processing Oversight Committee.

SUMMARY OF CURRENT PLAN

The administrative computing pl _n for FY1991 through FY1993 emphasizes the continued
application of the strategy formulated several years ago to make administrative data processing more cost
effective through efficient management of and increased accessibility to available information. The

strategy stresses the concept that planners should recognize and manage Laboratory information as an
asset and follows the principle that, as with any other asset, the Laboratory must know the quality,
characteristics, availability, costs, and location of information. At the same time, the strategy
incorporates the policy that the Laboratory should disseminate, not allocate, its information and
recommends procedures to achieve that end.

Compliance with the recommended strategy has a direct and continuing effect on the way
administrative computing systems are developed at ANL. For example, a part of the strategy for the last
several years has been to consolidate data and technology as a means to more efficient use of staff
expertise and to improve data storage by decreasing redundant data. Therefore, systems development has
focused on integrating ali Laboratory-wide databases into one large central ,_ystem from which end users
can draw the information they need without learning more than one method of access. So, now, ali
personnel systems function within the same computer environment, with use_,'sdrawing on the same
information base for different purposes. This structure has the advantages of consolidation along with
easy access to the consolidated data so that information is truly distributed to the end users through the
one central technology. Figure 1, "Present Administrative Computing Operating Environment,,' depicts
the technologies used in the existing official administrative applications. The integration of systems for
greater efficiency and improved access to information is a fundamental aspect of the strategy. The
FY1991 plan includes refinement of the integrated financial system implementation, the final stages of a
multi-year project to increase efficiency and improve access to the financial irformation that is the core of
the Laboratory's business arrangements. FY1991 will also see the intermethate stages of an integrated
materials management system that coordinates with the financial gystem now in piace. Other projects
focus on creating more efficient access to management information through personal computers and
workstations. The Human Resource System replacement will move personnel data into consolidated
databa_s and bring its access technology into an integrated computer environment.

The plan incorporates an assessment of the probable life spans of current systems and documents
the strategy for conversion and replacement which will create a more efficient and responsive computing
environment. Table 2 lays out the anticipated timetable for major conversions or replacements of
administrative applications over the next ten years. Replacement may occur through acquisition of a
package or through in-house development. The preferred strategy is to acquire software, but if in-house
development is necessary, we will follow a course which uses common tools and develops system
interfaces rather than duplicate data across teclmologies.

._t -9-
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While the three-year planning cycle remains intact, the ten-year overview of anticipated
replacements will assist tectm:cal planners in determining the hardware and software that will most
effectively meet the growing needs of administrative computing. The long-range overview allows
planners to prepare for system replacement and for the effect of changes in one system on other
interrelated systems. A notable example lies in the implications of the environment that will be created
by the proposed materials management system and its effect on the financial systems of the Laboratory. '
A detailed discussion of both short-term and long-term strategies appears in Chapter 2 of this document.

Projects Approved for FY1991

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee has approved eight projects for
FY1991. Actual implementation of all projects depends on allocated funding. The committee has
established alternatives where feasible in an attempt to use available funds most efficiently.

The Argonne Information Management System will enter its final technical stages before it
becomes available to Laboratory researchers. AIM will automate the time-consuming process of
information search and retrieval and will enable direct access to a publication database from individual as

well as library terminals. The system will directly increase efficiency in research at the Laboratory, The
replacement of the Human Resource System (HRS) will bring the HRS System into the established
Integrated Personnel Management System for greater efficiency through access to a central personnel
database and greater control of personnel data. The Applicant Information System replaces the current
Applicant Flow System with a more timely and responsive method for handling applications and related
legal and reporting requirements, lt will eliminate duplication of data and the manual files now
necessary. These various systems consolidate technologies and increase interactive, online access for end
users. In the financial area, the Integrated Financial System (IFS) project will continue to refine the user
environment by implementing specific products acquired with the purchased software. ExpertLink and
Expert Query will enable users to create more of their own reports and access required itfformation from
their individual terminals immediately. The Budget System project will focus on creating a central
modeling facility for divisions to use, along with reporting requirements for non-direct divisions_ Work
on the Effort System will attempt coordination of effort reporting from the various categories to meet
audit requirements and to make such reports as consistent as possible. The multi-year Integrated
Materials Management System Project (IMMS) will evaluate resporkses to the RFP issued, select a
vendor, and begin the installation planning process.

Funding for FY1991

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee has established priorities for projects
that would require total funding for FYI991 of $1,150,000. Laboratory management is assessing the
proposed funding allocations to determine the final list of projects for FY1991. Almost half the approved
funding will go to purchase the required software for the Integrated Materials Management System
(IMMS). That system, because of anticipated purchases, will expend $366,700. The Argonne
Information Management System will require $164,000 for its implementation stages. People systems
will need $83,600 to replace the Human Resource System, $87,600 to develop the Applicant Information
System, and $113,100 to enhance the Human Resources business systems, taking advantage of the PC
network already in piace. Financial systems will require $95,000 for effort in refining the user
environment, $140,000 for work on the Effort System, and $100,000 for creation of a Budget System.
Altogether, the major expenditures in FYI991 will be devoted to the effort necessary to develop the
various systems and to the purchase of the requisite software for the complex materials management
system.
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CHAPTER 2

ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING GOALS AND STRATEGY

The goals for administrative computing, first published in A Plan for Administrative Computing At
ANL: FY1985 Through FY1987 (ANL/TM 420), form the basis for the strategy Argonne pursues in
developing and refining the administrative computing environment. The Management Information
Systems area of the Computing and Telecommunications Division, with the advice of the Administrative
Data Processing Oversight Committee, conlinues to work toward the over-all goal of meeting the
requirements of Laboratory management by providing ready access to and easy manipulation of
administrative information. A detailed discussion of administrative computing goals appears in Appendix
B.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND SOFTWARE REPLACEMENT

Management information can be a competitive and strategic advantage. Argonne itself provides a
clear example of the ways in which administrative data can be used to enhance the Laboratory's position
in a competitive market. In the early 1980s, Argonne faced severe criticism because of the widely-held
perception that the Laboratory was an expensive piace !o perform research. The problem was seen not in
the quality of the science involved but in the cost of doing business with ANL. Analysis of other
laboratories identified a basic inequity in that ali the laboratories were not uniformly categorizing their
costs; therefore, indirect rates and overhead costs were not on comparable bases. For instance, in some
cases support services such as graphic arts and computing were regarded as service centers; in other
cases, the same areas were defined as overhead; in other cases, they were designated as indirect costs.
The compilation and analysis of the data (performed both manually and through the use of computers)
made possible the disproving of the allegation that ANL was more expensive to do research at than other
laboratories. Without the administrative data, the label would have been extremely difficult to remove.
Now, in 1990, the Lalx3ralory again has the opportunity to use its administrative data to improve

- operations and to document improvements, particularly in the areas of environment, safety, and health.
Computing as a means of managing administrative data efficiently and effectively can demonstrably serve
as a competitive and stratezic advantage, not just an overhead activity.

The gains achieved in administrative computing at Argonne have reached the point at which an
examination of the processes of collection and presentation of data should be carried out for each system.
It is likely that such an analysis will indicate that the Laboratory has reached a plateau in the productivity
of information workers. Since almost ali the recordkeeping aspects of administrative information have
been automated, it is time now to examine the various means by which computerized systems can allow
evaluation and use of the assembled information in modeling, transactions, and structure. For example, a
possible goal for MIS might well be the elimination of hard copies from administrative systems. Within
ten years, electronic transmission could become the predominant mode, with everything from requisitions
to personnel actions handled without paper. Ali internal functions could be stored in databases and only
extemal contacts printed in traditional forms. Along with the changes in procedures might well come
changes in methods of collection. Voice recognition and scanning, for example, m)ght supplement data
keying. The collected information might be presented on computer screens, with the various elements
organized according to the needs of the requesting individual. These kinds of possibilities are likely
directions for management information systems to take in the near future.

-13-
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Basic Strategic Elements

As part of its effort to keep administrative information management at a high level of quality,
Management Information Systems has proposed, tested, and established principles of management that
shape the planning and implementation of administrative applications. In accordance with its established
principles, Management Information Systems planning begins with the concept that planners should
recognize and manage Laboratory administrative information as an asset and follows the prin,:iple that, as
with any other asset, the Laboratory must know the quality, characteristics, availability, costs, and
location of administrative information. At the same time, MIS planning must incorporat,_the policy that
the Laboratory should disseminate, not allocate, its administrative information. Within this framework,
Management Information Systems must also take into account the likely changes within the Computing
and Telecommunications Division of which it is a part.

| The basic policies established by MIS are particularly important in light of the anticipated impact of

IBM's SyStems Application Architecture (SAA) and Digital F.,quipment Corporation's Application
Imegration Architecture (AIA). These two products provide users with a common software environment
capable of supporting cooperative processing applications with distributed data, independent of hardware.
Both products provide an architecture for building integrated systems distributed across a network of
programmable workstations, midrange computers, and mainframes.

This approach to architecture coordinates precisely with the strategy MIS has employed for the past
several years:

• Limit hardware and software technologies and eliminate obsolete technologies.

• Consolidate data for more efficient access.

• Migrate to online and full-screen environments.

, Incorporate personal computing into administrative applications.• Acquire rather than develop applications and acquire access and productivity tools.

• Document and publish currently available and accessible data.

I • Continue to distribute data entry by incorporating it into the originator's responsibilities.

These basic strategic elements, while providing easier access to administrative information, increasing the
efficiency of administrative information users, and improving productivity, have also positioned the
Laboratory to take full advantage of the cooperative processing software environment now becoming
available. The software for the Integrated Financial System, for example, is written to be made SAA
compliant and can be adapted i_to the new architecture when it becomes available.

To carry out the basic strategy in FY1991, MIS has identified several specific tasks:

1. Maintain and continue to increase leverage of analyst support of administrative systems through
the use of CASE tools for production and quality control.

2. Implement Rapid Application Development.

3, Develop and test expert systems in appropriate business situations,

Ii! -14-
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4. Maintain the strategy of balancing hardware requirements against software advances so that the
Laboratory can take advantage of new software whtle tt continues a conservative approach to
imlovation.

5. Continue to purchase application packages rather than develop applications in-house.

Funding and Organization

Administrative computing needs and requirements include storage for the large shared databa_s,
secure access based on need to know and on management approval, response time of less than one second
for online interactive systems, back up for critical time-dependent systems, common user access to
systems, and integration of administrativeInformation across organizational lines. Planning to meet these
needs in a cost-effecttve manner must deal with Several specific problems: charge-back policies that
create false markets, implementation plans that do not address the organization goals, systems that
incorporate Laboratory needs poorly, the existence of a variety of equipment and access methods without
overall consistency, shared computing power that must be tuned for diverse applications and systems, and
financial plans that optimize for an individual organization at the expense of the Laboratory as a whole.

The current rates and charge-back policies have several adverse effects on administrative computing.
As rates change, analysts modify applications to take advantage of cheaper rates or escape higher rates.
An alternative rate policy must be a priority for CTD and for the Laboratory so that changes in
applications will be made to enhance the original program and meet additional information needs. Plans

, must begin to include the equipment necessary to guarantee adequate storage capacity and response time
levels. The Laboratory must provide cost-effective computing power so that divisions and departments
will choose to use computing resources that result in the integration of databases and efficient access to
those databases.

Personal computers and minicomputers are an effective and essential part of the hierarchy of
computir|g power;, they fulfill a very real need for inexpensive local computer processing. They must,
however, be brought into the administrative computing environment so that the systems they run can
become integrated into the over-ali structure of management information. Computing hardware _d
software capable of providing a responsive interactive environment for administrative applications is
necessary to improve the productivity of information professionals (with accountants, buyers, etc.). The
arrival of the IBM 3084 computer provides an opportunity to develop this environment. However, if in
the years to come scientific and administrative systems are better served in separate environments,
outsourcing the computing cycles for administrative systems may become economical.

As the history of management information systems at Argonne has demonstrated, administrative
productivity can and does increase as administrative information is made available across organizational
boundaries. Many departments affect ali segments of the Laboratory. Accounting, budgeting,
procurement, materials, human resources, travel, and other systems have an effect on many other
organizations, not just on the organization that is the primary user. Consciousness of these interrelated
factors should provide the motivation to develop and implement an administrative computing
environment that can be made responsive to administrative needs.

The responsibility for planning administrative systems appropriately lies with the functional business
unit and MIS. Together, the two entities develop plans and propose projects to the Administrative Data
Processing Oversight Committee (ADPO). The committee's responsibility has been to administer the
long-range plan for the Laboratory. Unfortunately,cost control regularly interferes with implementation
of the established goals for administrative systems such as integrationof data and elimination of outdated
technologies. The major problem is that no one person is responsible for overseeing the progress of the
individual systems within the overall structure. Nor does any one person manage the dollars to change
priorities as plans are modified, ADPO establishes priorities for project funding on an annual basis.
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Administrative information needs that arise during the year are addresmd by the divisions or delayed to
the following funding cycle. Management systems often take a long time to implement because resources
are stretched over a number of projects, The integration of systems has a low pflority and is usually
outside the scope of any one project.

Hardware

In the past, scientific and administrative computing were managed separately. The two were joined
when the old Applied Mathematics Division acquired the IBM 360, The move was expected to bring
economy to both aspects of computing at the Laboratory, Hardware choices continue to reflect shifts in
the needs of both scientific and administrative computing. The scientific computing community has
benefited from more powerful mainframes while the administrative computing community has been able
to move forward several generations. This joint arrangement remained through the acquisition of the
IBM 3084.

i

With the purchase of the Cray X-MP, a split between scientific and administrative computing
hardware has begun, Upgrades to the Cray and the acquisition of paraJlel processors will separate
scientific computer cycles from administrative computer cycles. CTD predicts that within five years
IBM-compatible cycles will be primarily (more than 70%) devoted to administrative computing. DEC
cycles will be shared, while supercomputer and parallel processor cycles will be entirely scientific,

These general trends form the background for MIS planning in terms of hardware. A number of
specific elements in the hardware environment are of importance to Management Information Systems'
planning. These elements include the configuration and implementation of the IBM 3084 and the choice
of hardware to replace the Hewlett-Packard machines for the materials systems. Use of the DEC/VAX
8700 will increase dramatically when the Argonne Information Management System goes into operation.
Other hardware factors include the development of more and more powerful PCs and workstations and
their wider distribution throughout the Laboratory. A final hardware-related component is the success of
the midrange computers directly involved with the new architectures now coming on the market,

In the area of hardware availability, MIS planners have formulated the following assumptiorLs on
which to base their strategy:

1. The planned replacement for the IBM 3084 will accommodate the need for IBM-compatible
cycles to serve administrative computing needs.

' 2, An IBM or IBM-compatible computer will handle the network loads and the central databases.

:. 3. An IBM or IBM-compatible computer will be the main machine for the primary CICS/MVS
administrative environment.

4. Administrative computing and limited scientific computing will remain on the same machines.

5. The Hewlett-Packard machines will be replaced by October 1993.

Software

In terms of the likely development of administrative systems and software at Argonne National
Laboratory, Management Information Systems' planners have developed a set of assumptions which will
guide their strategy for the next five years:

1. File transfer software will move toward creation of a seamless environment for users,
t/,
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2. Integration tfr applications will continue as more and more individual systems are brought into
the large Laboratory databases.

3, Users will have more tools to access the centr,'d databases.

4. Because staff numbers will remain fairly constant, analysts will need more productivity tools.
MIS will attempt to recruit more students as support for the full-time staff.

5. A significant portion of MIS effort will be directed toward bringing current and planned
applications into the "seamless environment."

6. Administrative applications, especially with the new architecture, will rely heavily on personal
computers and workstations as access mechanisms, with concomitant use of maltiple windows
and other PC programming techniques.

7. Users will be more skilled and have more power to manipulate data through their local personal
computers and workstations.

On the basis of these assumptions, then, MIS will continue its strategy of consolidating data into large
central databases, a strategy which ensures consistent availability and quality. Analysts will continue to
emphasize the use of a range o1"computers, with emphasis on the concept of a centralized repository and
archive available to end users through a variety of individual machines. The strategy of making data
accessible through uploading and downloading will, in essence, remain in place, although the
programming interfaces of the new distributed computing systems will change the ways in which access
is possible.

The software chosen for the Integrated Materials Management System will have a major impact on
the computing enviromnents for ali administrative applications. Software compatible with the Integrated
Financial System software will allow a number of data elements to be brought together easily in a central
database. Software that is not compatible with the current financial software environment will result in an
extension of the IFS project to build a number of separate materials systems and to develop interfaces
which will allow direct transmission of materials and services data into the financial system.

User Invo Ivement

The development of partnerships between MIS and programmatic and non-programmatic users of
administrative information is essential to the creation of a more productive environment. Both halves of
the parmership can benefit from their interaction. If administrative users develop systems tbr their
individual areas, the result often i_ a non.standard, poorly documented system with inadequately
protected data. Such systems must usually remain isolated because they cannot be integrated into the
Laboratory-wide systems technically. On the other hand, systems developed entirely within MIS can fail
to meet; the goals of the business organizations because they are created with inadequate information and
without _knowledge of specific needs. Partnerships between administrative data users and MIS have
higher rates of success in achieving goals and have the advantage of following standardized procedures
for protection and documentation.

These partnerships have historically taken a significant amount of time for both u_rs and analysts.
With the implementation of a new technique called Rapid Application Development and the acquisition
of CASE tools to enable analysts to use the technique, the development process will be shortened.
Management Information Systems will be able to produce a system more quickly, with a greater chance
to meet the organization's business goals successfully,
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MIS, then, will work to incorporate information processing con_pts into decisions that affect
administrative policy and procedures to provide data for analysis and assurance of cost-effective
procedures. CTD's aimlysts will continue to develop partnerships between MIS and aJlministrative data
users in both programmatic and support divisions. MIS will also promote common computing tools
across the administrative organizations to reduce dependency on individuals and ease transfer of people
and information.

Software Development

One area in which MIS will consider software development is that of expert systems. Expert
systems are computer systems that emulate human expertise by storing knowledge gathered from humans
and then performing as advisory consultants with explanations based on the stored expertise to document
their logical inferences. This kind of software can free administrative staff from routine activities, while
it documents the decision steps and makes them available to the organization. Decisions concerning
make or buy procurements, closing f'mancial statements, explanation of benefits, and approval steps for
procurements are candidates for development of expert systems. Selection of a pilot package and funding
of its development will be proposed to the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee.

Without the improvements offered by expert system components in software packages, the
Laboratory will not be able to realize the full potential of its administrative data. Through the use of
packages, we have organized our data efficiently and have created standard tools to analyze and report
that data. If the Laboratory chooses to stop its efforts to improve efficiency at tltis point, the productivity
of its administrative staff will not have improved significantly over the older systems.

In ali of its attempts to develop and expand the software capabilities of the Laboratory, MIS will
keep in mind the related strengths of the partners in the process. System users can most efficiently
specify their needs, set priorities, determine how to exploit their databases, and perform the appropriate
experiments with and analyses of their data. MIS can most efficiently analyze the impact of a given
package on other information systems, identify areas of dependence on other systems, prepare tahesystem
architecture, design databases, select the implementation vehicle, and optimize machine performance.
Each half of the parmers in the software planning process complements the other. MIS will make every

i effort to heighten user involvement in planning and implementing new software capabilities.

Over the long term, MIS plans to complete several specific activities directed toward the more_ efficient development of software. These activities include:

i 1. Acquiring and implementing a database management sy_em.

2. Acquiring and implementing a technology to improve movement of data between the CICS
mainframe databases and the user workstations.

3. Establishing a management commitment to develop SAA-compliant new applications and to
modify the existing systems to make them compliant as weil.

4. Directing future efforts towards acquiring workstation-based productivity, management, and
analysis tools.

5. Implementing MVS/XA for administrative systems.

ii_ 6. Evaluating REXX as a means of data ana appttcations management.
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I nagement InformationSystems Applications

MIS planners, as part of their regular review of administrative systems, have examined the current
systems and applications and assess_ their status under the existing organization. Planners also looked
at areas of potentialgrowth for administrative computing and evaluated that potential in terms of its
significance to the Laboratory for greater efficiency in the handling of administrative information. Figure
2 identifies the "official" systems and their piace in the overall structure of administrative data processing
at Argonne. Table 1 provides a glossary of systems identified in Figure 2 as part of the administrative
computing environment. Table 2 identifies by fiscal year the anticipated starting dates for conversion or
replacement of those systems. Proposed changes in the current systems appear as part of the project
descriptions in Chapter 5. The replacement table is, of course, tentative, but it does represent a starting
point for long-range planning. MIS planners have also examined each area of the field in order to
determine the directions in which management information systems at the Laboratory are likely to move.
Their determinations appear under the various areas of interest below.

Expert Systems

Expert systems represent an area of great potential for Laboratory users of administrative and
management information systems in the future. An expert system contains a set of policies and
procedures for making judgmental decisions. It is often based on the experience of an individual who
has, for example, regularly determined medical insurance payment of bills. That person's knowledge,
combined with the formal policies of the company, can serve as the basis for a system that improves
white-collar productivity by making many of the fundamental decisions that would otherwise take up
staff time.

There are many possibilities for use of expert systems in Management Information Systems. Such
systems could perform document approval, a time-consuming function in many accounting areas. An
expert system could serve as the front end for distributed requisitioning. The system could accept a
requisition and make the decision as to which ordering system and what authorization should enter into
the process. An expert system could serve as a resource for benefits analysis, providing options and
altematives on request.

The tools for creating expert systems are already available in the marketplace, largely in the form of
shell systems, with some PC-based. The most probable structure for the Laboratory would be a
combination of mainframe and PCs. The area of expert systems is one MIS should be researching.
Planning in this area must be flexible because use of expert systems is so closely tied to education and
knowledge of management and users. MIS will, however, begin assessment of possible production tools
and analysis of possible points of usage. Expert systems could well be a major effort in the future.

Data and Job Management

In the area of data and job management, MIS looks to the creation of multiple networks composed of
minicomputers and connected to mainframe computers which will require significant computer security.
This structure of networks will be dependent on improved data transmission. CTD will need to develop
support for a VAX hierarchy parallel to the existing IBM structure and, in both architectures, look at ways
to incorporate Sun, Macintosh, and MicroVAX machines into the networks. MIS anticipates that job
submission, as such, will be more and more packaged, not visible to users. Job control will continue to be
the responsibility of MIS analysts. Although MIS expects the IBM environment to continue, at least for

_i_ the near future, access to the VAX cluster and interfaces between the IBM and the VAX machines will be
.i crucial.
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Figure 2' ANL Administrative Computing Systems
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i I

Table 1

Glossary of Systems

AIM ArgonneInformatlo_ManatjemenlSyslem PLANT LEDGER PtanlLedger
AMOS ArgonneMateHaJsO_'derSystem PMS Propel ManagemenlS/stem
AMPS AutomatedMaleriaJs/PayableSystem PMS-iV Pro_=<.tMana_emenlSystem.IV
ANL.PHONE ANLOnline PhoneDirectory PODATA PurchaseOfde<Dala.Ease
CKWI_ITE CheckWritingSystem SOMI SpaceandOcc_arcy Management
CKREC CheckReconciliationSyslern STS StockTtack_ S/stem
COSTBUD CosUBudgetMonthlyEstimatingSystem SlorecaJ SloresCa_aJc<j
COSTPRO CostPro_ectionSystem TSL TechnicalSev_.,e.sLabor
DIR TelephoneDirectory UCRS UniformContractReportingSyslem
DIVBUD Div_sionaJBudge_System VMS Vel'urJeMaJnlenanceSfslem
EBS EmployeeBenefits System VIS Vehicle ldentir_a.tlonS_tem
EQ LEDGER EquipmentLedger
EQ REGISTER EquipmentP,,,.Kjister
ESH EmployeeBenefitsSystem
FUNDSCONTROL FundsContro4
HRS HumanResourceSystem
IFS IntegratedR_ System
IMS IntegratedMedicalSystem
IPMS IntegratedPersormelmanagementSystem
IPS InlegratedPayrollSystem
KOMAND ComputingResourceUsageAo::ounling
LIS Lbrary InlormationSystem
MRS MerilReview Syslem
NETWORK DB Nelwod_Database
NEWSLETTERLABELS Newr-Jette(Labels

PHACS PhoneAccountingSystem
PIRS PurchaseIn_on'nalionReportingSystem

,i_ STANDALONE SYSTEMS

! ACRS AnnualGon_llantReporting System
AFS ApplicantRow Syslem
CARES CalibrationRecallSystem

CONF/MAIL CorderenceMailingManagementSystem

OSI Co_rolled Slorage Inventory
DCS DocumentContro_System
JOBS JobSchedulingSystem
MCRS M,aJntenanceContr_ andReportingSyslem
QAD-DER DirectEffortReporting(QuaJilyAssurance)
RADEXP RadialionExposure
SI SensitiveItem Database
SMIS SpecialMaterialsInlormalionSystem
SRTS Service RequestTrarJungSystem
STOREORD S|o_esOrderingSystem
SUI SecurityUnusua_In_dentsSystem
UCRS Un_ormConlrac_ReportingSystem

!
,|
1
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i Table 2

System Replacement Schedule

Replacement Planned

SYSTEM NAME Year Installed Beg,In Finish Comments
(PO (PO

Financial InformationSystem 1970 1989 1990 Replace with new In_:jraled FinanciaJSystem.
Human Resource System 1980 1989 1991
Manual Orders - 1991 1992 IncorporateInto new integrated Mater[aLsManagement System
Stock Tracker System 1982 1991 1992 Incorporate into new Integrated Mater[aLsManagement System
Subcontracts 1990 1992 IncorporateInto new Integrated Materials Management System
Vehicle Maintenance Re,coding 1979 1989 1990

Argonne Materials Order System 1987 1991 1992 Incorporato Intonew Integrated Materials Management System
Automated Materials/Payable System 1980 1991 1992 Incorporate Into new Integrated Mater[als Management System
Library InformationSystem 1987 1989 1991 Replace with new Llbr"a_ypackage
Procurement Information Retrieval System 1984 1991 1992 Incorporate into new Inlegrated Matedab Management System

Annual Consultant Reporting Gystem 1976 1992 '1992
Applicant Ffow System 1977 1991 1991
Budget Systems 1976 1990 1990 Incorporate Into new Integrated Financial System
Space and OccupancyManagement 1980 1991 1993
Information System
Special Materials Information System 1976 1992 1993

Mainframe Interface System 1989 1994 1994
Property Management System 1986 1993 1993 IncorporateInto new Integrated Mater[als Managemenl System

Conference Services System 1983 1995 1995 Potential migration to newer database technology,
Mailing Management System 1983 1995 1995 Potential migration to newer database technology.
Security Unusual IncidentsSystem 1979 1989 1995

Telephone DIrec:ory 1984 1996 1996

Calibration Recall System 1987 1997 1997
Vehicle Identification System (Security) 1987 1997 1997

Conlrolled Slorage Inventory 1987 1998 1998
Integrated Medical System 1987 1998 1998
Circuit Management System 1989 1999 1999
Environment, Safety and Health Systems 1989 1999 1999
Employee Benefits System 1990 2000 2000
Meril Rev_w System 1990 2000 2000

PURCHASED SOFTWARE

These applicationsare purchased software. Theoretically, thek lifetime is indefinite IIyeadf maintenance fees are paid to the vendor,
the vendor keeps the system currentwith technology, and business practices remain co_ with the acquired soltware.

lbl

Integrated Payroll System 1985 Integrated System, Inc. (ISI)
Integrated Personnel Management System 1983 Integrated System,Inc. (ISI)
Maintenance Controdand Repotting System 1984 The Auslln Company

, Telecommunications InformationSystems 1987 NEC Astm PhacsSystem
Integrated FmanctalSystem 1988 Management Science of America (MSA)
Argonne InformationManagement System 1990 Techllb Stacs

, ii,,,

!
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New forms of read-only storage may reduce hardcopy reports. Users will do more processing on
local machines, while maintaining an archive on the mainframe. Data transfer will become an important
factor. MIS anticipates development of Local Area Networks independent of applications that would
consist of minicomputers on which users could do their local processing but which would connect to
mainframe computers for archiving aJad backup. In this context, high speed data transmission for
uploading and downloading to the mainframe computers will become a critical factor. In the short term,
PBX data transmission will be sufficient, but long-term planning should look to other means of transfer

' such as fiber optics,

As the Laboratory's administrative data is distributed over varied platforms and is made accessible
through database client/server software on these platforms, MIS will play an increasingly important role
in data management and job coordination. MIS must develop the architecture for distributed databases,

• must provide up-to-date information to administrative users about the Laboratory's administrative da!a
and access to that data, and must assist the users when problems occur in accessing or manipulating
adrninistrative data. As cooperative processing becomes the primary mode of computing, with data and
fu_actiondistributed as appropriate between mainframes and personal workstations, MIS assistance for the
wol'kstation user will encompass both the user's applications (software) and instruments of work
(networks and hardware).

Although batch computing will remain a major task for the MIS operations support specialists on the
second shift, installing automated console software in central computing operations may provide the
capability to automate large portions of administrative job submission and tracking. If this automation is
successful, MIS will shift the resources formerly devoted to manual job submission and tracking to other
support activities.

Anticipating the eventual obsolescence of the Hewlett-Packard minicomputers and the automation of
single-step job submission and tracking, MIS will begin training the current operations support staff in
Building 201 to develop personal computer applications: first, those applications needed for the
operations area, and then other standalone applications. Further training will emphasize cooperative
processing, with operators handling personal workstation and applications problems.

1 Human Resources Systems

The Human Resource Management System encompasses eight major applications. These
applications include the Payroll System, the Personnel System, the Medical System, the Environment,

i| Safety and Health System, the Merit Review System, the Bencfits System, the HRS Laboratory-wide
System, and the Applicant Flow System. The Payroll, Personnel, Medical, and ESH systems have ali

, been implemented since 1983. The Merit Review and Benefits systems are in development for
i completion in FY1990, with the HRS Laboratory-wide System and the Applicant Flow System planned

for replacement in the FY1991-FY1992 planning period.

Major components of the current sU'ategy include providing software solutions with purchased
software, providing online access to data for users, operating the systems in a common computing
environment, consolidating person-related data, eliminating duplication of data, and automating necessary
person-related data currently contained in manual files. This strategy has been the guiding principle in all
the proposals related to Human Resource Systems for the past eight years. This phase of the plan for
person-related systems will be complete when the remaining applications are implemented in
FY 1991-FY1992.

With the technical infrastructure in piace and data readily available, the strategy for the next
five-year period in the HRMS area encompasses five aspects:

1. providing fast and efficient access to the HRMS data to facilitate management summarization
and analysis of the information.
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2. providing an excellent mainframe-to-workstation interface to enable rapid movement of data
between the central data repository on the mainframe the user community workstations.

3. implementing the concepts of IBM's System Application Architecture (SAA) in the HRMS
applications to improve ease of use.

4. implementing workstation-based systems for management and staff.

5. implementing labor-saving applications based On the core data of HRMS.
,

Plant Systems

Plant systems have taken a networking approach with a very successful Local Area Network of PCs.
Most Plant Facilities and Services applications are on PCs and development is likely to continue in that
direction, with the possibility that PFS may decide to incorporate a minicomputer into the LAN. Plant
Facilities and Services has several sophisticated, separate systems that would be good candidates to move
to PCs from the mainframe. The Space and Occupancy Management Information (SOMI) system, for
example, will most likely be moved to a PC, although the system will still require interfaces to the
Laboratory's financial systems and human resource systems. The Maintenance Control and Reporting
System (MCRS), which currently runs on the HP 3000 machines, will be moved to _ PC-based LAN
within three years. CTD and PFS have just begun researching equipment and software needs for the
LAN-based MCRS. Technical advances in computing may make it possible to obtain information from
digitized drawings in the CAE systems to update both SOMI and MCRS. In the financial area, PFS
should automate several functions that are still manual and should establish interfaces with the Integrated
Financial System. We have, for example, begun downloading information from IFS to the LAN-based
Vehicle Maintenance System.

In general, Plant Systems will need to be integrated into the Laboratory-wide informational
databases with several new electronic interfaces. To accomplish this goal, we will undertake a review of
PFS systems, including the many PC-based systems, to determine the types and locations of common
data. Once the review is complete, we will share the results with PFS computer users to enable them to
manage the common information more efficiently, perhaps through mergers or creation of new systems.
The users will be in a position to make their determinations of needs and advantageous procedures on the
basis of the systems review.

Library System

The new library information retrieval system will undergo rapid expansion as the package is
implemented over the next two years. The system will run on the central VAX 8700, chosen on the basis
of a staff survey from which Technical Information Services (TIS), with the Library Automation
Advisory Committee and CTD, learned the internal priorities and requirements of ANL staff. TIS
purchased Information Dimension's BASIS Techlib to manage the records of the Technical Publications
Section, the libraries, and the library support services, and to provide online bibliographical search
capabilities. ANL staff will have access to the system through terminals in the libraries and through their
office works_,_:,,!.ionsover the existing file transfer network. The first component of the library system will
be operational i_, the fall of 1990. Usage will expand rapidly as more and more staff members become
aware of the system's capabilities. The system will help the libraries to meet the information needs of
ANL scientists and researchers by making access to research mater_ faster and more efficient.
Eventually, the system _,dl move to incorporate new technology such as optical disks to handle massive
amounts of text.
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Project Management Systems

lt is not possible to formulate a central solution for ',he various system requirements of project
tracking and administration. MIS can offer consulting as a service, but the demand most likely will be
from individual organizations who request the services of analysts they know and trust. Each project
manager will choose his own project management program, with or without official advice. Management
Information Systems will be primarily concerned with the transfer of financial data to the project
management systems, providing speci',dized electronic interfaces to allow the various systems to get
information from the Laboratory-wide databases and to allow the various systems to transfer data to those
same databases when necessary.

Materials Systems

lt is paradoxical that some of the current materials systems seem highly integrated and yet often do
not interface with other materials systems. The Automated Materials/Payables System (AMPS), for
example, integrated the functions of purchasing, receiving, and accounts payable but interfaces only with
the General Ledger and does not interface at ali with the Property Management System. The wide array
of v_a-ious materials systems today exist on lwo different Hewlett-Packard 3000 computers, on two
different IBM mainframe operating systems, on PC-based systems, and interface with VAX/VMS user
systems.

A growing part of Materials Systems is the systems contracting area presently served by AMOS.
Like many organizations today, ANl., is attempting to minimize inventories of supplies and depend
instead on distributors te deliver supplies quickly. From a business perspective, this shift requires
establishment of relationships with a limited number of suppliers who can maintain their own sizable

'_ inventories and provide speedy delivery to the Laboratory from their warehouses. From a systems
perspective, we will need to keep abreast of the latest developments in Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
so that we can pass orders from ANL to the vendors and obtain updated information from the vendors

" instantaneously. This technology may also be used for standard purchase orders and even Requests for
Quotes.

Bar code or automatic identification technology is another area we will need to monitor closely.
Beginning in fiscal year 1991 Security will be issuing badges with the badge number bar coded. This first
step in bar coding at the Laboratory will serve as a test project for implementation of bar code reading as

: part of the identification and authorization processing essential to future administrative systems. Because
the badge number is the primary method of identification at the Laboratory, other uses of the bar coded

° badges will most likely begin to occur outside administrative systems. The Laboratory could use bar
coding to improve materials distribmion and inventory management. Already used for property
management at the Laboratory, bar coding will also be the method of tracking gas cylinders in the future.

Materials Systems will be largely preoccupied over the next five years with the selection and
implementation of the proposed Integrated Materials Management System. In live years, the system that
replaces AMPS, Stock Tracker, and portions of AMOS will be in piace on a mainframe-class machine,
but parts of the system may actually run on distributed machines. We anticipate, for example, that several

- divisional VAX users may follow a requisition process that coordinates with the mainframe system, but is

i separate from it. We also anticipate that current disjointed systems like the Property Management System
will. at least, interface with the IMMS.

Both Internal Purchasing and Accounts Payable will be directly influenced by the development of
the IMMS; the relationship between those aspects of the financial system and the materials management
system must be..carefully determined and maintained. In order to arrive at our goals, we must select a
system that allows us to cooperate easily with the current Integrated Financial System but is flexible
enough to handle several different requisition processes. Once the system is chosen, MIS analysts will
acquire the expertise to operate the system and work with appropriate vendor personnel to imt)lement it.
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Financial Systems

After an extended period of development and implementation activity (two years), the first phase ot'
the MSA software-based financial system went into production in April of 1989, This phase consisted of
the implementation of the General Ledger and Financial Controller packages from MSA, the use of
MSA's Information Expert reporting tools as a replacement for the Fir_ancial Management System (FMS),
and a significant frontend and backend subsystem developed inhouse to supplement MSA's systems. The
implementation of the Purchasing, Accounts Payable, and Budgetary Control packages was deferred.
Later in 1989, the project acquired Brightview from MSA as a development tool. The project has not
acquired any new budget systems, but has developed IFS interfaces for the current budget systems,
Divbud and Costbud.

As with many large systems, the first year since implementation has been spent stabilizing the first

i phase and enhancing the system with functions that were not necessary immediately after cutover. A
significant amount of effort has been devoted to the user reporting environment and financial reports.
The system has been operating successfully since its inception. There have been no delays in reporting
the Laboratory's financial position to DOE each month.

Many of the business changes to the financial systems (Budgetary Control, Internal Purchasing, and
electronic entry and authorization of documents, for example) did not occur with the implementation of
IFS as originally planned. These business changes are functions which require major commitment across
the Laboratory for suc_3ess. In the early stages of the IFS implementation, there was much debate about
these functions, but no established agreement among the various parties. Consequently, much work
remains to install these and other functions, if the key business issues can be resolved. The possible
enhancements to the Integrated Financial System include:

• replacing Costbud and Divbud budget systems

• implementating Accounts Payable

• building interfaces with the new materials systems

• implementing a system developed in-house as an alternative to the MSA lntemal Purchasing
package

• automating entry of scientific effort

• implementing Budgetary Control on a redticed level.

Because ali of these possibilities require significant agreement from ali areas of the Laboratory before
they can be incorporated into the financial system, it is impossible to predict the dates by which they
might be installed or even suggest the order in which they might become available.

From a technical perspective, the IFS implementation has been very successful. The reliability of the
software acquired from MSA far exceeded expectations and the subsystems developed in-house
capitalized on the CICS online access. To the extent that tasks are left in the hands of the technical team,
the planning and management of the technical implementation has proceeded efficiently and effectively.
The technical team, however, cannot control those area in which the use of third-party vendor tools is
planned before actual delivery. Failure by the vendor to provide the tools by the planned date or failure
of the tools to function as expected results in planning and implementation delays. A second factor that
affects technical implementation is its relationship to business implementation. Because the business
issues take far longer to resolve, the technical tasks tend to be imderstaffed and, on occasion, to be
omitted altogether, with possible resurrection at a later date.
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In January 1990, Dun and Bradstreet acquired MSA and merged the company with its McCormack
and Dodge subsidiary to form a new company called Dun and Bradstreet Software Services (DBSS),
DBSS is committed to maintaining ali current software unttl the next generation of SAA-compli,'mt
software is delivered in about three years, At that point, the Laboratory wtll upgrade to the new software,

Major technology changes that wtll probably occur beyond FY1990 include:

• More functionality will be placed under CICS,

• CICS will become available to the Laboratory community at large,

• MIS will have to provide input and output interfaces between the IBM mainframes and other
hardware as needed by IFS users,

• MIS will revise existing and new online functions to conform with SAA,

• Users will rely more on personal computers and cooperative processing,

• We will build technical bridges between administrative systems to facilitate Budgetary Control,

• MIS will make technical changes to take advantage of hardware advances such as disk caching,
solid state data storage devices, and new operating systems like ESA,

The laming of the teclmology changes is subject to De progress made by outside vendors in developing
the .software that will make cooperative processing possible. The significant changes now taking piace in
the software industry will drive the technological changes to IFS. Because of these factors, it is difficult
to predict dates for implementation,
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CHAPTER 3 ,

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING

THE ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee was formed by the Deputy Laboratory
Director--Operations in October 1982. The Committee's charge is to advise Laboratory management and
the Computing Policy Committee regarding administrative computing issues, to formulate policy for

'_ administrative computing, and act as an advocate for the establishment of that policy, to review, evaluate,
set priorities, and recommend funding and schedules for new equipment, new software development and
enhancements for 'aliadministrative computing systems.

Purview of the Committee

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee includes in its purview the planning,
funding, and development of ali official l_aboratorybusiness systems. Unofficial administrative systems
that serve only an internal purpose for an organization are subject to review by the Committee if they
meet any of the following criteria:

1. Require more than $25,000 in purchased hardware and/or software.

2. Require more than four months of technical effort.

3. Interface with an existing official administrative system by transferring data between the systems.

4. Manage information that is used by Laboratory personnel in another organization.

Developing information systems is an expensive process which consumes Laboratory resources.
The Laboratory must have the assurance that development of business systems occurs in the most
effective manner, that planned business systems do not duplicate existing systems, and that planned
systems contain the proper interfaces to official systems. Management Information Systems of the
Computing and Telecommunications Division acts as a resource for the Administrative Data Processing

ii Oversight Committee for knowledge of computing resources and expertise in ANL's operating system.

The area staff collects, distributes, and recommends priorities for proposals which affect administrative
data processing and the Argonne computing environment.
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Format for Proposal Submissions to the Committee

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee reviews proposed administrative
computing projects at etther regularly scheduled or special meetings. The proposal submissions cover the
following potnts:

b

• Description and Background of Problem

• Solution and Scope

• Costs

• Benefits

• Schedule of Deltverables and Spending Plan

• Alternatives Examined

• Relationship to Other Systems

• Organizations Involved

• Success Factors

The full format tbr proposals to the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee
appears in Appendix D, with forms for cost and benefit analysis and examples of quantifiable and
non-quantifiable aspects of the propos',d. The format for the costs and benelits sections of proposals has
been modified to provide greater detail, in accordar_ce with Analysis of Benefits and Costs (ABC).

Evaluation of Proposals

One of the responsibilities of the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee is to
review proposals for administrative system projec_.s and to recommend funding through the Laboratory
General Expense Budget for those that provide a tangible cost benefit to the Laboratory, that are
necessary to the continuing operation of the Laboratory, or that enhance the way the Laboratory performs
its business functions, In addition, because of the limited resources available for administrative
computing projects, the Committee sets priorities on projects that best fulfill the goals of administrative
computing, The Committee may assign a priority to a project based on the goals tbr administrative
computing and other management considerations, or the Committee may not recommend funding tbr the
proposed project,

Projects reviewed by the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee vary in size and
complexity. As necessary, the Committee requests assistance in the technical assessment of proposed
projects from Computing and Telecommunications associate directors, section heads, and group
managers, and from the Chairman of the VAX Managers group.

I -30-
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Computing Policy Committee

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee submits the plan for administrative
compt,ting to the Computing Policy Committee for review, Generally, Computing Policy Committee
approval ts necessary for hardware acquisition,

Funding Recommendations to the Chief Operations Officer

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee submits a funding recommendation to
the Chief Operations Officer for the approved projects. This funding recommendation is for the next
fiscal year but may also address subsequent year approval for large projects.

Project Review

During the lifetime of an approved administrative computing project, the Administrative Data
Processing Oversight Committee reviews the status of the project on a regularly scheduled basis,
recommends redirection when necessary, reviews and approves major changes in project direction, mid
reports the findings te the Chief Operations Officer. Projects under review will utilize the following
format for presentatior_s:

• Statement of project charter and scope as approved

• Chart of major mile;;tonesas originally approved

' • Narrative review of status of each milestone
I

• Anticipated and actual deviations from plan
I

• Potential problems and opportunities

As appropriate, the Committee will forward recommendations or the results of the review of a project to
the Chief Operations Officer and/or the Computing Policy Committee.

i
FUNDING POLICY FOR ADMINISTRATIVESYSTEMS

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee recognizes the need for a policy for
consistent, uniform, and long term funding of new systems development efforts and the ongoing
maintenance of the Laboratory's informational databases. The informational databases are generally
available on a Laboratory-widebasis and contain the Laboratory's business information; they include the
Human Resource Management System, the Integrated Financial System, and several others. The
Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee recommends funding for the development and
enhancement of these databases. The users of the several systems bear the operating costs, which include
expenses for loading, storing, and maintaining the system's data, for making the data available to the user
community, and for labor and run time costs to enhance and maintain the system as a whole. During the
development stage of a new system, ali operational costs are, for funding purposes, costs of development.
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PROCEDURES FOR PLANNING ADMINISTRATIVE APPLICATIONS

The initial steps in planning developments, enhancements, and maintenance Include:

• initiating new development, major enhancements, and maintenance.

• funding new development, major enhancements, and maintenance.

• setting priorities for requests.

• using phased-development methodology.

InitiatingNewDevelopment,MajorEnhancements,andMaintenance

in most cases, users initiate the request for the development of new applications and the
enhancement or maintenance of existing applications written by the Laboratory. The initiating request for
service may result from:

• an individual user organization, which perceives a specific need and communicates with a Computing
and Telecommunications Division analyst.

• Management Information Systems, which perceives a Laboratory-wide need, perhaps across
functional areas, and communicates to Laboratory management through the Administrative Data
Processing Oversight Committee.

Funding New Development, Major Enhancements, and Maintenance

Funding Ibr Computing and Telecommunications development, enhancement, and maintenance
projects comes from one of two sources, or a combination of both.

Funding may come from the requesting division's budget or from a Laboratory allocation as a
Laboratory Indirect Expense for new developments and major enhancements. Funds are committed based
on the estimated development cost of the new application or the estimated cost of a major enhancement to
a current application. The commitment of funds is phase-limited according to the phased application
development process described in a succeeding section entitled "Using Phased-Development
Methodology". When developing budgets and staffing levels, Computing and Telecommunications takes
into consideration the past year's levels, the preliminary Laboratory budget, and discussions with principal
users about the level of services that will be necessary. The Computing and Telecommunications
Division may also define funding levels if it is desirable to supplement regular staff through
subcontractors.

Setting Priorities for Requests

The requesting division assigns an initial priority for each of its requests for services, including
maintenance. The priority setting function may be the responsibility of a systems coordinator/liaison
within the requesting organization. The requesting organization may change the priority at any time if it
(the umr organization) decides to withdraw funding from a specific project.

Computing and Telecommunications reviews these requests and prepares its own
recommendations of priorities for major enhancements, new developments, and maintenance, partly
based on the availability of the requisite resources. These requests may cross multiple functional areas of
the Laboratory.

I -32-
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Computing and Telecommunications, through the Administrative Data Processing Oversight
Committee, gives its recommendations on priorities, as well as the priorities of requesting divisions, to
the Chief Operations Officer, who is responsible for final approval and allocation of Laboratory funds for
major requests. If the Chief Operations Officer does not concur with the Administrative Data Processing
Oversight Committee's recommendation conceming a specific proposal for funding, the requesting
division may rearrange its internal priorities to fund new development, enhancements, or maintenance, if
the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee and the Chief Operations Officer approve the
project.

Using Phased-Development ,;,ethodology

After the Chief Operations Officer has approved funding for a service request, the Computing and
Telecommunications Division staff uses System Development Methodology (SDM/70) to proceed with
the application. SDM/70 is a standard approach used for new application development and major
enhancements to existing applications, lt involves a series of chronological, well-structured, and
well-documented phases. The eight SDM/?0 phases fall into three major categories.

• Analysis Phases" The requesting division or committee and the systems staff agree on what the
application is to do. Requestors and staff define and analyze the problem or need and formulate a
solution. A System Requirement Definition (SRD) and a System Design Alternative (SDA) are the
documents prepared at the end of these phases. A commercial package may fulfill the definition and
become the preferred alternative. In that case, the design phases described below are unnecessary and
may constitute only minor changes to the established package.

• Design Phases: The requesting division or committee and the systems staff decide how to develop the
application conceptually, from the user point of view, and then technically. Both groups review
commercially-available packages and determine the feasibility of in-house development of the entire
system as compared to modification of existing packages for the system under consideration. System
External Specifications (SES) and System Intemal Specifications (SLS) comprise the documentation
for these phases if the development is in-house. If a commercial package is the system of choice,
further specifications are not necessary.

• Con,_truction Phases: The systems staff constructs and installs the application if development is
in-house or installs and implements the system if a commercial package is chosen. The staff creates
operating and user guides and program documents as the final step in the process. Documentation is
an integral part of commercial packages.

At the end of each phase, the requesting division or committee makes a decision on whether it is
feasible to continue the development process. With the completion of each phase, the user's ability to
estimate the benefits and costs of the application has improved, because the specifications for the
application have become progressively more explicit. In the traditional structure of design phases,
documentation of specifications accumulates until the final preparation and circulation of a formal
document subject to review and approval by ali involved parties. For major applicatioas, such as the
Automated Materials/Payables System or the Integrated Financial System, representatives from the
affected areas form steering committees to review and approve each phase of the project. The Integrated
Materials Management Users Committee, whose members represent both the programmatic and
non-programmatic divisions of the Laboratory, is an example of an advisory committee which is playing
a major role in defining the user requirements for the new Integrated Materials Management System. The
Administrative Policy Committee, with representation similar to the IMMS advisory group, has a major
• u ..... uvJlt_,ta.t,_::_ ,.,_uttttJtalOt, lM.tt V_,' [.._Jllttl.,,,l_..,_ JIUI _ _I.ULIIIIIII_IAO.klVU; It,li(ltd Z_y_LUIII_.
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SENSITIVITY

Management Information Systems has instituted an annual review of administrative applications
as part of its Disaster Recovery Plan. The plan contains an Applications Sensitivity Table which assigns
priority to the individual systems on the basis of their necessity to the functioning of the Laboratory.

Each year, the Associate Division Director for Management Information Systems adds new
administrative applications and primary users to the Applications Sensitivity Table and distributes copies
to the group leaders for review. Each group leader evaluates the sensitivity of the applications for which
the group is responsible and determines any changes to be made. The review considers planned
enhancements as well as current status.

After the review, the Associate Division Director forwards a copy of the updated table to the MIS
Assistant Computer Protection Program Manager. The MIS Assistant Computer Protection Program
Manager then notifies the major users of management information systems, such as the Office of tlm
Chief Financial Officer, Human Resources, the Support Services Division, and Plant Facilities and
Services, of their responsibilities according to the Disaster Recovery Plan. The Applications Sensitivity
Table appears in Appendix F of this year's Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL.

SECURITY

Computing and Telecommunications uses the Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) to
control access to disk datasets on ali MVS disks. RACF offers various protection options: the analyst
can limit the number of users allowed to change datasets, defin: the users who can access the dataset at
all, define the users who can only read the dataset, or define those who can write into the dataset. Consult
the RACF General Information Manual (GC28-0722) for further information.
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CHAPTER 4

PROPOSED PROJECTS

The proposed projects for FY1991 through FY1993 address several specific areas of
administrative data processing. As a whole, the proposals continue to implement the established strategy
for administrative computing as presented in this long-range planning document (see also Appendix B:
Administrative Computing Goals). Proposed projects represent efforts to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of automated operations already in piace, while others complete or extend systems as pan of
a multi-year implementation. Several projects address improved productivity for CTD analysts and
programmers and thus lay the groundwork for greater efficiency in the development and maintenance of
current and future systems. Other projects would create new or replacement systems to increase overall
efficiency in handling management information at the Laboratory, with the ultimate goal of making all
types of administrative dam easily accessible to management. This chapter summarizes several projects
submitted to the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee for funding in FY1991. Other
proposals also address development of systems in FY1992 and FY1993. Some proposals come from
individual divisions or departments who have formulated local requirements and independently proposed
administrative systems to deal with them. Taken together, the proposals indicate the directions in which
Laboratory management expe_s administrative data processing to proceed.

Funding requirements for the proposed projects appear in Chapter 5, with financial projections
over the three fiscal years of the plan. Multi-year projects, several of which involve large expenditures,
appear under the fiscal year in which the project begins. A recommendation for funding of the initial year
does not imply approval for succeeding years.

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee has recommended funding for ten
projects in FY1991. Other approved projects depend on user funding, as indicated in the summaries.

PROJECTS PROPOSED FOR FY1991-FY'i993

The projects summarized in this chapter represent specific plans and proposals made by
administrative computing users across the Laboratory and transmitted through Management Information
Systems of the Computing and Telecommunications Division. The projects are grouped by area of
responsibility within Management Information Systems. Of the projects, the Administrative Data
Processing Oversight Committee (ADPO) has established priorities for a variety of administrative
systems. A project of the Integrated Financial System will continue development and enhancement of the
financial system's user environment by moving the various report screens to BrightView and making the
Expert Query and ExpertLink tools available to users. Other financial system projects will coordinate the
effort reporting procedures across job categories and, if possible, standardize the methods by which effort
is accounted for. A third project Will develop a budget system for modeling and controlling the budget
process. In the people system category, one project will replace the current Human Resource System by
bringing the reporting system into the existing Integrated Personnel Management System database and
.._e alL__ T..P ....... ._ ....

- u_t,_ uJt m_om_auul_ Expert m_dBrightView products acquired wire lr_. lne Applicant information
System will replace the current Applicant Flow System with an integrated system based on the existing
computing environment and software of the Personnel/Payroll System packages. A third project in this
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area will begin the enhancement of the Human Resources business system, building on the network of
PCs already in piace. The Argonne Information Management System (AIM) will complete
implementation of the library system and make online data retrieval available to the Laboratory. The
Integrated Materials Management System (IMMS) will continue to move toward the replacement of the
current systems with an broad.scale, integrated system. In this fiscal year, the project will choose a
vendor and purchase the selected system.

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS PROJECTS, FY1991-1993

Integrated Financial System

This project is a continuation of the multi-year effort to modernize the Laboratory's financial
systems and meet the needs of the multiple users of those systems. At this point, the system is in full
production, having completed the cutover begun in mid-FY1989. As part of the changeover, the project
has introduced a number of high productivity tools as a base for the structuring of other administrative
systems in a consistent manner. The subprojects proposed for FY1991 will fulfill the long-term goals of
the Integrated Financial System (IFS) project as originally submitted and complete the process of making
financial information easily accessible to users.

The three subprojects proposed for FY1991 will address the user environment, develop a means
of accounting for scientific effort electronically, and continue the development of the budget system. The
area of intemal purchasing will be delayed until the direction set of by the Integrated Materials
Management System (IMMS) is clear. When that direction is established, the budgetary control package
may become usable. Because these systems are dependent on other areas of planning, their
implementation is not part of the proposal for FY1991.

User Environment

This project isolates tasks important to the end-user community, lt builds on the tasks completed
in FY1990: replication of financial reports, development of new reports, combination of reports to allow
direct user requests, and provision of online accounting screens. The packaging of reports resulted in the
implementation of the Information Organizer (IO) subsystem. IO allows users to maintain individual
report selection criteria and submit batch runs of standard reports. This CICS-based system is the first
IFS subsystem to bring users into the on-line environment and has met with very positive response. The
user environment portion of the IFS project for FY1991 will focus on enhancing the online environment
by providing user-developed query access to financial data, creating additional standard screens for user
inquiries, and downloading financial data to workstations.

The new tools this project has received as part of the Laboratory's maintenance agreement with
Dun & Bradstreet Software include a "workstation enabling" package that makes on-line applications
look and act like premiere PC-based packages. BrightView uses pop-up windows, pull-down menus, an
optional mouse, online help, context-sensitive help, hot-keys, and full color. Because experience has
shown that users find systems with these characteristics easy to use, we believe the user community will
need less education, less training, and less analyst support. BrightView also allows analysts to customize
application screens when they appear on the workstation.

@_er new l_-o!shave _en _,_,t_d to !_n_fo__rro_a!iooEx_r_ (lE). Ex['_rt Query. allows the end user to

ii perform ad hoc online queries of financial data. The query executes immediately and the results appear at
the user's workstation or terminal. This capability eliminates the necessity of waiting for a batch report to
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run before the user can see the results. Another new tool is ExpertLink. With this tool, the user will be
able to route output data to a workstation from any of the lE components and from online screens. The
data can then be easily loaded into spreadsheets, databases, or graphics software.

This user environment subproject will undertake five specific tasks in FY1991:

1. Move the Information Organizer system released in FYI990 under BrightView.

2. Move the Account Inquiry screens released in FY1990 under BrightView.

3. Move the Balance and Cost Inquiry screens now being developed under BrightView.

i 4. Define ANL's financial data to ExpertQuery and train users hamaking online queries.5. Define ANL's financial data to ExpertLink and train user to download financial data from IFS to

workstations.

The user environment subproject will require ten months of effort in FY1991.

Effort System

Because the current methods of reporting Laboratory effort and time are disjointed, inefficient,
and out-of-date, this project will undertake to correct the problems with the Distribution of Effort Cards
used in scientific areas and the Technical Services Labor Sheets used by service centers. Beginning in
FY1991, the Laboratory will report Paid Absence on the Distribution of Effort Cards. This change
demands correlation with absence data recorded in the Payroll System. The differing time schedules for
reporting paid absences, however, create a situation in which the data can never match. Further
complications arise because the service centers already record Paid Absence as part of their Technical
Services Labor Report, but they do not do so on a consistent time basis. That is, some centers submit
reports weekly and some submit reports monthly. Furthermore, some service centers rely on the OCF to
keypunch their reports, while other interface from their own systems electronically. This project will
undertake to develop an electronic effort entry system that incorporates the needs of Service Center Labor
and Scientific Effort charging, including Paid Absence and "99 account" requirements.

The effort entry system will use both CICS and the personal computer tools used in the
- implementation of IFS. lt will incorporate links to the Human Resources system to check automatically

that ali employees in a cost center have reported their effort. The system will address the varying service

center schedules and create a standardized schedule that clearly identifies the reporting status of each
center to the end user. Online entry will allow users to input time either directly or from their private
systems and provide the ability to make adjustments to prior month data by having access to previous
entries. These provisions will reduce user and Cost Accounting effort at monthend while creating an
improved audit trail. The system must include development of procedures that adequately address the
audit and control aspects of verifying correctness of charges to programmatic accounts. Finally, the
project will investigate the schedules and regulation concerning the Staff Authorization and Bi-Weekly
Time Card submissions to see if effort and time cards can be combined. Because the Staff Authorization

and Bi-Weekly Time Card submissions proceed from the classification of the employee rather than the
nature of the reporting area, total integration may not be achievable. The project will, however, analyze
the situation to determine if better coordination is possible.

The effort system subproject cost for FY1991 will be approximately twenty months.
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Budget System

As a result of discussions with users through both the Argonne Budget Committee and FACET,
this project has changed direction. The current budgeting system (CostBud, DivBu_ PgrnBud,
Manpower Planning) has been unsatifactory for both scientific planner and Budget Office. The
requirements for a budget system, as determined through discussion with users, lie primarily in the
process of modeling a budget and in improvements to the preliminary steps, such as funds allocation and
control. Scientific users already have reporting mechanisms and seek a centrally developed model;
non-direct users require both modeling and reporting assistance; the Budget Office needs to automate and
expedite their work while providing better control,

User discussions have already identified several desirable features for a new budget system:

• simplified handling of unfunded accounts

• multiple tax rates for ali tax categories

• gross budgeting

• full-screen front-end entry

• improved rate handling in FFP preparation

• automation of exemption handling

• graphics

• automated assistance in rate calculation

• download of payroll totals for effort planning

• required and optional levels of annual and monthly planning as one unit.

This project proposes to define these requirements, create a uniform model for short and long-term
planning, investigate the technical platforms to meet the model's needs, set up a data repository for
modeled data, and synchronize the files.

The IFS subproject for the budget system will require the equivalent of two and a half years'
effort for FY 1991.
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HUMAN RESOURCE SYSTEMS PROJECTS, FY1991-1993

Human Resource System Replacement

The Human Resource System (HRS) is a reporting system which provides access to the
Laboratory's personnel data for the Human Resources Department, functional organization users, and
other division management. Users obtain HRS reports by requesting, through their terminals, one of the
available standard reports or by writing their own queries to generate reports. This project will replace
the current system with a system that uses the Integrated Personnel Management System database already
in piace and the Information Expert tool acquired with the Integrated Financial System. HRS Division
Representatives will have direct access to the IPMS databases for inquiry and update of certain data
elements for employees in their organizations and division management will have inquiry access to the
personnel data for their staff.

In FY1989, Phase I of the replacement project determined the data elements the divisions will
maintain and update. The project also expanded the security system, developed online screens, and
identified the necessary standard reports. Other tasks included developing the Information Expert Data
View programs and populating the Data Dictionary, designing the security system for the Information
Expert reporting elements, and writing the user guide for these first components of the system.

In FY1991, the replacement project proposes to develop an extended data security system for use
in ali administrative systems that allow lntormation Expert reporting and to develop an access and update
system using the DBSS BrightView product also acquired with IFS. In addition, the project would
undertake to:

1. Code 40 standard and special reports. The existing system involves more than 200 such reports.

2. Develop six remaining Information Expert Data View programs.

3. Write the User Guide for Phase II components of the system and user training.

4. Replace the HRS-based Reduction In Force System used to analyze the EEO impact of planned
layoffs.

5. Develop a mechanism for the divisions to extract electronic files of personnel data for use in the
divisions' private systems through Expert Link.

Phase II of the HRS Replacement Project would require nine and one.half months of effort in
FYI991.

HR Business Systems Enhancement

For the past seven years, Human Resources has followed a clear and consistent plan to automate
its information systems. As a part of that plan, the HR local area network, with PC workstations at each
desk, has been in piace for almost two years. This project proposes to build on the computing
environment already in piace to take full advantage of the computing and data resources developed by
HR. The project will address a series of recommendations to integrate business functions and accomplish
full utilization of the available data and processing capabilities. The recommendations resulted from an
in-depth analysis of HR's needs by MIS and HR's technical analyst.
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A major area in which changes will improve efficiency lies tn the generating of the various forms
that now exist in hard copy, Automation will remove the repetitive typing of Information that now
occupies so much time and substitute computer-generated forms ready for authorizing signatures, The
project will develop new CICS transactions to be used by HR, Security, MD, and Travel. lt will del'ine
remaining databases and files to the Information Expert Dictionary and develop automatic monitoring al_d
control processes, The project will also incorporate new data elements into the HR systems, create
new-hire records in the Personnel System and pre-employment physical records in the Medical System,
and define and develop mangement reports. Finally, the project will conduct a more extensive analysis
and evaluation of products in the areas of image processing, expert systems, automated phone response,

' and other business areas to position HR to take advantage of new technology as it is developed.

The HR Business Systems Enhancement Project will require approximately 15 months' effort in
FY1991 and FY1992.

Applicant Information System

The Applicant Information System planned for FYI991 will replace the existing Applicant Flow
System. It will use the features of the existtng Personnel/Payroll system, including security, transaction
logging, transaction recovery, database backup and restore, change control processing, and control tables
for job class, schools, discipline, and division. The replacement will improve data quality and division
access to data, reduce keying and duplication of effort on the part of the Employment Section of HR and
of the divisions, and assist the Laboratory in meeting affirmative action requirements,

The project will undertake the following tasks in FY1991'

1. Define requirements and develop system specifications.

2. Develop online screen programs and necessary batch programs.

3. Load the Information Expert (IE) Dictionary, write IE Logical Interface Modules, and code 20
management and control reports for HR and division use.

4. Convert existing Applicant Flow System data to the new system's database.

5. Generate new-hire records into the Personnel System's Employee Database.

6. Train users and install the system.

The Applicant Information System will requile ten months of effort in FYI991.

Employee Certification, Training and Development System

At present, there is minimal computerization of professional development and certification data
for employees at the Laboratory. The Employee Development System would provide a centralized source
of information conceming required certification and recertification, non-degree courses and seminars,
classes taken onsite, and degree courses. The proposed system would totally automate monitoring,
scheduling, maintaining, and reporting employee certification and required training data. ESH has
identified 105 orders, directives, and regulations at the federal and state levels which the Laboratory must
address in terms of training requirements. The Employee Certification, Training and Development
System would incorporate basic requirements into the Position Description Database in the Personnel
System so that the records would be continually and automatically updated as personnel change positions
r_r _r_ hlrod
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The proposed system will use the ExpertLtnk product to move data between the IBM mainl'ramc
and user PCs, a feature which will encourage use of the existing PC system for recording onstte courts,
Internal HR reports and management reports will use Information Expert as the reporting tool,

An Employee Development System would meet several stgntltcant reporting needs and would
bring the Laboratory into compliance with previous IG and Internal Audtttng flndtngs, Documenting an
employee's professional development wtll provide better information for personnel decisions, a clearer
understanding of the distribution of professional development activities within the various organizational
units, and protection from litigation,

This project wtll require approximately nine and a half months of effort irl FY 1992,

Integrated Medical System Enhancements, Phase II

The Integrated Medical System constitutes the third major application ot"the Laboratory's Human
Resource Management System (HRMS). Phase II of the enhancements planned for the system involves
the automation of medical histories and of illness and incident tracking and reporting,

The medical history enhancement would allow collection of a patient's family medical history,
followed by an annual updating of the personal medical history and an annual systems and symptoms
review as part of the regular physical examinations. The information will be readily available for
correlation with the medical examination, for potential analysis, and to the employee for person_fl
reference, The second enhancement will modify the Integrated Medical System to maintain diagnosis

i inlormation and dates associated with incidents, to identify due and past due actions, to generate

correspondence memos to employees, divisions, insurance carriers, outside physicians, I-lR, and ESH, and
to generate reports for internal organizations. ESH will have access to injury-related information for
incidents which occur at the Laboratory.

The FY1992 enhancements will require four months of effort.

Annual Consultant Reporting

| The current ANL Consultant Tracking System fulfilled a specific requirement of the mid-1970's
! lhr reports to the Department of Energy on activities and expenditures of Argonne-contracted independent

consultants. Updating and reporting occur annually, Presently the system supplies the basic information
needed by the various divisions; however, the manual methods of gathering and compiling the data are no
longer time nor cost effective. The system does not provide the centralized information needed by
Accounting for other consultant-related functions and automated accounting systems,

The proposed system will replace the current reporting system with an automated maintenance
and reporting system which will maintain consultant data, create reports on a timely basis, and reduce the
errors inherent in the current system. The decision to develop the planned system depends on the number
of independent consultants employed by the Laboratory.

Cost of the project will be approximately three months of effort in FY1992,
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Argonne Information Management System

Phase IV of the Argonne Information Management 3ystem (AIM), developed over the last three
years in support of the Laboratory's sclenttltc and technical research, will be Implemented tn phases
during FYI990 and FY1991, Technical information Services (TIS) operates eight sctence ltbrades and
one reports library, performs information retrieval on external databases, purchases and organizes
materials for ali the libraries and for ANL Divisions, DOE Chicago Operations Office, and the New
Brunswick Laboratory, performs classification clearance reviews and sponsor reviews, and coordinates
ANL patent and DOE-CH reviews. The Argonne Information Management System will automate most
of the TIS functions and dramatically increase the capabilities of the libraries and related services.

In Phase I, TIS received tundlng to begin planning P:,d identify for purchase an integrated library
information management system, In Phase II of the project, TIS conducted an inventory of library book
materials and purchased the library information system. In Phase III TIS purchased its records tn the
industry standard USMARC format and began installation, testing and implementation of the selected
system,

To complete the Phase IV components, TIS will:

1. load journal copy information into the AIM serials management module,

2. install, test, and implement the acquisition module,

3. develop an IFS interface to deliver financial data to IFS,

4. implement a journal table of contents capability and load table of contents records into the system,

5. conduct a feasibility study and management plan for a gateway through AIM to remote government
and commercial databases,

6. acquire, test, and load specialized databases and dataflles,

7. develop a mechanism for publication tracking by ANL divisions through AIM.

The fully-implemented system will provide sophisticated inlbrmation access and retrieval with
keyword search capabilities, lt will expand intormation selvices in support of Laboratory research
programs and safety initiatives and promote sharing of information between ANL divisions. Improved
accessibility to information sources and improved tracking will increase productivity and reduce error
rates.

Full implementation of the Argonne Information Management System will require approximately
12 months of effort in FY1991 and 14 months in FY1992.
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MATERIALS AND PLANT SYSTEMS PROJECTS, FY1991-1993

Integrated Materials Management System

The Integrated Mated'als Management System, a multi-year project, will incorporate ali the
functions of requisitioning, procurement, receiving, Inventory, and accounts payable to provide an
efficient, comprehensive method of materials management for the Laboratory, An integrated system wtll
reduce costs, be responsive to bustness needs, and provide accurate, easily available information, This
project propo_s to acquire a commercially-available system that will:

• Integrate/interface requt,,:ttioning,procurement, inventory,and accounts payable functions.

• Process ali materials management transactions,

• Capture or generate 'alidata pertinent to mated'als management operations,

• Provide ttmely Informationto the financial system.

• Provide timely Informationon the status of a material or service requirement to the requtsltloner.

The new system will replace the current Automated Materials/Paybles System (AMPS), the Stocktracker
System (STS), and may either replace the Argonne Mated'als Ordering System (AMOS) or integrate
AMOS into the system, perhaps with a custom developed lnteface,

The replacement process will require a total of four years (FY1991-FYI994), In FY1989, a
project manager was appointed and a users group formed to establish software requirements, The
Software Requirements Specification was published and a list of potential IMMS vendors developed. In
FY1990, the project issued an RFI and developed a list of respondents. An RFP will be Issued in late
FYI990 or early FYI991. In FY1991, the project will select the IMMS vendor, purchase the system, and
begin training personnel. The project will install and certify the system before final acceptance and
provide for data interchange with the financial system. In FY1992, the project plan calls for the
installation of the item master, vendor master, and catalog files, lt will be necessary to develop standards
and procedures for input, install procurement and accounts payable functions, implement procurement
functions, and train ANL persotmel to maintain and use the system. In FY1993, the project will install
the invenstory functions and begin implementation of the system for ANL-West. lt will also begin
implementation of the requisitioning functions. Finally, in FY1994, the last phases of the project will
include ensuring operational standards, conducting a physical inventory of current use stores and
converting the inventory to the new system, and training the remaining personnel to operate the system.

The project will require approximately 12 months of MIS effort in FY1991, ',gong with
significant divisional effo_

Space and Occupancy Management InformationSystem

In FYI991, the existing space management system, installed early in 1980, will reach the end of
its life expectancy. This project will examine the state of the system in FY1992 and consider
replacement. A new system would add _veral features to the functions available in the current system.
lt would use full-screen terminals for online updating to replace the current time-consuming line-by-line
prompting, lt would also eliminate the need to manage a separate database by creating direct access to

o employee location data in the Integrated Personnel Management System. lt would operate in MVS and
CICS, the environment for several current and planned major administrative systems. An altemative
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approach would involve the transfer of the system to personal computers and the purchase of a
commercial software package to manage the data,

In-housedevelopmentof the systemwould requireapproximately 12 monthsof effo_lbeginning
in FY1992, while a PC-basedsystemwould requireapproximatelyhalfthat amount,

Special Materials Information System

The existing system, developed in 1976, tracks ali special materials at the Laboratory, The
current system uses the System 2000 database management system and runs the risk of not being able to
be used with each IBM operating system upgrade or when peripheral equipment such as disk drives is
upgraded, lt is therefore a likely candidate for replacement, The replacement system would Include new
features and functions such as online updating from full-screen terminals, A new system would probably
use MVS and CICS, but an alternative personal computer system would be an equally strong possibility,
Evaluation of the current system in the light of new technologies will determine the need for replacement,

Effort to develop the system would amount to 20 months, beginning in FY 1992,

Maintenance Control and Reporting System

The present Maintenance Control and Reporting System (MCRS) runs on the same
Hewlett-Packard computer used by the Stock Tracker System (STS), With STS due for replacement by
the Integrated Materials Management System, the cost of maintaining the Hewlett-Packard for the MCRS
alone will become prohibitive, The Austin Company, developers of MCRS, also make a version for an
IBM PC or PC-compatible network, This project would replace the Hewlett-Packard version of MCRS
with the IBM PC network version,

The project would require six months of effort in FYI991, with the new system anticipated to be
in production by the beginning of FY1993,

Property Management System

The Property Management System (PMS) is a repository of cuI_nt information about capital and
sensitive items at the Laboratory. lt provides various levels of reporting to general computer users,
divisional property representatives, and Materials I)epa_rner_tpersonnel. The system provides a pl_ysical

, inventory to assist personnel who have the responsibilityof verifying equipment information. The current
system uses Inquire and runs in CMS, traits which make it a candidate for replacement. The Materials
Department provides input to the system at the time of receiving and during physical inventory, The
system does not now interface with the AMOS or AMPS procurementsystems,

Depending on the vendor software chosen for the Integrated Materials Management System, the
Laboratory may be able to obtain an add-on property or asset tracking subsystem that could eventually
replace the existing Property Management Systm and possibly the separate Equipment Register System
used by Accounting. An integrated system would minimize duplication of data, eliminate rekeying of
information, and provide users with a common user interface.

Work on a possible replacement for the Property Management System or, at the minimum, work
on an interface from the new IMMS could not begin before FY1993.
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INFORMATION AND PRODUCTION SERVICES

Acquire ClCS Testing Tools

Testing program code is one of the most difficult and time-consuming tasks in systems
development, With an increasing number of CICS programs to be developed and maintained,
Management Information Systems (MIS) needs access to computer-aided testing tools tn order to
decrease testing time while contiauing to produce quality code. Two products from Compuware
Corporation provide the features and functions MIS requires for testing In the CICS environment, The
tools are:

• File-AID, a data manipulation tool, provides quick and easy access to test data. lt allows interactive
'_ browsing and formatting of existing flies and selectively extracting data for writing new test data flies,

• CICS Debug-AID, an interactive program debugger, 'allows the analyst to watch the flow of a progrmn
as it ts executing, This package provides for setting program break potms, displaying both data values
and source code statements at a point in time, intercepting transaction abends before they occur, and
then resuming execution after fixing the logic error.

MIS and the Systems Programming Section of Computing and Telecommunications will bear the effort
cost of one and a half months in FY1991, ,,

Move Administrative Operations Tasks to MVS/TSO

Information and Production Services (IPS) is responsible for scheduling, submitting, verifying,
and managing the output of administrative applications on both the IBM and Hewlett-Packard computers,
In the past year, IPS has made significant progress in automating job scheduling, documenting procedures
for job submission and data management, and cross-training both IBM and H-P operators, Further
efficiencies can be achieved by replacing labor-intensive, error-prone, application-specific job submission
procedures with uniform automated procedures across ali administrative applications.

A powerful and effective procedural language is now available in MVS/TSO, IPS recommends
the creation of a uniform, efficient enviromnent for production job submission and data management in
MVS/TSO, using ISPF full-screen capabilities. This project would construct that environment and
convert ali production job submission and data management tasks for _le personnel and payroll systems
from VM/CMS to MVS/TSO, At the same time, the project would convert procedures for the Integrated
Financial System from both VM/CMS and Wylbur to MVS/TSO, IPS will move other administrative
systems as part of their ongoing production support. A uniform set of procedures will improve efficiency
by::=

1, providing online viewing of computing results,

2, providing full-screen job submission and data management capabilities,

3. replacing tedious, error-prone editing tasks with procedures programmed for error-checking and
if-then-el_ logic.

4, transferring data to point of use rather than to an operator,

The effort involved in this project for FY1992 would total two and one-half months,
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Create a Platform for CICS/Workstatlon Cooperative Processing

The goal of information systems has for years been to provide a uniform environment in which
information is readily available to the administrative computing user but transparent in terms of its
physical location. This goal depends upon a hardware and software infrastructure with the ability to
process inforation lo.caUy as well as access and share data in remote central databases. Such an
infrastructure has three characteristics:

1. connections to high-speed digital networks

2. cooperative processing capabilities

3. consistent user interfaces.

Some of the applications proposed for FY1991 employ cooperative processing by using Bright View, a
product which combines mainframe-based data access with a dialogue manager on the workstation.

Because much of the success of cooperative processing depends on the hardware and software
that make up the infrastructure, it is important at this time to study and recommend the hardware and
software platform upon which administrative coooperative processing applications can be built and
operated most effectively. This project would research and select the workstation most likely to be
effective with the cooperative processing products already in piace, research and select communication
hardware, research and select products that balance requirements of open access and computer protection,
and research and select common computing tools. The project will prepare and disseminate its
recommendations to administrative computing users so that new software and hardware acquisitions can
conform to the selected standards. Finally, the project will establish training procedures and present
courses in the chosen tools to administrative computing users.

The research and selection procedures to construct a platform for CICS/wvrkstation cooperative
processing will require approximately four months of effort in FY1992.

m
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CHAPTER 5

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED PLAN

FUNDING

The first table of the two that compose this chapter shows the estimated costs for the proposals
submitted to the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee for FY1991 and approved by that
committee, lt also includes proposals to be considered in FY1992 and FY1993. The second table
projects ongoing operating costs for existing systems funded by the user divisions. Both tables project
costs for ali three years of the plan period and cover design, analysis and programming, purchased
software, and computing and operations.

Table 3 gives estimated costs for new system development and major enhancement projects

i recommended by the Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee for funding by the Laboratory

Indirect Expense budget. These funding estimates will go to the Chief Operations Officer for final
approval, following review by the Computer Policy Committee.

Table 4 gives estimated operating costs for existing official administrative systems maintained by
Management lnformat_,on Systems. Funding for these systems comes from the materials and services
budgets within the user divisions.

PERSONNEL

To implement the proposed FY1991 through FY1993 Plan, Management Information Systems,
part of the Computing and Telecommunications Division, plans training and seminars for its staff in the
areas addressed by the proposals. These areas include:

i • Enhanced expertise in CICS: Training continues in CICS as the staff becomes more experienced with

i the available tools.• Expertise in fourth-generation data retrieval languages and financial systems software.

• Understanding of automated application development tools: Automated development tools offer a
significant opportunity for increasing analyst productivity. MIS continue_ to research and analyze
development tools as they come on the marketplace and plans formal education in this area as
acquisition of such t,_ols becomes feasible.

To maintain knowledge of developments in administrative computing, staff members will attend
p_ro_fessio_n_a_!n.nnf_.r_.nr_._wit_h___Va_._ri_cwof _..m_pha_.u Thrn,gh i__n_tcractionwith ot_h_erp_ro_fession._Jsin
administrative computing, staff members will gain awareness of and information about the current state of
administrative applications and learn of new possibilities to incorporate in ANL planning and
development. Because the educational need remains, staff members will attend as many of the
professional conferences, seminars, and training courses in the following areas as possible, given the
limited funding for such activity:
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• DEC Users Society: DECUS

• Financial Systems Training

• Hewlett-Packard 3000 Users Group

• IBM Users Conference: GUIDE

• IBM Users Conference: SHARE

• Integral Systems, Inc, Users Group

• Inquire Users Group

• DBS Users Conferences: IMAGE and INTERACT

• Personal Computer Applications

., • Project Management

• Prototyping

• Structured AnalYsis/Design Courses
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Table 3

Estimated OperathagCosts for Systems Funded by Chief Operations Officer
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Table 4

Estimated Operating Costs For Systems Funded By User Divisions
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
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APPENDIX B

__- ' ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING GOALS=
=

i

i The administrative computing goals first appeared in ANL/TM 420. This appendixre-emphasizes that discussion.

I ,
STRATEGY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING

Historically, administrative computing at the Laboratory has been primarily concemed with
building computer systems to automate operational tasks within the non-programmatic business units.
The April 1983 Coopers and Lybrand document An Administrative Data Processing Strategy articulated
long-recognized shortcomings of past systems planning. A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL is
the medium through which Management Information Systems of the Computing and Telecommunications
Division addresses long-range strategy for meeting the requirements of Laboratory management by
providing ready access to administrative information in easily manipulated forms. The Plan presents
management with the options for administrative computing and brings together the varying elements of
the administrative computing environment at ANL for examination and analysis. An informed
management can better determine needs, so that future planning can proceed on a logical basis.

The plan for FY 1990 through FY1992 reaffirms the importance of strategic planning for the
information critical to the business functions of the Laboratory, for the operating environment within
which administrative systems function, and for the infrastructure that aids Laboratory management and
staff to access and use administrative data effectively. Recognizing that short-term limitations may apply
in the current budget situation, the plan nonetheless asserts the importance of keeping long-range goals a
part of the planning process. This document encompasses business and office systems, the management
of administrative computing, and the funding of activities related to administrative computing. The

primary purposes of the plan are to ensure identification of ali the necessary components of administrative

ii computing, to provide guidelines for administrative computing in the coming years, and to obtain

concurrence from Laboratory management on a long term information plan that enhances the way the
Laboratory performs its business functions.

Ii GOALS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING AT ANL

.,

Manage Information as a Laboratory Resource

The design of ali future administrative systems should encourage the efficient sharing of data,
reduce redundancy in stored data, and piace responsibility for data collection at the source of the data.
We should manage administrative information as a Laboratory resource. We realize that administrative

i information mu_t be. available not just to the individual o_rational units but also to Laboratory.management to make multi-functional decisions.
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In the past, organizations that contracted for the development of an administrative system viewed
the data in the system as the property of the organization paying for the system. This perspective caused
the programmatic divisions to believe that data was either not available to them or was irrelevanl, not
timely, and less than desirable in quality. By planning extensive end-user involvement in new system
development efforts, coupled with a re-marketing of existing administrative information resources, we
will begin to improve end-user understanding of available data and to increase the usefulness of data.

All systems projects will stress the importance of effective communications among the
programmatic divisions, non-programmatic divisions, and Computing and Telecommunications. We
recognize that it is difficult to develop standardized administrative systems that are useful and effective in
every programmatic division, However, we can standardize the information requirements through the

t development of single origin systems that will maintain an official version of Laboratory data for use
a throughout the Laboratory, will assure data quality, and will ensure data timeliness.

Provide Integrated Business Systems

An integrated business system is a business-activity-oriented, data-related solution for
informational needs across multi-functional areas in the Laboratory. Administrative systems which are
built to automate procedures of a particular organization are more likely to require costly changes than do
business-activity-oriented systems, since the organizational structure is more likely to change than the
fundamental business activities. Thus, the basic premises for effective integrated business systems are
that data lies at the center of ali business processing and that the types of data used in a business activity
do not change as much as the procedures within the organization.

The building blocks for effective business systems appear in Figure 5, "Business System Building
Blocks." We can develop effective business systems through this top-down approach:

1. Identify the business processes that are critical to the success of the Laboratory.

2. Identify the information needed by those business processes.

3. Analyze the interdependencies of data within each business pl_ocess and between the processes.

4. Define an information architecture--a global data model of information flowing through the
Laboratory.

5. Define a systems architecture--the systems and subsystems to create and control the data in the global
data model.

6. Establish priorities for new systems and subsystems based on adherence to the strategic in_brmation
systems plan.

7. Obtain the resources needed for each system or subsystem in terms of people, software, hardware, and
telecommunications.
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Business systems identified and developed by means of a top-down approach will normally cost
less overall, have a longer useful life, and be more stable than systems which mirror an existing
organizational structure.

Develop an Integrated Infrastructure for Administrative Systems

An important long term goal in the administrative computing strategy is to define an integrated,
efficient infrastructure for administrative systems and to select and promote those tools best suited lhr
developing new administrative systems. During the past years of developing,administrative systems, each
new technology we used offered advantages over previous or competing programming languages, data
base systems, or interactive systems. The emphasis on development, however, meant that funding and
staff went to new systems with no allocations to bring existing systems into thr: ,_ewer technology, lt is

: impossible to reduce within a short time the myriad of languages, computers, and interactive systems that
are now used for administrative systems. However, the cost of this diversity in administrative

" applications impels us to identify an architecture and a set of tools to access data, to transfer data between
systems, and to gather related data together for analysis, independent of the physical location of the data,

' in a more cost-effective way.
i

The current ot'ticial administrative systems use a large number of computers, operating systems,
telecommunication monitors, database management systems, report writers, programming languages,
personal computers, office systems, and terminals. In addition, other divisions are utilizing other
procedural languages, operating systems, report writers, query languages, and database management
systems on the various DEC VAX computers and on personal computers. The administrative information
within each of the operating configurations oftentimes carmot be shared, and end users throughout the
Laboratory must deal with several tools in working with the administrative data. In addition, the large
number of languages, data base systems, interactive systems, and report writers that are used in the
official administrative applications places a serious staffing burden on Management Information Systems,
in that _the MIS personnel must maintain expertise in each technology, and staff' transfers involve the
departure of acquired expertise with the transferee. To minimize the adverse effects of so broad a
technology base, we will select and promote specific technologies for use with new administrative
systems.

Promote Standard Business Practices
i
: Another goal is to realize the benefits of generic business systems. We will continue to study and

document the current busines'J practices of the Laboratory to insure that the requirements for new systems
are developed in depth. However, because it has become increasingly expensive to develop systems
in-house, we anticipate that, wherever feasible, we will acquire new business systems by purchasing
commercially-available software.

The software marketplace provides the most widely accepted computer solutions to common
business problems. By adapting organizational procedures to the sot'tware available in the marketplace,
the Laboratory gains from being in the mainstream of business practices. Following standard business
practices will make it easier to interchange personnel, orient new employees, and explain the Laboratory's
operation to outside organizations. In addition, if loc_d customization of purchased packages is held to a
minimum, the Laboratory will be able to implement and maintain systems for less cost as well as benefit
from vendor-supplied new releases of the systems.

ii
1
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Promote User Self-sufficiency

Another goal, and an end result from other goals, is that the user ot' administrative data be
self-sufficient tn the use of computer tools to obtain and manipulate information, User self-sufllclency
dictates that sufficient Information be gtven to users about the data that t_ available and about the u_ of
computer tools.

The computing environment at Argonne today encompasses many different kinds of computer
hardware, terminals, operating systems, communications protocols, and a great number of software
programs. ,Someof the software products serve a general purpose while others were developed to address
particular needs, for example, the unofficial financial and personnel systems within various divisions,
The use of ',tilof these computer tools puts a burden on tile end user to learn many software packages and
the commands, procedures, and idiosyncrasies of these systems,

In promoting user self-sufficiency, Computing and Telecommunications will:

• Keep abreast ot' user tools as they become available in the marketplace and provide easy-to-use tools
that serve a variety of purposes, lt is easter for a user to become self-sufficient when the number of
tools and the educational investment by the user is relatively low.

• Provide adequate education for using computer-based tools.

• Provide pertinent, easily understood documentation.

• Help users to identify their information needs, locate computer-based information, and retrieve
pertinent information.

• Make information av',dlableas widely as possible to general users within the guidelines of protecting
sensitive data.

• Follow pre-established standards for naming data elements, designing screens and forms, and
developing user documentation, so that users learn to deal with standard formats.

• Maintain awareness of computer tools and Laboratory-wide information available to ali users, so as to
make recommendations to the user on how to accomplish some task rather than perform the work lhr
the user.

Serve as Advisors to Builders of Unofficial Systems

Unofficial systems are those which have been developed by a division to serve an internal
purpose. Administrative computing analysts should serve as advisors to the builders of unofficial systems
for these masons:

• To inform the builder of existing software.

• To maximize the sharing of data available in the official Laboratory systems,

• To assess the impact of a planned system on existing systems.

• To advise on the technical skills required to develop the planned systems that are available in the
Laboratory.
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h

The organizational structure o1' the Laboratory is one of semi-autonomous divisions, The
programmatic divisions in particular have signillcant authority over their own staff, have the rc,_urces
necessary to develop special-purpose administrative systems for thcir own u_, and have incentives to do
so, given a local need for unique processing, Non-programmatic divisions as well are developing or
acquiring information processing systems on their own.

It is not practical t.o attempt to centralize the development of ali administrative systems; in lhct,
there are advantages in allowing certain decentralized administrative computing activities to continue,
However, the Laboratory must add_ss several issues when divisions build unomcial administrative
systems:

• A mechanism is necessary to insure that a plammd system is not needlessly duplicating an existing
oMclal system, ,

• Builders of systems must be aware of potential computerized tntert'aces to official systems. The
developer should know the Interfaces for extracting data from the official system as well as the
Interfaces for placing data Into the offlctal system.

• Developers of unofficial systems that affect official Laboratory systems must be fully aware of the
impact of the planned system on other systems.

• Developers of unofficial systems should be aware of special skills available within the Computing and
Telecommunications Division. Technical specl_dists can provide assistance in the areas of business
analysis, requirements definition, software package selection, hardware and software usage, and other
areas of the system development lift: cycle.

To assist the developers of unofficial administrative systems more effectively, Computing and
Telecommunications will continue its outreach program to inform the divisions of the technical and
administrative services available. In addition, we will continue to publicize what data is presently
available in the official systems, _mdall Computing and Telecommunications staff interacting with users
will be kept abreast of future plans for business systems.

Develop More Effective Systems

We will design and implement systems which minimize the need tbr operator intervention and
other labor-intensive efforts. In addition, we will design systems so they are significantly easier to
understand and maintain and are less affected by operating interdependencies.

We advocate the distribution of computer processing as close to the end user as feasible.
Distributed computing, however, involves planning, not an ad hoc _attering ot' sm'ali machines operating
in i_lation. New administrative computing tools for both business systems and end-users will provide
online availability of data, utilize database management concepts, integrate office automation, and realize
the capabilities offered by the PBX-based digital telecommunications system. We will take care to ensure
the integration of future computing resources into an architecture which allows movement of data and
transactions from one system to another.

Printing will be integrated so that high volume printing is done on a centralized basis to benefit
from the economies of scale. Distributed printing of low volume output or special forms output will be
placed under user control at the site of use utilizing remote matrix printers or lair printers which have the
capability to create the form and printed output simultaneously.
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Provide Expertise In Developing and Managing Systems

Success In meeting ali of our goals is dependent upon the availability of the rtght resources to
develop and manage the administrative computing systems, We must maintain and enhance technical
expertise to take full advantage of complex technologies, so that cost-effective, efficient, and versatile
business systems are developed,

Because of understafflng in certain technical areas and the many diverse technologies that are
used In 'administrative systems, Management Information Systems staff have not been able to respond
adequately to ali requests for assistance from both programmatic and non-programmatic divisions, In
hiring replacement staff, we will focus on the strategic technical areas of bustness acttvtty analysis,
database design, and large project management, A plan for continuing education will Increase the
expertise of extstlng staff, We will plan professional development activities and staff assignments so as
to help ensure that staff are tratned In the management and admlnlstratlve areas of computing as well as In
technical areas, Recognizing thal there are limited resources available, we will streamline the technology
base and acquire tools to enhance productivity,

I
ii 6,
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APPENDIX C

I CHARTER OF ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING OVERSIGHTCOMMITTEE
I

Formed by the ChiefOperations Officer - October, 1982

Purpose: To advise Laboratory Management and the Computing Policy Committee regarding
administrative data processing issues, formulate policy, and act as advocate for its
establishment, To support the Laboratory's budget formulation process by
reviewing, evaluating, prioritizing, and recommending fundtng and schedule tbr
proposed equipment, and for new developments and enhancements in applications
related to administrative computing. To support the Laboratory's budget execution
and optimization of resources for administrative computing through overview
monitoring of approved projects and objectives. And, to oversee implementationof
the ADP strategy

Membership: J, W. O'Kelley, Jr., OCF, Chairman
R, J, Armani, AP
C, L, Cheever, PFS
W. H. Dickson, HR
D.G. Ertck, SSD
M. E. Hennebry, EBA
E. L. Kolsto, SSD
M. L. Kyle, MS

D.E, O'Brien, CTD, Resource PersonE. VanBerkum, PR_

i D,P. Weber, CTD, Ex OlllcJo
The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee meets the third Wednesday of each

month and other times as required. The ChiefOperations Officer appoints members from the
programmatic divisions to ensure that the committee has representation and input from ali areas of the
Laboratory. The senior executives of Support Services, Human Resources, Materials and Services, Plant
Facilities and Services, and the Office of the ChiefFinancial Officer are members by virtue of their
Laboratory positions. The Chief Operations Officer may, in compelling circumstances, appoint
substitutes; he also appoints the Chairman.

!
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APPENDIX D

ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING PROJECT PROPOSAL FORMAT

Proposals submitted to the Administrative Dam Processing Oversight Committee should conform
to the following established format. This format ensures that requestors will include 'ali essential
information about the proposed project according to the most important factors in the committee's
consideration, lt also standardizes the method of presentation to the committee.

The Administrative Data Processing Oversight Committee has adopted the following format for
proposals that involve administrative computing and require Laboratory funding. Organizations that wish
to propose such a project should review the format and provide ali the requested information to the
committee. Staff members from the Management Information Systems area of the Computing and
Telecommunications Division are available to assist in compiling the information and completing the
form.

ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING PROJECT PROPOSAL

FY19XX

Description and Background

State briefly the business problem and objectives being addressed by this proposal.

Solution and Scope

Describe the altematives, proposed solution and problems being addressed.

Costs

Estimate the cost of acquisition and operation of an altemative over its full life cycle. Estimate items like
user effort, fringe benefits, or space if *.here is a savings, a cost avoidance, or a difference between
alternatives. Do not estimate opportunity costs. There are three broad categories of costs:

• Sunkcosts,

__ • Non-recurring costs,
-B

-| • Recurring costs.

_il Sunk costs are already expended and not included. Examples of sunk costs are the costs of completed
research or completed pilot projects.
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Non-recurring costs are one-time expenses incurred under any alternative, such as site/l'acility
construction, system design and programming, system testing, equipment or sot_ware purchase, and
system documentation.

Recurring costs are incurred on a regular basis throughout the project or system life cycle• Recurring
costs include system operations and maintenance, telecommunications, supplies, equipment lease and
maintenance, and salaries for personnel involved in system activities.

Examples of Non-Recurring Costs

• Equipment Purchase

• Software Purchase

• Effort

• Site Preparation

• Conversion/Parallel Operations

• Training

• Other

Examples of Recurring Costs

• Personnel

• Equipment

Acquisition (e.g., lease, lease with option to purchase, lease to ownership)
Maintenance

° Software

Acquisition
Maintenance

• Supplies

Data Processing
Materials

• Contractor Services

!

• Space Occupancy

Building Maintenance
Building Rental or Lease
Office Furniture
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• ,

Utilities (heating, air conditioning, power)

Benefits

Identify aP benefits over the system life cycle and quantify whenever possible. When evaluating
alternatives, a ranking or weighting method can be used if benefits can not be stated in terms of dollars.

Potential Categories of Benefits are:

• Acceptability

• Accaracy

• Adaptability

• Availability

• Compatibility

• Efficiency

• Maintainability

• Manageability

• Morale

• Performance

• Portability

• Productivity

• Quality

• Reliability

• Residual Value

• Safety

• Security

• Service Life

• Software Quality

• Upgradability

-I • Versatility
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Potential Quantifiable Benefits

Reduced Resource Requirements

• Personnel

• Lease, Rental, Maintenance

, Support Services . ,

• Training

• Supplies and Utilities

• Security

Improved Data Entry

• Reduced Staff Time

• Reduced Error Rates

Improved Information Technology Utilization

• Storage and Retrieval

• Performance Monitoring

• Data Compression

• Centralized or Distributed Processing

Improved Operational Effectiveness

• Reduced Error Rates

° Improved Timelines

° Better Quality Products

• Increased Productivity

° Expanded Capacity or Capability

Cost Avoidance

:® ° Eliminate Future Staff Growth
ii

_l ° Eliminate Additional Equipment Requirements

!1 • Minimize Penalties for Delays -68- E
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Schedule of Deliverables and Spending Plan for FY1989

Identify the deliverables and spending plan by fiscal year quar_rs. Use the following form to set up the
table:

FYXX DOLLARS RESPONSIB ILITY

1st Quarter

2nd Quarter

3td Quarter
i

4th Quarter

I
i

Alternatives

Explain the alternatives examined, how industry and other Laboratories solve the problem and if any
products exist for purchase.

Relationship to Other Systems

Identify the relationship between the proposed solution and existing systems.

Organizations Involved

State the project manager, user groups, primary users and others involved in this project.

Success Factors
Identify the factors that will influence the success of this project such as integration of users' work,
meeting deadlines, or continued funding.

Analyses of Benefits and Costs
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APPENDIX E
, ,

DISPOSITION OF FY1990 PROJECTS

The following table summarizes the status of those projects proposed for FY1990 in the FY1990
through FY1992 Plan and recommended for funding by the Administrative Data Processing Oversight
Committee. The appearance of the term "Completed" in the Comments column below refers only to
those activities funded for the specific project in FY1990. Several projects are ongoing and will appe_,r as
funded for other tasks in future years.

Table 5

Disposition of FY1990 Projects

Design, Software/
Analysis, Computing/

PROJECT Programming Other Total Comments

BENEFITS SYSTEM $t24,900 0 $124,900 to be completed 12/90

BUDGETSYSTEM $200,000 $90,000 $290,000 Restructured ,

COMPENSATION ANNUAL REVIEW $58,300 0 $58,300 Completed
AND POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM

ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY AND $17,100 900 $18,000 to be completed FY 1991,

HEALTH SYSTEM: INJURY depending on funding

INTEGRATED FINANCIAL SYSTEM

USER ENVIRONMENT $77,700 $48,000 $125,700 Completed
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $55,000 $7,900 $62,900 Completed

INTEGRATED MATERIALS $92,500 0 $92,500 ° Completed
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PLANNING

LIBRARY INFORMATION SYSTEM $116,000 $190,000 $306,000 Completed
$741,500 $336,800 $1,078,300

"$43,000 used for IMMS because of deceased scope for FY90
(balance of funding for obtaining CICS Tools)
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!

j APPENDIXF_

, APPLICATIONSENSITIVITYTABLE
!

The following table represents the priority assigned each application for resource allocation
purposes. Operating system program products and telecommunications have the highest priority as they
are essential for running the applications.

Table 6

Application Sensitivity Table

Maximum
Downtime

Critical SystemName (Days) !tardware

Integrated Financial System 02 IBM
Automated Materials Payable System 03 HP
Check Writing--Accounts Payable System 03 ENTREX
Integrated Payroll System 03 IBM

_" Integrated Personnel Management System 03 IBM
Budget Systems: Argonne Prototype Model 07 IBM

(MAST)
General Budget & Funds Control 07 IBM
Budget Systems: Costbud 07 IBM
Budget Systems: Divbud & Funds Control 07 IBM
Budget Systems: Program Budgets (WPAS) 07 IBM
Budget Systems: IBS--Interactive Budget 07 IBM

System
Maintenance Col itrol & Reporting System 07 HP
Stock Tracker System 07 HP
Special Materials Information System 10 IBM
Check Reconciliation: Payroll Checks 14 IBM

i Check Reconciliation: Accounts Payable 14 IBM', Argonne Materials Order System 14 IBM

,11
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APPENDIXG

SYSTEM SYNOPSES
[

MULTIPLE USER SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION: AMOS is an integrated system for
requisitioning, receiving, and invoicing of commonly
used materials held in selected Vendor's Warehouses,
rather than onsite at ANL. AMOS interfaces with the

NAME: ANLPrlONE IntegratedFinancial System for charging the materials
to cost codes. The online materials catalog, MCAT, is

PRINCIPAL USER: Available Lab-wide to any user an important function within AMOS, offering lab-wide
withaCMS account access to descriptions and prices of items from

Vendors as well as items available from ANL

DESCRIPTION: Any CMS user can use ANLPHONE warehouses.
to look up telephone directory information by entering
an employee's name or badge number. Computing and INTERFACES: Integrated Financial System
Telecommunications developed ANLPHONE even Automated Materi_ds/Payables
though it duplicated data contained in other personnel System
systems because it provides up-to-date telephone Stock TrackerSystem
directory information to users within an acceptable
response time as compared to other systems, and ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
because it is easier to use than other systems with the CICS

,same information. Unlike the other personnel systems Cobol
ANLPHONE does not require any special enrollment Interactive
because ANLPHONE does not include any sensitive
information.

Information contained in ANLPHONE is updated NAME: Automated Materials/Payables

- weekly from data contained in the Human Resource System (AMPS)

i System (HRS). The Human Resource System division

representatives and thePersonnel Division maintain the PRINCIPAL USER: Procurement, Receiving, and
data in ANLPHONE through the Master Personnel Accounting Divisions and

=- System and the Human Resource System. Departments
m

INTERFACES: Human Resource System DESCRIPTION: AMPS is a highly integrated system
IB Master PersonnelSystem which assists the Procurement, Receiving, and
tl Accounting functions at Argonne National Laboratory

I ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers East and Argonne National Laboratory West. TheseCMS users interact with the system 9.5 hours a day. Batch
li Interactive reporting, minimal updating, and interfaces to other
! systems occur during a second shift which currently

I adds 6.5 hours to the day.

NAME: Argonne Materials Order AMPS manages regular purchase orders from
I SyStlB.ln (A]_O_) ll_Ul_il, lUil I, IIIUti_:jtl 13i_lylllUlil., IU iUplUtll_lt wcl.l_,lluti_C

stock, the system prepares releases against standing
PRINCIPAL USER: Materials and Services, orders from requisitions generated in the Stock Tracker

Procurement, and Accounting System.
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AMPS also tracks manual purchase orders and special NAME: Cost Projection System

orders through approval and printing. (CostPro)

INTERFACES: AMOS PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Check Writing - Accounts Ofticer, Computing and
Payable Telecommunications,
Integrated Financial System Electronics
Purchase Information Reporting
System DE_CRIP'FION: The CostPro system assists

Stock Tracker System non-programmatic organizations in the formulation of
j non-programmatic budgets and rates and in the

ENVIRONMENT: HP 3000 surveillance and monitoring of the budgets as the year
SPL progresses.

ii Cobol

Image INTERFACES: Integrated Financial System
KSAM

Interactive ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
CMS

Boeing's Executivelnfonnation
System

NAME: Cost/Budget Monthly Interactive
Estimating System (Costbud)

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chiet"Financial

Officer and programmatic NAME: Divisional Budget System

divisions of the Laboratory (Divbud)

i DESCRIPTION: The Costbud the PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financialsystem processes
estimates of monthly expenditures by the Officer, and programmatic
programmatic divisions of the Laboratory, monthly divisions of theLaboratory
baselines from the program managers of the
Laboratory, and the actual fiscal year costs to date from DESCRIPTION: The Divbud system processes the
the Financial Information System to report actual vs. fiscal budgets for the programmatic divisions of the
budget variances. Laboratory. The system also processes future year

[] budgets using composite rates in the WPAS planning
Although the original Costbud system was completely cycle.

_il batch, ali data collection is now online through the
Interactive Budget System. Although the original Divbud system was completely

I batch, ali data collection and divisional rate

INTERFACES: Divisional Budget System calculations in the modeling process are now online
Integrated Financial System ttu'ough the Interactive Budget System.
Funds Control

Interactive Budget System INTERFACES: Cost/Budget Monthly Estimating
System

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers Integrated Financial System
PL// Funds Control

Batch, interactive Interactive Budget System

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

Batch, interactive
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NAME: gquil_x_nt l_egister (ER) ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
PL/I

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial Inquire
Officer, and Materials and CMS
Services

DESCRIPTION: The Equipment Register System
keeps track of ali major equipment at Argonne. lt NAME: Integrated Financial System

contains information about each piece of equipment, (IFS)
such as location, cost center, price, depreciated value,
manufacturer, etc. The new Property Management PRINCIPAL USER: Laboratory-wide enrollment
System will supplement this system.

DESCRIPTION: The Uniform Contractor Reporting
INTERFACES: None System (UCRS) - data management, submission of

MVS batch jobs, and, if desired, preliminary viewing
ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers of plots at a terminal is available for DOE forms 535

PL/I, SAS and 536. In addition, DOE forms 533M and 534M are

Batch available as printed reports. The system can formulate
a DOE 536 as the summary of separate 536 forms or
build DOE 535 Gantt charts from the milestones of

separate DOE 536 forms, Data from UCRS is no
NAME: Human Resource System longer downloaded from the financial system, Ali chlm

(HRS) must be entered manually,

PRINCIPAL USER: Human Resources Department INTERFACES' None
Enrolled Users Laboratory-wide

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
DESCRIPTION: HRS is a reporting facility which Wylbur
provides the Human Resources Department, functional MVS batch
organization users, and other division management
with terminal access to the Laboratory's personnel data.
Users obtain HRS reports by requesting, through their
terminals, one of the sUmdard reports available or by NAME: Integrated Personnel
writing their own queries to produce the reports. Users Management, System (IPMS)

can save any of the data they can access in HRS in
separate files and then manipulate the data using the PRINCIPAL USER: Human Resources Department;
available IBM mainframe tools, transfer the files toany Office of the Chief Financial
of the division minicomputers on the Argonne Officer, PayrollSection;
Heterogeneous File Transfer Network, or transfer the Argonne-West Personnel
files to a personal computer. Department, Health Division

The system makes employee data readily available to DESCRIPTION: This system assists in the

i division management through terminal access to the Laboratory's personnel record keeping and relx)rting

HRS databases. The data is obtained from the activities. Information is entered in a re'd-time
Laboratory's Integrated Per_nnel Management System environment to provide management with up-to-date
installed in 1983, which has made possible the information. Thesystem also provides a batch function

availabil'ityof additional data items. No historical data for entering massive quantities of information.
in terms of salary, job, etc., is available because of the

i high cost of loading this data weekly when HRS is The Human Resources Department at Argonne

ulxlated. The system is scheduled for replacement in National Laboratory East and the Personnel
FY1989. Department at Argonne National Laboratory West

currently have terminals for this system. While users
| INTERFACES'. Integrated Personnel can update and/or view employee records at both

Management System locations, Argonne National Laboratory West access is
ANLPHONE
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available to Argonne National Laboratory-West • Making easier the developmento1'alternate plans
employees only, forconsideration by management,

Among its technicalfeaturesare: • Reducing the cycle delay time inevitable in batch
systems,

. Expandabledatabases
Entering monthly estimates takes piace in an

• Online direct update processing interactive environment in IBM-MES, The Costbud
System processes (m(xlels) data input in IBS.MES via

• Online system securityand recovery the batch function.

• System-printed turnaround documents INTERFACES: Divisional Budget System
Cos0'Budget Monthly

• Table controlled error messages EstimatingSystem
Funds Control

• 100% audit trail of database changes
ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

• User and systemcontrol tables PL/I
CMS

INTERFACES: Environment, Safety Interactive
and Health
Integrated Medical System
Integrated Payroll System
Telephone Directory NAME: Materials and Se,:'vicea
Human Resource System (HRS) Tracking (MAST)

i ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers PRINCIPAL USER: Laboratory-wideEnrollmentCOBOL

CICS DESCRIPTION: The Materials and Services Tracking
SAS System enables users to record unofficial or anticipated

Batch, interactive commitments for purchases, service requests, and
travel. The Integrated Financial System provides
actual cost data to update the individual users'
databases.

NAME: Interactive Budget System

(IBS) INTERFACES: IntegratedFinancial
System

ii PRINCIPALUSER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office, and ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
prgrammatic divisions CMS

Boeing's Executive Information
DESCRIPTION: IBS creates fiscal budgets in an System (EIS)
interactive (online) mode. IBS-DIV carries out the Interactive
same functions as the Divbud batch system for fiscal
planning for scientific cost centers. IBS-PGM provides
the PGMBUD (program budget) planning for future
fiscal year planning in the WPAS cycle. IBS is a NAME: Merit Review System

user-oriented system designed to increase timely and
flexible planning by the cost centers of the Laboratory. PRINCIPAL USER: Human Resources Department

The three significant benefits of IBS are: DESCRIPTION: The Merit Review SYstem provides
] Compensation and the Laboratory with assistance in

• Providing immediate fe.e_db_ckanl re-,:,fl!s;thereby planning and entering employee performance
saving valuable man-hours, evaluation scores and increase information. The

system is used by Compensation for monitoring and
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control purposes as well as to reportmerit review data, NAME: Stock Tracker System

The authorized users in the divisions have inquiry and (STS)

update access to employees in their organizations,
PRINCIPAL USER: Materials and Services,

The system makes employee merit da_a including Office oftheChlef
salary history, job related information, current salary Financial OI'ricer
and other information available online, Running
balances of available merit funds are displayed as merit DESCRIPTION: The purpose of this system is to keep
increases are given, The system also provides a batch track of the material supplied through storerooms at
interface sub-system for users who wish to operate both Argonne National Laboratory East and Argonne
their own private systems, The batch system will allow National Laboratory West.
users to submit transactions in a pre.defined format for
updating evaluation scores and increases In the Merit One of the main benefiLs of STS is its automated
Review Database. Standard reports are available interface to the Automated Materials/Payables System
which can be routed to authodzzd remote user printers (AMPS). This interface allows rapid placement of
and the systemhas an extended Advanced Data orders through AMPS and creates a current status of
Security System feature limiting users to access only inventory record through automated receipts from
employees in their organization. AMPS.

INTERFACES: Integrated Personnel STS allows management of stores inventory across the
Management System entire Laboratory through online access to ali

storerooms, Issues from the closest storeroom reduce

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers movement of material.
COBOL
CICS STS also has the cal_tbility to conduct a physical
SAS inventory, thus replacing the Spare Parts Inventory
Batach, interactive System,

INTERFACES: Automated Materials/Payables
System

NAME: Purchase Information Integrated Financial System
Reporting System (p'rRS) Integrated PersonnelSystem

PRINCIPAL USER: Open System ENVIRONMENT: HP 3000
SPL

DESCRIPTION: PIRS is an information retrieval Image

system that allows Wylbur users to generate batch Interactive
reports from data created by the Automated
Materials/payables System.

An interface from AMPS refreshes the data each NAME: Stores Catalog (SC)

weekday evening.
PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

INTERFACES: Automated Materials/ Materials and Services
Payables System

DESCRIPTION: SC is an online file of the Stores

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBMComputers Catalog. A user can either search the catalog or print
Wylbur the catalog. Access to the Stores Catalog is through the
Interactive requests, u_r terminal, with output being printed at the terminal
Batch reports or any of the central computing complex high-speed

printers. Supply personnel ulxlate the Stores Catalog
using the CMS editor.
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The Stores Catalog System provides the Laboratory NAME: Furniture Tracking

with ready access to a file of ali stock items in Supply,
The system reduces the cost of printing the Stores PRINCIPAL USER: APS Project Office
Catalog, In addition, SC provides easy updating to
keep the Stores Catalog current and accurate, DESCRIPTION: Ali project furniture is warehoused

due to long lead times in ordering, The system issues
INTERFACES: None and tracks the inventory of furniture to assure

accountability,

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
Script, eMS INTERFACES: None
Interactive

ENVIRONMENT: COMPAQ 386
DBase

I
1

ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE NAME: Master Index and Change

Control System

PRINCIPAL USER: Advanced Photon Source

NAME: APS Electronic Requisition

System DESCRIPTION: Ali project critical files and clrawings
are assigned unique control numbers and filed in the

PRINCIPAL USER: Advanced Photon Source APS Document Control Center, This system tracks
changes to production drawings and specifications in

DESCRIPTION: Allows for the electronic generation, order to generate a detailed audit trail in compliance
routing, review, and approval of Purchase Requisitions with DOE Order 4700,1.
prior to entry into the AMPS system, With data

, retrieved from PIRS, the system embodies a complete INTERFACES: None
' cycle of reporting and tracking,

ENVIRONMENT: VP_X3900INTERFACES: PIRS ORACLE Relational

Project/2 Database System
SQL

ENVIRONMENT: VAX 3900
ORACLE RDMS

_1 PIRS

il NAME: Project/2

PRINCIPAL USER: Advanced Photon Sotirce

NAME: APS Financial Reporting
DESCRIPTION: Project cost and _hedule software

PRINCIPAL USER: Advanced Photon Source acquired from PSDI establishes a project performance
baseline and trat,:ks cost and schedule performance

DESCRIPTION: This report generation system uses against the baseline,
data from the IFS system to create more u_ful reports.
The reports correlate coststo the Project's Work INTERFACES: APS Elec'tronic
Breakdown Structure (WBS) code, Requisition System

APS Financial Reporting

INTERFACES: Integrated Financial System
Project/2 ENVIRONMENT: VAX 3900

I ORACLE RDMS
ENVIRONMENT: VAX 3900 SQL

SQL
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i

BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH NAME: PO ,(Purchase Orders)

PRINCIPAL USER: BIM Division Administration

NAME: BZI_QP DESCRIPTION: PO is an Interactive menu- and

(BZM _quipmtnt Inventory) command-driven fonns input_,database management,
and report generator system, The purpose of the

PRINCIPM._USER: BIM Property Representlve system ts to track purchase order status and to provide
summary reports, At present, the system tracks late

DESCRIPTION: BIMEQP is an interactive menu- and issue shipment and the receiving and cost status of ali
command-driven forms input, database management, open purchase requisitions,
and report generator system, The system provides
online search and summary reports of ali equipment Proposed enhancements include computer generation
assigned to the cost center, lt allows a search or sort of of purchase orders, user access to aUow input of
any desired field, The system allows for online pre-purchase order information, and user access for
updating of equipment flies and data, direct inquiries on the status of purchase requests, In

addition, spread sheet and graphtcs interfaces are
INTERFACES: None available Ibr further management analysis,

ENVIRONMENT: PDP 11/44 INTERFACES: None
RSX-11M, RDM
Interactive ENVIRONMENT: PDP 11/44

PRO-350 Personal Computer
RSX-1 lM and P/CS, RDM
Interactive

NAME: HSR

(Maintenance Service Requests)

PRINCIPAL USER: BIM Facility Administration NAME: RFS (Request for Service)
Office

PRINCIPAl, USER: BIM Facility Administration
DESCRIPTION: MSR is an interactive menu-and Office

command-driven lorms input, database management,
and _report generator system, The purpose of the DESCRIPTION: RFS is an interactive menu- and
system is to track the status ct' BIM maintenance command-driven I'orms input, database management,
_rvice requests sent to the Plant Facilities and Services and report generator system, The system issues and
Division (PFS). At present, the system provides tracks service requests for work performed by the Plant
computer-generated maintenance and custodial ,service Facility and Services Installations Group and the ANL
rexlUeStforms and summary reports, The summary Central Machine Shop, At present, the system
reports indicate the date of the request, the reference provides computer-generated Request for Service
number of the request, description ot' the request, type forms and summary reports of activities,
of work, the completion status, and number of days
past the issue date, INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: PDP 11/44
PRO-350 Personal Computer

ENVIRONMENT: PDP 11/44 RSX-I lM and P/CS, RDM
PRO-350 Personal Computer Interactive
RSX-1 lM and P/CS, RDM
Interactive
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CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION: The system provides a listing of ali
accounts which CMT employees or other Argonne
National Laboratory pe_'_onnel assigned to Cost
Centers 107 and 269 may use. lt provides for rapid

NAME: Budget Plots update of the database with the addition or deletion of
new accounts or employees.

PRINCIPAL USEB: CMT Budget Section and
:ogram Managers requesthag it INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: The program plots actual costs ENVIRONMENT: VAX6200
versus budget for year-to-date data taken from the Datatrieve
Division Cost Summary atm Budget Report. Interactive

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: VAX6220 NAME: Cost Code Listing

Datatrieve, Forms
Management Sy._tem (FMS), PRINCIPAL USER: CMT Director's Office
CA-DISSPLA

Interactive DESCRIPTION: The system stores ali cost codes,
listing title, Argonne National Laboratory activity
number and subaccount numbers, B&R number, and
principal investigator responsible for each major

NAME: CMT/_T Bibliographic account and subaccount. Cost Code Listing allows
Database System rapid updating of ali codes and sorting by any of the

fields.

PRINCIPAL USER: Editorial Ser'ices Group
INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: The system provides camera-ready
lists of staff publications and professional activities, lt ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6200
generates many different types of lists: Monthly lists Datatrieve, FMS
of ._ubmittals and publications, quarterly updates for Interactive
individt,al authors' files, annual lists for FTPs (sorted

.by cost code), annual lists for each Division's Review
Committees (sorted by group and/or category), etc. lt
can easily generate publication statistics, such as the NAME: Effort Reporting Database

total number of papers published during a given period
and the percentage of those which involve non-ANL PRINCIPAL USER: CMT Budget and

' coauthors. Personnel Group

INTERFACES: None DEqC'I_IPTION: This sys,'_m maintains effort _ata in
a CMT VAX database totrack effort, generate reports

ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6220 (projections, year-to-date, and ",-',_nager work sheets),
Datatrieve, FMS and tn'epare 10799-00 memor, -ms to Accounting.
Interactive

- INTERFACES: None

ENVLU.O.._...E.,_rT.: VAX 67.9.0

NAME: Cost Code Assignments Datatrieve, Reiationai _
Data Base (RDB),

PRINCIPAL USER.: Division Office and ali CMT Terminal Data

Offices Authorizing Service Management System (TDM S)
Requests, Procurements, or

_i Stock Issues
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NAME: Equipment Location and requests.

Invent, o_ r System
IN'I_RFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: f:MT Division Property
Represer ives ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6200

Datatrieve

DESCRIPTION: The system lists ANL number, Interactive
location, program, and person assigned as custodian for

each capital equipment item assigned to Cost Center
Nos. 107 and 269. Sorting by each field is permiss!ble.

i Updating of the data set occurs as part of the system NAME: Office Location and _'elephone

.- used for notifying various CMT offices of changes in Listing

0 personnel assignments or terminations of employees.
The system reads back data recorded by a bar-code PRINCIPAL USER: CMT Division Office
scanner and updates the location of equipment items
stored in the database. DESCRIPTION: The program provides a listing of

' office locations and telephone numbers of ali Building
INTERFACES: None 205 occupants and CMT and CMT-ACL personnel

located in other buildings, lt allows rapid update of the
ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6200 database as new personnel join or leave CMT or

Datatrieve, FMS CMT-ACL or receive new assignments.
Interactive

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6200

NAME: Job Control and Effort MASS-11 Manager

_ Reporting System Interactive

i

PRINCIPAL USER: Analytical Chemistry Laboratory

DESCRIPTION: The system permits online entry and NAME: Performance Evaluation
update of both in-progress and completed jobs. lt also Data Base

permits online entry of changes for each job as they
accrue. The Job Control and Effort Reporting System PRINCIPAL USER: Division Management
generates reports by job number, cost code, analyst.
submitter, date of entry, and others. DESCRIPTION: This system stores position

descriptions, measures of effectiveness, and related
iNTERFACES: None information for ali CMT job categories. Performance

evaluation forms are automatically generated from the
ENV!RONMENT: VAX 6200 data basp.

Datatrieve, TDMS
Interactive INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6200

MASS-11 Word Processing

NAME: Maintenance Service Request and Manager
Log (MSR) Interactive

PRINCIPbI USER: CMT Services and

Support Services
NAME: Sensitive Item Database

_= DESCRIPTIOI,I: The log provides an online "tickler
I file" which allows Services and Support personnel to PRINCIPAL USER: CMT Divisional Property

determine the status of ali requests to PFS for Representative

maintenance quickly and issue a report on ali open
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DESCRIPTION: This program allows online entry, NAME: Procurement Tracking and

update, retrieval, and report generation of items in the Control System
sensitive item database, lt generates reports by CSI

number, custodian, description, location, cost center, PRINCIPAL USER: Chemistry Budget Officer and
and ANL Number. Computer Services Group

INTERFACES: None DESCRIPTION: This user-friendly, screen-oriented
data entry, modification, display and report generator

ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6200 system facilitates the tracking of the purchase order
Datatrieve process, obligations by cost center, equipment
Interactive location/ownership, ANL numbers and serial numbers.

The stored data includes requisition number/date,

purchase order number/date, requestor, owner, cost
, codes, text descriptions and ten other order attributes.

J NAME: Stores Ordering System The system provides a variety ot" search and report
' utilities. It is also easy to make online ad hoc searches

: PRINCIPAL USER: Ali CMT VAX users of the contents of selected fields and display or print
the data of interest.

I DESCRIPTION: This program allows ali CMT VAX
users to order ANL Store,,,;_t_aterials through electronic INTERFACES: None

mail. The format pro+,'ides a menu which allows users
to complete the order request by simply filling in the ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/780
blanks displayed on the terminal. Authorized users Datatrieve

. may also order from the AMOS catalogue. Interactive

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT" VAX 6200

D_tatrieve, TDMS
Interactive

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

CHEMISTRY
NAME: ADP Historical Costs by

Cost Element

NAIk/_E: Fiscal Planning and Control PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
System Officer

PRINCIPAL USER: Chemistry Budget Officer and DESCRIPTION: The database contains a record of the
Division Administrators administrative data processing costs for financial work,

broken down into monthly charges per cost element,

DESCRIPTION: This system compiles budget data, with adjustments required to reflect the current cost
models staffing options, tracks monthly costs, element definitions. The data includes annotations
compares spending to budgets, estimates spending regarding late adjustments and other pertinent
patterns, exmnines spending anternauvus, mnu pn_)juut_ ,,u,,t,auv,, _v,,5 ,',,,-,, •.... ,.,,,,.... .r...... t,-'. o.,
yearly costs, month for each cost element. An interface with IFS for -

cost data would be desirable.

INTERFACES: None
INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh II

Excel Spreadsheet
z_
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ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5 Supercalc 4

NAME: FACET Attendance

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial Accounts Payable
Officer

NAME: Active Consultant Subcontract

DESCRIPTION: This database records the members

of the Financial Application Committee to Effect PRINCIPAL USER: Office oftheChiefFinancial
Telesis (FACET) and others on the distribution list. lt Officer, Accounts Payable
i_ludes the monthly attendance data.

DESCRIPTION: This program provides listings of
INTERFACES: None active consultant subcontracts, including payment

records, by individual, subcontract number, hourly rate,
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer cost center, etc. lt also prints the 1099s at the end of

Supercalc 5 the year.

INTERFACES: None

NAME: IFS Project ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Compute,"
Supercalc 3

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Officer

DESCRIPTION: This database retains detailed records NAME: AMOS Statistical Sample

on the effort and cost for the individual work projects Review

that compose the Integrated Financial System (IFS)
project. PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the.Chief Financial

Officer, Accounts Payable
INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet lists and calculates

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer AMOS "MR" lines on which exceptions (shortages,

Supercalc 5 breakages, substitutions) have occurred, for
comparison to a specific statistical sampling performed
by MS - Receiving.

NAME: Report Distribution l_cords INTERFACES: None
for Laboratory and Cost Center

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial Supercalc 5

Officer'

DESCRIPTION: At the laboratory level this

spreadsheet records the name and origin of each report. NAME: AMPS P.O. ' s Closed Subject
-- lt indicates the number of copies produced and the type to Billing

of recipient. At the cost center level it indicates the
J number and name of required reports and the PRINCIPAL USER: Office oftheChiefFin_mcial

ql individual recipients. Officer, Accounts Payablc

!_i INTERFACES: None DESCRIPTION: This program arranges, in P.O.

number order, AMPS and AMPS/STS P.O.'s closed

i subject to billing. Accou,its Payable enters, arranges,
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and generates listings of closexl P.O.'s on a monthly NAME: Check Writing--Accounts

basis. The listings assist in reconciling Accrued Payable System (CWR-AP)
Liabilities accounts for outstanding debit balances.

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

INTERFACES: None Officer, Accounts Payable

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer DESCRIPTION: The Check Writing system provides
Supercalc 5 online data collection to enter Accounts Payable

vouchers, edit their validity, and print checks. In
addition, CWR-AP transmits "To Be Paid" data from

AMPS to the Entrex 600 for check writing and
NAME: ANL-88 Authorization incorporation into audit totals. After the Entrex

complet_,s the transactions, the system transmits an
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial acknow!_edgment of payment file back to the HP 3000

Officer, Accounts Payable computer.

DESCRIPTION: This is is a listing in alpha order of The system also transfers data to the central IBM
persons authorized to sign ANL-88s (request for computers for extensive audit reporting and lhr
employee reimbursement), lt provides easy reference building reconciliation files.
for the person processing reimbursements, in order to
insure that an authorized signature appears. IN'IERFACES: Check Reconciliation--Accounts

Payable Checks
INTERFACES: None AMPS

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer ENVIRONMENT: Entrex 600
Supercalc 4 Entrex language

Interactive

NAME: Annual Consultant Reporting

| (ACR) NAME: Debit Memo Recap

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial PRINCIPAL USER: OMce of the Chief Financial

Officer, Accounts Payable Officer, Accounts Payable

DESCRIPTION: ACR is a reporting system which DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet records outstanding
provides seven standard reports at the end of a fiscal A/P debit memos by date, vendor name, PO i_ and

year on the private contractors the Laboratory u_s. amount, and ages them. This listing assists in
The detailed payments made to consultants are keyed reconciling the A/P debit memo general ledger
into an Entrex file each October and then used as input account.
to the SAS reporting programs, generally in November.

INTERFACES: None

This system provides historical information on private

i individuals, which division management uses to ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer

analyze consultant activities. Supercalc 4

The system should add monthly reporting, as well as
other information on individual contracts.

NAME: Honorarium Listing
INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

ENVIRONMENT: Building 201 Computers Officer, Accounts Payable
Central IBM Computers
SAS
Batch
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DESCRIPTION: This program lists, by honor?_Sum DESCRIPTION: This program operates on multi-cost
number and payee, ali honorarium fees p:_:,}'_::::ati,('orthe, coded purchase orderswith up to 150 individual items.
current calendar year. At year end, l,t_,_.!_ffomlation lt generates accrual sheets after the monthly entry of
forms the basis to generate 1099s. Alsi,., lli_/ Jisfings obligations and payments. The system eliminates hand
are helpful when questions arise, as they allow writing and calculating several pages of accruals each
immediate location of information, month, An upload interface to IFS is desirable.

INTERFACES: None INTERFACES: None

' ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComPuter ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
--" Supercalc 4 Supercalc 4

NAME: Matheson Container Deposits NAME: Recap of AMOS Statistical

Samples vs. User
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of theChief Fimmcial Division Statistics

Officer, AccountsPayable
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

DESCRIPTION: This proposed spreadsheet contains Officer, Accounts Payable
information used to credit division with gas cylinder
returns. Data in file is PO #, cost code, cylinder DESCRIPTION: This program compares AMOS
deposit, cylinders on hand, requisitioner, and location statistical samples performed in MS - Receiving with
of gas. User Division statistics, lt compiles data from several

MS samples in order to analyze Division exception
INTERFACES: None reporting practices and to calculate ANL's loss

percentage.
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

Supercalc 5 INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

NAME: Monthly Demurrage

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Accounts Payable NAME: Returnable ContaS._:'_e_ Recap
,-lm

-- DESCRIPTION: This program contains current month PRINCIPAL USER: Office of th_ Chief f,'inancial
activity by vendor, lt uses accrual reversals and Officer, Accour_s Payable
current month payments to calculate accruals, and _
updates total actual charges for the month. DESCRIPTION: This program lists Returnable

Containers with deposits which are carried on the
INTERFACES: None balance sheet by vendor quantity on hand and deposit

amount. Upon payment or crediting of deposits, the
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer program recalculates current balances for the account

Supercalc 5 reconciliation.

INTERFACES: None

ii

Supercalc 5
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Accounts Payable
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NAME: Section Statistics NAME: ANL Capital Investment

History
, PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Accounts Payable PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Officer, Budget Office

DESCRIPTION: Section Statistics tracks the number

of vouchers approved each month by approver and by DESCRIPTION: This sytem creates a graphic
°, invoice type. Statistics are available by calendar and representation of the Laboratory's total capital

fiscal year. investment from FY 195.1 through the past fiscal year.The graph includes depreciation on a scale compared to
I INTERFACES: None the total capital investment.

i
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer INTERFACES: NoneSupercalc 5

j ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer

] Supercalc 4
!

l NAME: Subcontracts Reporting System
z

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial NAME: ANL Operating Funds History

' Officer, Accounts Payable
'. PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief" Financial

DESCRIPTION: This proposed system would be a Officer, Budget Office
specialized data collection and reporting system to
assist the Accounts Payable area in Subcontract DESCRIPTION: This system includes a program
processing, spread sheet and graphs of the Laboratory actual direct

program cost and FITJs from FY 81, lt also includes
INTERFACES: IFS an estimate of cost and FI'E's.

AMPS
INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
DBase ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

Supercalc 5

NAME: Approved Funding Plan (AFP)

® Budget Office
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief' FTnanciai

i NAME: Analysis of Regular FTEs Officer, Budget Office

i DESCRIPTION: This system updates the Approved

By Organizational ALD

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financiai Funding Plan at the alpha level as the Laboratory

i Officer, Budget Office receives funding changes from DOE throughout the

year.

DESCRIPTION: This program provides information
on official budget b-TEs, year-to-date averages, and INTERFACES: None
monthly plans from programmatic divisions for

comparison and analysis. An IFS interface would be ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
. helpful, Supercalc 5

I

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

m _
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NAME: APS Monthly Financial NAME: DAXERC
Status Report

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

PRINCIPAl_, USER' Office of the Chief Financial Officer, Budget Office
Officer_ Budget Office

DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet is reference sorted
DESCRIPTION: This report provides detailed by Argonne East and Argonne West and has
information on the APS Division with data such as B R information for 3 years on Direct Allocations.
account, beginning G50, New BA, YTD actual, Open
Commitments, etc. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4

NAME: Detailed Year-End Program

Summary
NAME: Argonne Club

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial Officer, Budget Office
Officer, Budget

DESCRIPTION: This program provides a detailed
DESCRIPTION: This system maintains information year-end summary by 5 digit code. An interface to IFS
on Argonne Club expenses and revenues for the fiscal is desirable.
year. lt stores monthly and fiscal year information in
various activity areas such as pool, picnic, etc. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4

NAME: Direct Allocations

NAME: CC200 and CC298 Monthly PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Officer, Budget Office

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office DESCRIPTION: This program gives details on Direct
Allocations by divisions _or Argonne East and Argonne

DESCRIPTION: This report monitors ali activity for West on SPM, B U, Custodial, ESH, QAD, Radiation
Laboratory General Expense and Illinois General Monitoring. Plant Services and Technical Talent Pool.
Expense work projects, lt details monthly cost and
compares to budget. An i,tt_,rface to IFS is desirable. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4

NAME: Engineering Research

Direction (ERD)

PRIN' :IPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office
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DESCRIPTION: This report provides ERD DESCRIPTION: These spread sheets provide previous
management with operating funds status report year actuals, current actuals, and estimates for
formatted by account within B&R. Identified in the Inventory, Equipment, Operating, Non.Direct Cost
report are prior year uncosted balance, current year Centers and b-TE levels, lt permits quarterly updating.
BA, cumulative funding, Be and anticipated GSd
balances. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

I Supercalc 5
I

NAME: Fiscal Year Approved
_i

Funding Program

NAME: Equipment Funds AvailabilityReport PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Officer, Budget Office

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office DESCRIPTION: On a monthly basis, the program
details by control level the obligations and costs

DESCRIPTION: 'l"his report identifies the available authorized in DOE's official document.

equipment fund balances by B&R account and by
responsible organizations. INTERFACES: Noise

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

NAME: Fiscal Year Best

Estimate Exercise

NAME: Estimated Operating Cost

Comparison PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Fimmcial
Officer, Budget Office

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

ii Officer, Budget Office DESCRIPTION: This program is an aid to
management discussion and action, lt determine,_ bq'E

ii DESCRIPTION: This program provides the ability to deltas between fiscal years at a detail level.

i calculate dollar and FTE's for fiscal year comparison of
various dollar level scenarios. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4

NAME: Fiscal Year-End

Report
NAME: Financial Data Book

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

PRINCIP,M., USER: Office of the Chief Financial Officer, Budget Office
Officer, Budget Office,

Management Council DESCRIPTION: This program provides details of the
DOE B&R structure of ending prefinancing amounts
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for use in recasting and comparing with DOE reports, problems. The information is at control level. This
An interface to IFS would be helpful, report is run monthly and mi interface to IFS is

desirable.
INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5 ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

Supercalc 5

NAME: Fiscal Year Program
Planning Control NAME: Funds Availability Report

for ,PR
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

' Officer, Budget Office PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
: Officer, Budget Office

DESCRIPTION: This program incorporates
I information on prior fiscal year cost, GSO and FTE's, DESCRIPTION: This financial analysis rel:x_rtshows

current year plan, President's Budget and ANL request, the availability of funds lhr both B/O and B/A by
Interfaces to IFS and BUD are desirable, account within B&R. Items identified include total

funds authorized, cost ceiling, percentage of funds
INTERFACES: None expended, open commitments, projected fiscal year

cost, projected end of year cost, and authorization
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer variances.

Supercalc 5
INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
NAME: Fiscal Year Status Supercalc4

of Fund_ng on APS

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Officer, Budget Office NAME: Funds Control System

(rcs)

DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet generates
information on the current Divbud by program, with PRINCIPAL USER' Office of the Chief Financial
ALD area and FIE actuals both cummt month and year Officer, Budget Office
to date. Interfaces to IFS and BUD are desirable.

DESCRIPTION: The Funds Control System tracks the
INTERFACES: None allocation of Financial Plan dollars to cost centers and

controls the input of fiscal data into the Divbud system.
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

Supercalc 4 The primary benefit of FCS is the control it provides
for feeding data into the Divbud system.

IN'IERFACES: Divbud
NAME: Fiscal Year Status Costbud

of Obligations
ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial PL/I
Officer, Budget Office Batch, interactive

DESCRIPTION: This program contains information
on ANL's prefinancing position to monitor potential
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NAME: Indirect Expense, Service NAME: Prime Control Reconciliation
Centers, Direct Allocations,

and YN-01 monthly Report PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Officer, Budget Office

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office DESCRIPTION: This program provides information
for the monthly reconciliation of DOE's Approved

DESCRIPTION: This report .separates ali standard rate Funding Plan and ANL's prime contract.
variances into planned and unplanned cost and
recoveries. An IFS interface is desirable. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

Supercalc 4
NAME: Program Budget Summary

NAME: Inventory Budget Status PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief F'inancial
Officer, Budget Office

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office DESCRIIYFION: Program Budget Summary
incorporates BER WPAS submission.

DESCRIPTION: This monthly report provides
management with an updated financial status of the INTERFACES: None
Laboratory's invem,.: position. The report covers
Common Use Stores, Other Special Materials, ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Collateral Funds, Special Process Spares, Fuel Supcrcalc5

- Fabrication, Special Reactor Material, and Other

Materials.

i INTERFACES' None NAME: Safeguards & Security

Obligations & Cost Reports

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4 PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

J Officer, Budget Office

I DESCRIPTION: This report provides a financial table

! NAME: Monthly General Purpose which identifies budget authorization and incurred cost

Equipment Status Report for ANL-E and ANL-W. lt also classifies funding
authorization and cost (operating, capital equipment,

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial and construction) for each of the Safeguards Security
Officer, Budget Office program areas.

DESCRIPTION: "l'he OPE Status Report details by INTERFACES' None
cost center the status of the OPE funding for both

current year funds and prior year funds. The source of ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
the information is Accounting's Equipment Supercalc 4
Authorization and Budget Rel',ort. An interface to IFS
is desirable.

I
J INTERFACES: None NAME: Severance Reports

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Supercalc 4 Officer, Budget Office
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DESCRIPTION: This report identifies ali activity ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
generated against the Severance Reserve by ALD and Supercalc 5
shoWs the curt'tnt status of the reserve,

INTERFACES: ' None
NAME: Work for Others

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer Report (1)
Supercalc 5

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office

NAME: Status of Funding - DESCRIPTION: This program provides a detailed

Operating Cost report on ali WH (DOE Contractors) and WN (Private
Contractors) orders, An IFS interface is desirable,

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This provides a detailed report on ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
operating cost such as Funded BA BO, Anticipated Supercalc 5
BA BO, YTD Budget and YTD Actual.

INTERFACES: None
NAME: Work for Others

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer Report (2)

Supercalc 5
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office

NAME: Status of Funds - DESCRIPTION: This program orders40-04 and 40-08

Physical Research accounts by B&R and by ALD. lt indicates goods and
' services on order, current year obligations, total money

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial available and current funds allocated.

Officer, Budget Office
INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This report gives de,tailed
information on the APS Division with data such as ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

B R, Account, Beginning G50, New hA, YTD Actual, Supercalc 5
Open Committments, etc.

INTERFACES: None
NAME: Work for Others

ENVIRONMENT: IBMPer_nalComputer Report (3)

Supercalc 4
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Budget Office
Strategic Planning Office

NAME: WltWNALD dislributes to DOE-CH

: Quarterly
PRINCIPAL USER: OMce of the Chief Financial

_] Officer, Budget Office DESCRIPTION: This program reports the status of
40-04, 40-08, WH, and WN accounts by sponsor, An

DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet shows GSO, status, interface to IFS is desirable.
new funcling, current funds allocations and ALD tax.

INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None
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ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer DESCRIPTION: This repor_ estimates the cost of
Supercalc 5 replacing facilities should they be destroyed by fire or

explosion, The Department of Energy supplies
inflation factors by calendar year to calculate the
estimates,

NAME: Work Proposal/Smmnary

Report INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Officer, Budget Office Supercalc 4

DESCRIPTION: This spread sheet is useful in

preparing the DOE annual budget submission, lt
categorizes by B&R and program account and covers NAME: Building and Utility

three fiscal years, (i,e,, current fiscal year, President's Distribution

budget year, and budget reque.,a year), lt also
summarizes GSO, B/A, B/O and equipment dollars, PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Cost Accounting
INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This system calculates the Buildir_g
ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer and Lltility allocation per cost center using

Supercalc4 consumption estimates per building for mechanics,
steam, electricity, water, and M&S in conjunctior_ with
C/C 501 and 510's budget,

NAME: NP/_ Schedules INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Officer, Budget OMce Supercalc 5

DESCRIPTION: This system maintains
supplementary schedules from the WPAS cycle, lt

updates the previous fiscal year files with future F7 NAME: Contractual Open
budgeting needs provided to budget administrators by commitment Report
the scientific budgeting staff, lt eliminates tedious
retyping of revised data. PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Cost Accounting
INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This report is a recap of contractual
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer open commitments, lt becomes part of the greyb_x_k

Supercalc 4 report.

INTERFACE:;: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

Cost Accounting

NAME: Annual Fire Insurance

a Report NAME: Cost Center 296 Report
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Cost Accouo.ti.n.g Officer. Cost Accounting :
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DESCRIPTION: This report is a recap of monthly cost INTERFACES: None
for telephone vs, monthly budgets,

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
INTERFACES: None Supercalc 5

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
; Supercalc5

NAME: DOE Construction Directive

Authorization Close Out

NAME: Custodial Allocation PRINCIPAL USER: Office of tile Chief Financial
Officer, Cost Accounting

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Officer, Cost Accounting DESCRIPTION: Thls data set conUdns total

engineering and dine,ctconstruction costs for completed
DESCRIPTION: This system calculates the custodial construction, DOE project nufnbers, funding
allocation per cost center using building estimates for classifications, directive numbers, project fl0e,
custodians in conjunction with C/C 504's budget, location, delegation of authority, start and completion

dates of pha_s of construction, and modification
INTERFACDS: None number, The system could interface with IFS,

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer INTERFACES: None,
Supercalc 5

ENVIRONMENT: IBMPersonal Computer
Supercalc 4

NAME: Data Entry

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial NAME: Electrical Data
Officer, Cost Accouming

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

DESCRIPTION: Data for mainframe systems such as Officer, Cost Accounting
payroll, IFS and many others is keyed and uploaded,
Numerous proofing reports are produced, DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet retains the dollars

and kilowatt hours of electrical consumption by month
INTERFACES: Central IBM Computers and for the year to date, The summary accounts for

consumption by buildings,
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

i Rode PC INTERFACES: None

4GL JR
ENVIRONMENT: IBMPersonal Computer

Supercalc 5

i NAME: Distribution of Electrical

Cost to PEograms and
Buildings in the ZGS NAME: Month-End Journal
(3XX) Area Entries

PRINCIPAL USER: OMce of the Chief Financial PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Cost Accounting Officer, Cost Accounting

DESCRIPTION: "Ibis worksheet distributes current DESCRIPTION: This system allows the Oflice of the
month electrical cost under a fixed allocation schematic Chief Financial Officer to generate month-end closinE
plan. lt allocates cost directly to program._ or to enU'ies quickly by updating generic closing entries

building occupants based upon percent of occupancy, which are processed into IF_.
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INTERFACES: Mainframe NAME: Plant & Equipment Changes
in Co_nitment Balances

ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer

Wylbur PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Officer, Cost Accounting

DESCRIPTION: This system contains monthly
NAME: OFA Memo changes in commitment values for plant and equipment

by program number, lt lists the changes for reporting
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial to DOE monthly via ITS. A direct interface to ITS is

Officer, Cost Accounting desirable.

DESCRIPTION: This report provides the unbilled INTERFACES: None
amount on each OFA account to the Budget Office.

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
INTERFACES: None DBase III

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5

NAME: Plant Ledger System

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

NAME: Other Federal Agency Officer, Cost Accounting
Invoicing

DESCRIPTION: The purpose of the system is to
PRINCIPAL USER: Office oftheChiefFinancial inventory ali buildings of the Laboratory and

Officer, Cost Accounting improvements to the buildings, to record depreciation,
and to produce plant ledger reports.

DESCRIPTION: This system contains the cost and
billing record for each OCF account showing current INTERFACES: IFS
funding, total cost, total billed, and unobligated funds.

The program also generates the monthly invoice for ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
each account, lt inlcudes the DOE-required add-tns. PLII

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer NAME: Statement of Capital

Supercalc5 Equipment Not Related
to Construction

(Greybook)

NAME: Percentage Distribution PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Entries Officer, Cost Accounting

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial DESCRIPTION: This reporting system contains
Officer, Cost Accounting program tides and B&R numbers, funds obligated

under latest revision to prime contract, to-date fund
DESCRIPTION: This report collects cost during the cost, open commitments, estimated balances, and
month in an expense account and distributes it at month balance of funds available at each month end. An
end by percentage, interface to ITS is desirable.

INTERFACES: None INTERFACES: None
gii

ii ENV_,OI'_,_NT: """" _ .... ' " ..... ,.-." ENV_O_,r_'T. II_M Per._nal Comnuter

IJk;IPl¥1 • IOl,._IdliClldl 'K..,UII|ilJUlt,_._, .............. •

Supercalc 5 Supercalc 5
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NAME: Statement of Plant ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Acquisition and Supercalc 4
Construction Projects

(Greybook)

PRINCIPAL [/SER:Officeof_e ChiefPinhead NAME: Amenities Report -

Officer, Cost Accounting ACK 05300

DESCRIPTION: This report contains program and PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
project titles, DOE project numbers, funds obligated Officer, General Accounting
under latest revision to prime contact, to-date fund
costs, open commitments, estimated balances, and DESCRIPTION: This report gives a breakdown of
balance of funds av_A!,_.,bleat each month end. An IFS monthly cost in this ACK and lists a running balance
interface is desirable, for each sub-account number.

INTERFACES: None INTERFACES: None
b

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 5 Supercaic 5

NAME: Statement of Undistributed NAME: Amenities Report "
Cost ACK 05411

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Cost Accounting Officer, General Accounting

DESCRIPTION: This report uses data from the IFS DESCRIPTION: This report gives a breakdown of the
Cost of Operations Ledger and Statement of Operating monthly cost in this ACK by AI.,D. lt includes
CosL The purpose of this report is to analyze cost in cumulative cost based on the University of Chicago
C/C 662 and determine actual undistributed cost. fiscal year.

INTERFACES: None. INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

Supercalc 4 Supercalc 4

NAME: ANL Financial Statements

(Greybook)

* General Accounting
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

I NAME: Allowance For Loss : Officer, General AccountingStores Inventory,

Iii Current Use and Excess DESCRIPTION: This database contains the complete
_- financial information of the Laboratory. lt includes a

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial balance sheet, statement of projects, operating fund
_. Officer, General Accounting report by program, source of operating cost
__ expenditures, plant and equipment cost by program,

DESCRIPTION: This program is helpful in reimbursable work cost and revenue, plant and

i reconciling General Ledger accom=ts, equipment activity non-fund, and ali other activity
" non-fund. This report could interface some statements

!i
ii i INTERFACES: None witbdF_.
.I
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INTERFACES: None statement of previous and current fiscal years' financial
position.

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4 INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4

NAME: ANL Status of Funds
i

J Reporting!
l

I PRINCIPAL USER: Officeof_e ChiefFinanced NAME: Check Reconciliation--

, Officer, General Accounting Accounts Payable Checks

. DESCRIPTION: This report shows Laboratory PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
funding for operations, construction, and equipment vs. Officer, General Accounting
the current expenditures. Also, for operations, the
report makes a projection of the estimated operating DESCRIPTION: For many years unit record
funding position of Argonne National Laboratory 45 equipment within the Laboratory matched returned

days beyond the date Argonne's Budget Office prepares checks with issued checks. In 1982 General
the report. A separate section indicates any control and Accounting transferred responsibility for the matching
reporting levels which are projecting shortfalls in of cleared checks against issued checks to the
available funds. Laboratory's servicing bank. The Check

Writing--Accounts Payable (CWR-AP) System
' INTERFACES: None transfers data to the central IBM computing complex,

prepares audit reports and magnetic tapes for
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer submission to the servicing bank.

Supercalc 4
INTERFACES: Check Writing;--Accounts

Payable System

NAME: Bank Activity Summary ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
PL/I

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial Batch

Officer, General Accounting

DESCRIPTION: This summary contains the average
daily balances for voucher and payroll accounts, NAME: Contract Funds Worksheet

i allowance for tax deposits, average daily uncollectedbalances, balances available, balances required, and PRINCIPAL USER: Office oftheChiefFinancial

_, balance surplus/shortage, Officer, General Accounting

INTERFACES: None DESCRIPTION: The worksheet contains ArgonneNational Laboratory funding for operations,
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer construction and equipment for each IX)E contract

Supercalc 4 modification to the prime contract.

INTERFACES: None

NAME: Changes in Financial Position ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, General Accounting

l...J,l_dlK,.,ggLl" ] l_k,P/,'_. 1 atlt_ l,.nJ_._ltall_ Ao _ '1
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NAME: Defe_::eod' Credits - DESCRIPTION: This program projects time deposit
Capital Leaseal - Non-Fund requirements.

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial INTERFACES: None

Officer, General Accounting
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

DESCRIPTION: This worksheet lists ali Purchase Supercalc4
Orders related to capital leases, showing the monthly
payment and balancing with the general ledger. An
interface to IFS is desirable.

NAME: Fiscal Year Contract Advances

INTERFACES: None
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer Officer, General Accounting
Supercalc 4

DESCRIPTION: This system shows contract advance
split by fund types for September and for the fiscal
year for DOE.

NAME: Depreciation Distribution

INTERFACES: None
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, General Accounting ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4

DESCRIPTION: This program shows the distribution
of depreciation to ANL Programs.

INTERFACES: None NAME: Fiscal Year End Entries

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Supercalc 4 Officer, General Accounting

DESCRIPTION: This program shows journal entries
closing ANL's nominal accounts to the equity accounts.

NAME: Equipment Registea.- Balancing

Asset and Reserve INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Officer, General Accounting Supercalc 4

DESCRIPTION: This reconciliation worksheet

perform,_a reconciliation of the Argonne National
Laboratory Equipment Register with the DOE-IFS and NAME: Fund WD

Argonne National Laboratory Gene,al Ledger.
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

INTERFACES: None Officer, General Accounting

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer DESCRIPT'ION: This report shows cumulative costs
i Supercalc4 and contract advances since the beginning of the
i Nuclear Waste Fund Program.

INTERFACES: None

NAME: Estimated Time Deposit
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computcr

i PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial Supercalc 4Officer, General Accounting
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NAME: Inventory Work in Process - DESCRIPTION: This program reconciles the General
Illinois and Idaho Ledger accounts relative to the Nepal Forestry Project.

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial INTERFACES: None

Officer, General Accounting
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Pet'sonal Computer

DESCRIPTION: This inventory shows source Supercalc 4
documents and value charged to Work in Progress. lt
also contains miscellaneous information necessary to
monitor and keep Work in Progress on a current basis.

NAME: Nuclear Waste Fund Equipment
INTERFACES: None

PklNCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer Officer, General Accounting
Supercalc 4

DESCRIPTION: This program tracks equipment
purchases and acquisitions.

NAME: Letter of Credit INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

Officer, General Accounting Supercalc 4

DESCRIPTION: This system shows daily cash draws
for Voucher and Payroll Accounts from the Federal
Reserve Bank. NAa, lE: Paymaster Bank Lists

INTERFACES: None PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, General Accounting
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Perusal Computer

Supercalc 4 DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet records the banks,
identification codes, and other pertinent information for
the several hundred banks to which Argonne transmits
employee paychecks electronically.

NAME: National Energy Software
Center INTERFACES: None

31

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Officer, General Accounting Supercalc 4

DESCRIPTION: This report lists monthly balances for
each correct ACT registered with NESC.

NAME: Plant and Equipment

INTERFACES: None Depreciation Expense

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
Multimate Officer, General Accounting

DESCRIPTION: This program provides for a

reconciliation of the Plant and Equipment Registers

i NAME: Nepal Forestry Project and depreciationwith theGeneral Ledger.

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial INTERFACES: None

Officer, General Accounting
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ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4 DBase III

NAME: Rents Receivable NAME: Unliquidated Contract

Obligations
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, General Accounting PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, General Accounting
DESCRIPTION: This spre_sheet shows daily activity
for lodging rents receivable. DESCRIPTION: This report shows Argonne's fiscal

year-end financial situation regarding current funding,
INTERFACES: None fiscal year cost, and remaining funds to continue

operations. The repo/t could interface with IFS and
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer BUD.

Supercalc 4
INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

NAME: Special Process Spares Supercalc4

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, General Accounting
NAME: Word Processing

DESCRIPTION: This reporting system contains the
value balance for each facility for Special Process PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Spares. Officer, General Accounting

INTERFACES: None DESCRIPTION: General Accounting uses a personal
computer for writing, editing, storing, and retrieving

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer data in a word processing format. The principal uses
Supercalc 4 are letter writing, procedure writing, report

compilation, and file storage.

INTERFACES: None

NAME: Travel Expense Report and

Cash Advance Collection ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
MultiMate

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, General Accounting,
Accounts Payable

DESCRIPTION: These 'programs record ANL-55
expense reports due and ANL-161 travel cash advance Payroll
balances due. They produce collection notices on
unpaid accounts from travelers, "no travel" lists for NAME: Integrated Payroll System

accounts over 30 days, and specialized inventory
reports by age of account. The database also allows PRINCIPAL USEI;'.: Office of the Chief Financial
inquiry into individual TA's by TA number and traveler Officer, Payroll Section

i Lflame.

ii DESCRIPTION: This system assis!.s the Laboratory's

INTERFACES: Travel Office PC Payroll Section in preparing biweekly and monthly
payrolls, lt provides for weekly, monthly, quarterly,
and annual reporting of payroll-related information via
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approximately 95 reports. The system is an expanded DESCRIPTION: This program computes the premium
version of a typical paycheck preparation system in cost of overtime, gross earnings, regular hours, shift
that it incorporates the Laboratory's unique retirement premium, and overtime hours for Annual D.O.E. and
processing, accrual processing, absence processing, Semi-Annual D.O.E. reports for non-organized
time card processing, and reporting, personnel and the technicians.

Terminals in the Payroll Section at Argonne-East INTERFACES: None

provide for online updating of employee payroll data as
well as viewing personnel demographic data. This ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

system is part of the integrated Human Resource Supercalc4
Management System.

The system has the same technical features as
described in the System Synopsis for the Integrated NAME: Payroll Imaging
Personnel Management System.

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

INTERFACES: 12 Laboratory and Officer, Payroll
External Systems

DESCRIPTION: Several payroll documents are made
ENVIRONMENT: Central lBMComputers available to payroll clerks for online processing.

Cobol, CICS, SAS Images of time cards and the corresponding data record
Batch, Interactive are maintained on LAN Servers. The extracted data

file is uploaded for central processing.

INTERFACES: IBM Mainframe

NAME: Medical/Dent al /Life/Dep. 3COM Network
Life/LTD Contract Premiums

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Mainframe
PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial Metafile

Officer, Payroll

DESCRIPTION: This program maintains tables to
report all ANL medical/dental/life/dependent NAME: Retiree Medical Payment
life/long-term disability plan contract premiums and
employee/employer premiums for insurance coverage. PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial
The tables show rates for payments to insurance Officer, Payroll
companies, H.M.O.'s, and for calculating amounts for
leaves of absence, terminations, fringe benefits, and DESCRIPTION: This report is a listing of retirees who
retirees, pay cash for medical coverage. Tracks payments

instead of using manual cards.
INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Supercalc 4 ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

Supercalc 4

NAME: Overtime Hours and

Premium Payments NAME: RIFS List

PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial PRINCIPAL USER: Office of the Chief Financial

Officer, Payroll Officer, Payroll
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DESCRIPTION: This listing is a safeguard against INTERFACES: None
re-employment of RIF personnel via Subcontracts.
Makes sure no one is contracted until allowable. ENVIRONMENT: Central IBMComputers

Wylbur
INTERFACES: None PL/I

Batch
ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer

Supercalc 4

NAME: Coa_guterProtection Program
System

NAME: Total Disability Employee
List PRINCIPAL USER: ANL ComputerProtection

Program, Manager
lm PRINCIPAL usER: Office of the ChiefFinancial
;| Officer, Payroll DESCRIPTION: This database contains the names,

sensitivity, manager, and a description of ali computer
DESCRIPTION: This report is a listing of long-term applications in the Laboratory. lt also contains the
disability employees for whom the Laboratory is names of the Assistant Computer Protection Manager
paying ful! coverage to Connecticut General (CG). lt for each sensitive computer and the names of the
is the basis for monthly reports, which include Computer Protection Program Representatives for each
additions and cancellations. Payroll folwards the list to ANL organization.
CG each year in January.

INTERFACES: 3COM Network
INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh II

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer Odes_ Helix II
Supercalc 4

|

II NAME: Document Inventory and

Charging Systems

ii COMPUTING AND PRINCIPAL USER: Computing and

TELECOMMUNICATIONS Telecommunications,UserServicesSection

i DESCRIPTION: The Account Services group! NAME: Bug Tracking System maintains a database of the documents distributed byI
_" Computing and Telecommunications. The addition of

1 PRINCIPAL USER: Computing and a new manual causes updating of the file. A programTelecommunications, used to generate billing records reads the database for
I| User Services Section title information and documents the appropriate counts

when manuals are purchased. SAS programs report on

1 DESCRIPTION: The User Services Section secretary the availability and justification of manuals.

maintains a Wylbur file to track the status of reported
system bugs and suggestions. User Services INTERFACES: Account Mapping File
consultants provide input to the system with the
Problem Report forms sent to individuals investigating ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

1 these reported problems. When work is complete, the CMS'i
consultants return the forms to User Services where the VSAM!

secretary updates the data file. Various members of PL/I
Computing and Telecommunications review the SAS
bimonthly reports in preparation for a Bug Meeting,
which considers the status bf reported problems.
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NAME: In£ormation Expert ('rg) workload. With usage, cost, and accounting
information in one location, a single resource

PRINCIPAL USER: Computing and utilization report can obtain pertinent data from ali
Telecommunications, three sources.
Management Information
Systems As a management tool KOMAND meets the cost

intormation needs of managers throughout the
DESCRIPTION: lE was purchased from Manal;ement Laboratory:
Science America, Inc. (MSA) as part of the Integrated
Financial System Project. lE is a general purpose • Financial management can distribute data
fourth-generatioil report writer that can produce reports processing expenses equitably while obtaining an
from data stored on the IBM mainframe computers. IE accurate picture of project related costs.
produces ali the financial reports each month from IFS.
IE has bothonline and batch components. In FY1990, • Computing and Telecommunications management
MISplans to release IE to the financial users at large so can clearly demonstrate the effectiveness and
they can produce their own reports, economy of its services.

INTERFACES: None • Computing and Telecommunications management
has the data it needs to justify equipment

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers acquisition and to carry out capacity planning and
CICS performance measurements.
MVS batch

• User management receives cost information it can
understand and receives it quickly enough to make
appropriate t_hoicesand changes.

NAME: KOMAND Computing Resource
Usage Accounting The KOMAND system may expand to provide

computerized budget management capabihty which
PRINCIPAL USER: Ali Coroputer Users and would determine remaining budget, update expenses,

Computing and and allow file maintenance and inquiry.
Telecommunications
Management KOMAND may eventually extend computer u_ge

accounting and chargeback to various other IBM and
DESCRIPTION: KOMAND is a comprehensive set of PDP/VAX computers throughout the Laboratory.

compatible programs that provides an integrated
job-accounting and chargeback system for computers. INTERFACES: PACE Database

IFS

Listed below are the individual system components:
ENVIRONMENT: Central IBMComputers

• Data Center Accounting System (DAS) which Assembler i
provides job and interactive session costing and COBOL
computing resource utilization reporting. PL/I

SAS

• Resource Billing System (RBS) which provides Batch
formal cost center billing, periodic, and
year-to-date financial reporting.

• KOMAND Tools System (KOMTOOLS) which NAME: Network Database
provides easy user access and analysis of the
KOMAND database. The Statistical Analysis PRINCIPAL USER: Computing and
System (SAS) is the basis for KOMTOOLS. Telecommunications:

Network Section, Operations
The most important feature of KOMAND is its Section, Accoun'Services, and
integrated database, lt provides a central repository for Division Office
all information about the computer installation's

-104.
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DESCRIPTION: The Network Database p_'ogram The User Services Section secretary maintains a file
keeps accurate and up-to-date records on the various containing names and addresses of people outside
hardware and software managed by the Network Argonne National Laboratory. This file produces
Section of Computing and Telecommunications. The single labels for the newsletter and for bulletins.
Network Database builds a monthly accounting file
that is input to KOMAND for distributing data INTERFACES: Account MappingFile
communication service charges to users. HRS

The Network Database program is capable of adding, ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
deleting, changing, and listing data from information PL/I

dealing with hardware, sysgen, actual usage, and the Inquire
different pools. The program consists of CMS EXECs, CMS
a number of XED!T macros, and a SAS program. The Batch
program is menu driven and allows a user to receive
current information about the status of equipment and
software. At the close of each month the program
permanently updates the files of the database and NAME: Service Request Tracking
generates a report that is distributed to the Network System
Database users.

PRINCIPAL USER: Computing and
INTERFACES: Hardware Data File Telecommunications,

Pool Data File Management Information
Sysgen Data File Systems
Usage Data File

DESCRIPTION: The Service Request Tracking

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers System records the receipt of the service request,
CMS requestor's cost code, responsibility assigned for the
XEDIT work, and the estimates for effort cost and schedule for
EXEC2 the job. As the job progresses, estimates are revised as
SAS necessary and the final completion date is entered on

Batch the service request file. Reports of the
work-in-progress by responsibility, charge number, or
scheduled date are run upon request.

NAME: Newsletter Mailing List INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Computing and ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
Telecom munications, Batch
User Services Section Mark IV

DESCRIPTION: User Services distributes newsletters

to ali Argonne National Laboratory employees with
computing accounts and to outside users and NAME: Telephone Directory (TD)

individuals who request copies.
PRINCIPAL USER: Telephone Services

The Mailing List collects badges from the account
mapping file maintained by Account Services to obtain DESCRIPTION: The Telephone Directory System
mailing labels for Argonne National Laboratory users, produces the Argonne National Laboratory telephone
The system selects name and address information from book by selecting information from the Integrated

the HRS database, on the basis of these badges. Personnel Management System file for formatting at
Programs that process the name and address file the central computing complex into camera-ready copy
produce either cheshire labels for the newsletter or for the telephone book.
single labels for bulletins.
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This system uses existing personnel data, which DESCRIPTION: The system generates mailing labels
reduces the cost of producing the telephone directory, for use on program announcements, lt also records and

stores information on DEP Program Participants for
INTERFACES: Integrated Personnel annual submittal to DOE.

Management System
(IPMS) INTERFACES: None

l ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

PLfl, Script
I Batch
i

NAME: Expert Positions
i

PRINCIPAL USER: Division of Educational

NAME: Telecommunications Programs
Information System (TIS)

DESCRIPTION: This system matches U.S. scientists

PRINCIPAL USER: Computing and with overseas IAEA expert positions.
Telecommunications

INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: TIS consists of several application
pachages purchased with the PBX and sev,:ral ENVIRONMENT: TRS SOMicrocomputer
programs which operate on the Central IBM Computer.
The packages operate on NEC hardware which is
directly connected to the PBX switch. Call data is
a'ansferred from the PBX switch to the NEC machine NAME: I_cturers and Couraes

where the application software costs the calls and
stores them for subsequent processing. The systems PRINCIPAL USER: Division of Educational
provide for managing the equipment inventory, cost Programs
distribution of calls and equipment, work order

processing, directory lookup, dedicated circuit DESCRIPTION: The system maintains a record of
management and billing for phone calls as persons lecturers in the IAEA courses (at Argonne National
check out of the lodging facility. Laboratory). The informatiea includes current mailing

address, the lecture presented, educational background,
INTERFACES: IFS job specialty, and sector of employment.

PBX
INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: NEC, IBM
Batch, Interactive ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

NAME: OJT Participants

PRINCIPAL USER: Division of Educational

Programs

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS DESCRIPTION: The system matches participants to
on-the-job positions available through the IAEA Ibr
jobs in the United States.

NAME: DEP Mailing List INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Division of Educational ENVIRONMENT: TRS 80 Microcomputer
Programs
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NAME: Participants and Courses department progress reports and department historical
data. EBR-II plans an eventual networkwith other

PRINCIPAL USER: Division of Educational department computer capabilities.
Programs

INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: The system keeps a record of
participants in the IAEA courses (at Argonne,National ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/750
Laboratory). The records include current mailing UNIX
address, the course attended, educational background, Interactive

' job specialty and sector of employment.

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

NAME: University Interactions
(proposed)

NAME: Continuing Education
PRINCIPAL USER: Division of Educational Survey

. Programs
PRINCIPAL USER: CECE Council, Division

DESCRIPTION: This system would allow ali of Education"rograms, and
divisions to input their various university interactions Personnel
outside the scope of the Division of Educational
Programs. The information would enter the fiscal year DESCRIPTION: EBA used the CMT VAX Data_icve
cycle. Laboratory management could use the data to database management applications program to establish
prepare information reports for DOE, the University of a data file containing information on ali respondents to
Chicago and other agencies as required, the CECE survey on continuing education. Fields

include the badge number; division; supervisory code;
INTERFACES: Unknown pay status; field, class, and category of courses; class

format detail; and comments. Sorting is available by
ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers any field to provide users with selected survey results.

i The survey form did not request pay status
and

supervisory codes originally. Adding this information

I required research and manual entry by Personnel staff

because an interface to obtain the material

EBR-II electronicallywaslacking.

INTERFACES: None
iii
i
I NAME: EBRVAXA ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/750

Datatrieve
PRINCIPAL USER: EBR-II Division Interactive

DESCRIPTION: This system handles both technical
and administration applications within the EBR-II

.__ Division. Proposed administrative tasks include NAME: Cost Center 274 Budget

i electronic mail, engineering department master task

ii data bank, engineering print listing, sensitive system PRINCIPAL USER: Budget Personnel and

listing, M&S expenditure database, reactor ALD Office
: modification status logs, distribution of effort, monthly
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DESCRIVIqON: This spreadsheet monitors budget ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh
cost-to-date and total cost for each category/element Excel

and estimated remaining cosL The report requires

monthly updating. The capability to extract cost data
from IFS and load it directly into the worksheet would
eliminate manual inputting and r_-zluce pre,aradon NAME: FTE and Fund£ng
time. History

INTERFACES: None PRINCIPAL USER: ALD Office

I ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh DESCRIPTION: The database contains each B&R

i r -.el number, the DOE secretarial office, the ANL program
: area, _r,ew BA, BO, and FTE's for FY1978 through
I FY1990 (estimate, s). Updating takes piace as needed.

The program allows sorting of any field and production
i NAME: DOE Approved Funding of reports in any user-specified format. Obtaining

Program Worksheet_ year-end costs and FTE's from IFS would eliminate
manual inputting.

PRINCIPAL USER: Budget Personnel and
Budget Administrators INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: The system provides a report th_,t ENVIRONMENq': VAX 11/750
lists the 5-digit account numbers for each B&R Datatrieve
category, account rifle, program manager, carry-over Interactive
BA, new BA, cum B_, BO, equipment, est,mated new
BA, estimated BO, and estimated equipment. Monthly
updating permits accurate monitoring of funds for the
fiscal year. Slight modiCcation produces a year-end NAME: FTE and Fm'_ding Status
summary by program, by Program Area

INTERFACES: None PRINCIPAL USER: ALD Office and

Program Managers
ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh

Excel DESCRIPTION: This system includes a file
maintained on Digicatc (CMT VAX) which produces a
report listing by program manager, B&R numbers,
carry-over BA, new BA, cum BA, BO, estimated new

NAME: EBA Work for Others BA, estimated BO, BO variance, estimated GSO, cost
Worksheets tO date, remaining funds, costbud estimates, WPAS

i VIE s, :,ostbud VIE's, and to,date FTE's. A second
PRINCIPAL USER: Budg_tPerso;mel file, maintained on IBM/CMS, includes graph

and ALD Office instructions and data for plotting straight line estimates,

i costbud e_timates, and cost-to-date amounts for FTE'sDESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet lists by B&R and funding. By combining these files, the system
number the account number, division, agency, generates a one-page report for each program area
expiration date, carry-over funds, allocated BO, showing numerical and graphic cost versus estimate

subcontracts, cost this FY, and proposal number, trends. Llpdating of the datasets is on a monthly basis.
Sorting is available by any field. The report requires An interface with IFS to obtain co_;tbud estimates and
monthly updating. The capability to extract cost dam FTE's as well as cost data from the EIS system would
from IFS and load it directly into the worksheet would eliminate manual input,
eliminate manual inputting and reduce preparation
time. FN'i-ERFACES: No.e
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ENVIRONMENT: VAX llPS0 NAME: Various Administrative

CMS l_ports
Digicalc

Tellagraf PRINCIPAL USER: ALD Office and

Interactive Fossil Energy Technology
Personnel

DESCRIPTION: EBA uses the CMT VAX Datatrieve

NAME: Institutional Plan Database Management Applications Program for
' production of reports where flexibility and formatting

PRINCIPAL USER: ALD Office and of data is of equal or more importance than
_: Program Managers calculations. The program allows sorting by any fields|
| or by any length strings, lt produces reports in any

i DESCRIPTION: This system maintains two datasets user, specified format. Several of these appear in the

using spreadsheet and word processing applications individual synopses and are, for the most part, budget
programs. Storage of the funding data is in the format related. Several other applications are:
of the institutional plan tables. Each program area
updates its section of the tables as appropriate. The • Publications List: The database includes
ALD office then consolidates ali the information. Text ali Fossil Energy-related publications with fields
data is also in the appropriate format. Once each for title, author(s), company, date published,
program area revises its section, the ALD office subject,and report number.
electronically collects and consolidates the text and
uses electronic mail or other file transfer methods to • Proposal and FTP Lists: The database

' transmit the consolidated information to the Director of includes ali Fossil Energy-related VI'Ps and

Strategic Planningand the ANL Budget Office. proposals and includes fields for title, sponsor,
principal investigator, lead division, assigned

INTERFACES: None number, date of last revision.

ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/750 • Viewgraphs: The database includes ali Fossil
Digicalc Energy viewgraphs and includes fields for title,
Mass II subject, number, media type, and location filed.
Interactive

• Eq_il:ment Inventory: This program
produces a report which lists the ANL number,
location, program assigned as custodian, inventory

NAME: Project Graph and S_ry tag number, serial number, and short description for
of Cost Data by Month each capital equipment item assigned to the

divisions. It is particularly useful to be able to sort
PRINCIPAL USER: Fossil Energy Program the equipment list by program when trying to locate

Budget Analyst equipment during annual inventories.

DESCRIPTION: This program produces a graph INTERFACES: None
which shows cost by month against a linear reference
line and cost figures by major cost grouping for each ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/750
month. Electronically obtained cost data from IFS Datatrieve
would eliminate manual inputting and reduce Interactive
preparation time.

INTERFACES: None

NAME: Various Budget and

ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/780 Funding Su_naries
i Damtrieve

ii Inte.ractive PRINCIPAL USER: Budget Personnel
.| and ALD Office
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DESCRIPTION: EBA uses the Digicalc applications 8. Severance Reserve Analysis" provides a
program on the CMT VAX extensively for generation list by B&R number of total original reserve,
of various budget and funding reports. Digicalc is a institutional contribution, additional reserve added,
spread sheet which requires user input but performs rebates, actual RIFs by fiscal year, and remaining
rapid calculations, data manipulation, sorting, reserve. The report requires periodic updating as
consolidation of worksheets and transfer of data changes occur.
betweenworksheets. The capability to extract cost
data from IFS and load it directly into the worksheets 9. U of C Jcamnities l_port: shows
would eliminate manual inputting and reduce allocation of the EBA portion of the U of C
preparation time. The following list indicates a few of Amenities account, actual costs incurred by event
the many reports this program routinely generates: and date, and remaining balance for each program

manager. The program automatically transfers each
1. Cost Center Allocations: provides a allocafion and total cost to a master summary

report of allocations by cost center for ali accounts worksheet showing total account balances. (In
within a given program area. The reports are also a process.)
means of notifying the EBA Budget Analyst and
the Budget Office of any new or revised allocations INTERFACES: None
or of any expected new funding. Updating occurs
as required. ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/780

Digicalc
2. Cost Center 274 Budget : monitors Interactive

budget, cost to date and total cost for each
category/element and estimated remaining cost.
The report requires monthly updating.

NAME: Various Budgetary
3. EBA Work For Others Worksheets: lists Tables and Graphs

by B&R number the account number, program
manager, fide, agency, expiration date, carry-over PRINCIPAL USER: ALD Office
funds, new funds, cum funds, estimated new funds,

estimated cost, and open or closed status. Sorting is DESCRIPTION: This system nmintains numerous
available by any field. The report requires monthly files to prepare tables or graphs when needed.
updating,

INTERFACES: None

4. FTP Calculation Schedule: providesa

format for the user to input man-months, rates, ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/750
M&S, contracts, etc., plus information on forward CMS
financing to allow for "what if" planning for FTP Tellagraf
preparation, interactive

5. "rnvoice Tracking: provides a record of all
contracts including information on the full contract ENERGY SYSTEMS
amount, amount allocated in the current fiscal year
and amount invoiced to date. Updating occurs as
invoices are received.

NAME: Anticipated Funding
6. Manpower Plans: provides details of ali

budgeted effort assigned to specific programs. The PRINCIPAL USER: Energy Systems
report is useful for manpower planning and tracking Division Office
of actual expenditures.

DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet provides a reixm

7. Project Budget Schedules : provides that monitors anticipated new initiative funding gs well
individualized program budgets containing as additional funding for existing programs, lt lists
Illi:Ul-IIIUllUl_t _ltlUll._, lVlO(,O, Urn.O, Ut'lk, _ULR_UIIIInqI,,,It._ FIU_).i¢I.IIi WM_._, owIImo'o'm UaaJt_w*,..., l..paul_laM, ..... _,a.aa_..,Dv, , .......

and indircct costsas compared to funding, status, expected program size, and probability of
funding.
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INTERFACES: None listing of the B&R code, account number, program
manager, carryover BA, new BA, cumulative BA, and

ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh Computer BO allocations for ali programs in the division.
Excel Updates are made as new funding is received to permit

accurate monitoring of fiscal year funding.

INTERFACES: None

NAME: Budget Estimate Worksheet

ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh Computer
PRINCIPAL USER: Energy Systems Excel

,, Division Office

i DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet contains effort and

I overhead rates for the current fiscal yearand estimated NAME: Milestone Log

rates for the next three fiscal years, to assist in
estimating program budgets for DOE Field Work PRINCIPAL USER: Director, Conservation

Proposals and Work for Others Proposals. lt is and Renewable Programssubmitted with the proposal for approval by the
- appropriateLaboratoryoffices. DESCRIPTION: This database tracks milestones from

a cross section of Conservation and Renewable
INTERFACES: None programs and prints reports of overdue milestones for

review by the Principal Investigator.
ENVIRONMENT: MacintoshComputer

Excel INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh Computer
Filemaker

NAME: Current and Projected

Effort Rate Worksheet

PRINCIPAL USER: Energy Systems NAME: Personnel Safety Training
Division Office Database

. DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet holds the base PRINCIPAL USER: Energy Systems
effort rates for each personnel category and computes Division Office
the effort rate for the following two years with an
appropriate escalation factor. For each personnel DESCRIPTION: This database tracks the radiation,

i category, the system applies the divisional burden to fire training, and safety training of ali ES personnel and

the base rate and determines the fully burdened rate for produces reports of those that need additional or
the Laboratory by applying an average escalation rate updated training.
for Laboratory indirect charges.

IN'IERFACES: None
INTERFACES: None.

ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh Computer
ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh Computer Filemaker

Excel

NAME: Principal Assignments

NAME: Division Funding Worksheet

PRINCIPAL USER: Energy Systems
PRINCIPAL USER: Energy Systems Division Office and

Division Office Program Managers
I
l

] DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet provides a report
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DESCRIPTION: This is an Excel file containing NAME: Application System-

current principal assignments for each divisional Project Management
programand cost code. AssociateDivisonal Directors
and Program Managers receive monthly updated PRINCIPALUSER: LaboratoryProject
reports. Managers

INTERFACES: None DESCRIFI'ION:This system providesprojectcontrol
capabilities for PERT/CPM scheduling, resource

ENVIRONMENT: MacintoshComputer allocation, and costing. The system is interactive and
Excel very user friendly, lt provides on-screen reports and

graphics as well as printed reports and plotted
networks,bar charts, and histograms of resource usage.

NAME: Subcontract Database System INTERFACES: Accounting System
(to be developed)

PRINCIPAL USER: Energy Systems
Division Office ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

DESCRIPTION: This database system tracks ali
subcontracts issued by the division. Menu-driven
command flies maintain the database by storing NAME: Automated Financial
information on new contracts and modifying the
information on existing contracts. The system PRINCIPALUSER: Engineering Physics
periodically generates the followingreports: Division Office

1. University Subcontracts sorted by purchase DESC'RIPTION: A comprehensive collection of data

.- requisition number and contract number, base files that allow budgeting/cost tracking for ali
division accounts (both dollars and manpower).

i 2. Individual Subcontracts sorted by purchase Software currently prices overheads and accounts for
requisition number and contract number, monthly variances.

3. Subcontracts sorted by purchase requisition number INTERFACES: None

and contract number.
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

4. Total contracts by cost code. DBase IV

:. 5. Contracts within one month of expiration.

ii INTERFACES: None NAME: Cost: Reports
ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh Computer PRINCIPAL USER: Engineering Physics

!| Filemaker DESCRIPTION: These tailored files, updated
monthly, contain both operating and equipment cost

ii reports for cost centers 115, 116, 117 and 211 and

record FTE as well as current costs and commitments.

ENGINEERING ,PHYSICS INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer

I
ii
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NAME: Divisional Files NAME: Maintenance Data System

PRINCIPAL USER: Engineering Physics PRINCIPAL USER: ATSR Operations Personnel
Management Engineering Physics

DESCRIPTION: The system includes database, DESCRIPTION: The Maintenance Data System
spreadsheet and word processor software which will schedules monthly and annual maintenance for the
generate personnel f'des, maintain publication files, Argonne Thermal Source Reactor (ATSR). lt stores
control documents, and provide budget information, data which is instantly retrievable for comparison

. purposes.
INTERFACES: Human Resource System

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

I_ DBase IV ENVIRONMENT: DEC LSI 11/23

I Multiplan MDS Fortran Program

Lotus 1-2-3
Word Processor

- NAME: Maintenance Management

Program (MMP)

NAME: FMS Special
PRINCIPAL USER: ZPPR/AFSR

PRINCIPAL USER: Engineering Physics Operational Personnel
Engineering Physics

DESCRIPTION: This specially tailored package of
Laboratory Standard Reports presents monthly cost DESCRIPTION: The Maintenance Management
data from varying databases. The package also Program (MMP) schedules monthly and annual
includes effort reporting, maintenance for the Zero Power Plutonium Reactor

(ZPPR) and the Argonne Fast Source Reactor (AFSR).
INTERFACES: None lt stores instantly retrievable data for the reactor

maintenance programs.

ENVIRONMENT IBM Personal Computer
Financial Management System INTERFACES: VAC Computer System
Wylbur

ENVIRONMENT: Maintenance Management
Program Software

_ NAME: FNG Administrative Management

PRINCIPAL USER: Fast Neutron Generator NAME: Manpower Projections

Engineering Physics
PRINCIPAL USER: Engineering Physics

DESCRIPTION: The FNG Group has fully committed
administrative data processing to the IPIh PC for both DESCRIPTION: This system provides management
word processing and file storage, with an overview of ali personnel, their assignments,

and the manpower available for various programs. The

INTERFACES: None system uses two programs:

1 ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer 1. By account--shows ali personnel involved in the

I program, projected effort, and the total projectedeffort c,_:,t.

I 2. By individual person--reflects assigned/
unassigned effort.
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3. These programs require updating on a regular basis INTERFACES: Other PC software
(usually monthly) in order to reflect correct as indicated by software
assignments, package in use.

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
DOS 3.1

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers Graphics Printer

Wylbur HP-7475A Plotter
Batch

TAME: Procurement Log

NAME: Materials Management (Mainframe Version)

PRINCIPAL USER: Engineering Physics PRINCIPAL USER: Engineering Physics
ZPPR Operations

DESCRIPTION: This program identifies ali
DESCRIPTION: This system updates database files in procurements by account or Work Project. lt
real time to reflect fuel and materials loaded into the represents a manager's base cost allocation. The
ZPPR reactor, lt also generates loading records used program reflects ali procurement data by account,
by the analysts to model the reactor configurations, element, estimated cost and schedule versus actual cost
The system permits scientists to determine the location and schedule, and projected requirements not yet let.
of any fuel piece instantly and trace its history.

This program is a vital tool for managers in controlling
INTERFACES: None cost. It requires monthly updating.

ENVIRONMENT: ZPPR Concurrent Computer INTERFACES: None
System
Reliance Software ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

ZPPR Software As (Application System)
CMS

NAME: Microcomputer Project

Management Applications NAME: RERTR Management

PRINCIPAL USER: Project Management PRINCIPAL USER: Engineering Physics
Systems Office, RERTR Program Management
Engineering Physics

DESCRIPTION: This local area network uses

DESCRIPTION: The Projec: Management Systems database and spreadsheet programs for file

Office has developed a series of project management maintenance, projections, and budget control of the
applications for use on microcomputers. The RERTR program. The system also uses word
applications include: LOTUS PRO-JECT 6, PMS-H, processor and graphics software to assist in preparation
DBase Procurement Status Log, and an SC-2 of lette|'s, slides, and reports.
Manpower Projection Worksheet. These applications
provide the project manager with tools for making an INTERFACES: Ethernet (3 COM )
assessment of his project which include cost LAN
estimating, scheduling, manpower projecting, and
procurement status tracking. The project manager may ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
display and maintain the information with color IBM Personal Computers

. graphics. DBase III

i MultiplanMS Word

!
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October 1990 Environmental Assessment and Information Sciences

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND NAME: Current and Projected
INFORMATION SCIENCES Effort Rate Worksheet

PRINCIPALUSER: Environmental Assessment
and Information Sciences

NAME: Anticipated Funding Division Office

PRINCIPAl,USER: Enviro, mental Assessment DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet holds the base
and Information Sciences effort rates fi_reach personnel category and computes

' Division Office the effort rate for the following two years with an
appropriate escalation factor. For each personnel

DESCRIPTION: This database provides a report that category, the system applies the divisional burden to
monitors anticipated new initiative funding as well as the base rate and determines the fully burdened rate for
additional funding for existing programs, lt lists the Laboratory by applying an average escalation rate
program rifle,sponsor office, program manager, current for Laboratory indirect charges.
status, proposal number, principal investigator, and
optionally, the f'mal funding date, dollar amount, and INTERFACES: None
cost code. This database also allows for the tracking of

" current proposals through the laboratory system, lt ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
allows for a multiple number of sorts, such as proposal Lotus 1-2-3
number, principal investigator and sponsor. Updates
are made as proposals are processed.

INTERFACES: None NAME: Division Funding Worksheet

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer PRINCIPAL USER: Environmental Assessment
DBase IV and Information Sciences

Division Office
-- i

DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet provides a report
NAME: Budget Estimate Worksheet listing of the B&R code, account number, program

manager, carryover BA, new BA, cummulative BA,
PRINCIPAL USER: Environmental Assessment and BO allocations for ali programs in the division, as

and Information Sciences well as allocations to other divisions. Updates are
Division Office made as new funding is received to permit accurate

monitoring of fiscal year funding. Monthly updates are
DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet contains effort and made to track program expenditures but an interface to
overhead rates for the current fiscal year and estimated IFS monthly actuals to insert the current month
rates for the next four fiscal years, to assist in divisional costs of each active cost code automatically
estimating program budgets for DOE Field Work would be desirable.
Proposals and Work tbr Others Proposals. I: is
submitted with the proposal for approval by the INTERFACES: None
appropriate Laboratory offices.

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
INTERFACES: None Lotus 1-2-3

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Lotus 1-2-3

NAME: Personnel Effort Matrix
Program

PRINCIPAL USER: Environmental Assessment
and Information Sciences
Division Office

1
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DESCRIPTION: _This database system consists of two ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH
linked databases for personnel information and effort

matrix. It provides a month-by-month analysis of
personnel coverage over program accounts. The
system contains accounts and effort levels for ali NAME: Chemical Inventory Database
divisional personnel, composed of the historical
records and FY projections. Database command files PRINCIPAL USER: Environmental Research
automatically produce the following major monthly Divison Office
reports:

DESCRIPTION: This interactive program, in the
1. Effort by individual, development stage, will maintain an inventory of

chemicals in the ER division by location, quantity, and
2. Effort by account number and personnel category, responsible party, lt will be used to distribute Material

Safety Data Sheets and to track chemical storage. The
3. Summary effort by account, program produces a report of chemical inventory by

location, and another report of inventory by substance.
Menu-driven command procedures allow the The database can also be used for online query to
modificatio|l of individual records by month, addition locate specific materials or to list subsets of the
of new personnel, termination of personnel, effort database.
reporting by section, FY effort reporting by individual,
and summaries by account over periods of time. INTERFACE: None

Other reports are obtainable directly through the ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh PersonaiComputer
database management system command language. The Filemaker
system has the potential to replace the current effort
card system by transferring information from the
groups to the division office and then to Accounting
electronically. NAME: Project and Effort

- Reporting Database
INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Environmental Research
ENVIRONMENT: VAX Financial Office

Datatrieve

DESCRIPTION: This menu-driven program on the
CMT VAX maintains databases for project information
(title, ANL activity number, B&R number, title,

_ NAME: Principal Assignments principal investigator, budgets, cost-to-date,
manmonths, and other codes), 7-digit cost code

PRINCIPAL USER: Environmental Assessment information, personnel infonaation, and monthly effort
and InformationSciences data. Preliminary effort reports are created each month
Division Officeand prior to effort card preparation. Monthly budget
Program Managers information and costs are also entered each month to

create a variety of reports. The program allows rapid
DESCRIPTION: This is a Dbase file containing updating and sorting to produce many different report
current principal assignments for each divisional formats including the 14999-00 memorandums to
program and cost code. Associate Division Directors Accounting and year end reports sorted by program,
and Program Managers receive the monthly updated sponsor, account number, size of program, etc. The
reports, ability to download the monthly costs from the IFS

system would be desirable to avoid manual iooutting of
INTERFACES: None data. This system was also established with the

anticipation of being able to transmit effort information
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer electronically each month.

Dbase IV
INTERFACE: None

ii -lI6-
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ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6220 , HIGH ENERGY PHYSaCS
Datatrieve, RelatiOnal
Data Base (RDB)
Terminal Data Management
System (TDMS) NAME: SHELF,,

FMS

PRINCIPAL USER: HighEnergy Physics
Division

NAME: Cost ]¢ntt.nmte Workaheetn DESCRIPTION: SHELF is an interactive program
which maintains the electronics equipment inventory

PRINCIPAL USER: Environmental Research for High Energy Physics and supplies the user with
Financial Office requested information about items in the inventory,

The database is set up as an indexed file with keyed
DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet contains effort and access and uses the indexed sequential access method
overheadrates for the current fiscal year and estimates (ISAM). SHELF will prompt lhc user for required
rates for the next two years, to assit in estimated rates responses and, dependingon the qu_.lifiersentered, can
for the next two years, to assist in estimating program list out a subset of the inventory examined or a single
budgets for DOE FWPs and WFO propsals. The report record located.
produced goes to the Budget Office for approval prior
to formal submittal of documents. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACE: None ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/780
Fortran

ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6220 Interactive
CCALC-Plus

NAME: Funding Worknheet
HUMAN RESOURCES

PRINCIPAL USER: Environmental Research
Financial Office

DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet provides a report NAME: Applicant Flow System

listing of the B&R Codes, account numbers, titles (AIRS)
project managers, Carryover BA, New BA, Cumulative
BA, and BO allocations for ali programs in the PRINCIPAI.,USER: Human Resources Department
division, lt also notes high percentage anticipated
funding. Updates made as new funding is received DESCRIPTION: 'rhis system maintains data and
permit accurate monitoring of fiscal year financial produces reports on the 8,000 applicants who apply to
status. Argonne National Laboratory annually, and also on

Argonne National Laboratory employees who wish to
INTERFACE: None transfer. The system generates five standard batch

reports and provides terminal access to the system
ENVIRONMENT: VAX 6220 databases with 35 standard terminal output reports

CCALC-Plus available.

This system reduces the clerical activities associated
with processing applications and provides management
with better reporting and tracking of applicants. The
Human Resources Department funded the Requirement
Definition and Design Alternatives phases of a new
Applicant Information System in FY1987.
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INTERFACES: _ None ENVIRONMENT: 3COMLAN
ClipperCompiledDbase

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers IBM Personal Computer-PS/2
PL/I, Inquire
Batch, Interactive

NAME: Education Reimbursement

' System
l

[ NAME: Compensation Review and
I Reporting PRINCIPAL USER: Human Resources
,, Department
! PRINCIPALUSER'. Human Resources

Department DESCRIPTION: This system keeps trek of
educational assistance. The data includes person,

DESCRIPTION: This system performs a vadety of major,semester,andcourse information.
activities to assist the Compensation Section of the
Human Resources Department. The system gathers, INTERFACES: HumanResource Central
analyzes, and processes annualreview information. It EmployeeDatabase Extract
e_aers and processes meritand general increases,and
analyzes compensation survey data. The system ENVIRONMENT: 3COMLAN
generates a multitude of standard reports, ad hoc ClipperCompiledDba_
requests,andanalyses. IBMPersonalComputer-PS/2

The system provides maximum flexibility with
minimal and controlledcost through the use of online
terminals in the division allowing for either immediate NAME: Employee Offer Tracking

processing where necessary or batch processing at System

reduced rates for larger non-priority jobs, The
versatility of SAS as both a statistical analysis tool and PRINCIPAL USER: Human Resources
a report writer satisfies the dual requirementsof data Department
analysis and reporting that are inherent in the
compen_tion function. DESCRIPTION: Employment can track and report on

ali of the offers made for positions at the Laboratory.

INTERFACES: Human Resource System
Integrated Personnel INTERFACES:
Management System

ENVIRONMENT: 3COMLAN

1 ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers ClipperCompiled Dbase

l ,gAS IBM Personal Computer-PS/2

Batch, interactive

NAME: Employee Quikinfo ScreenNAME: Conflict of Interest System
PRINCIPAL USER: HumanResources

PRINCIPAL USER: HumanResources Department

Department
DESCRIPTION: This program provides a quick

DESCRIPTION: This Human Resources LANsystem one-screen composite on any employee at the
allows for electronic recording and reporting of the Laboratory since the early 1980's,
conflict of interest forms,

INTERFACES: Human Resource Central
INTERFACES: Human Resource Central Employee Database Extract

Employee Database Extract

"l '1 tl
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ENVIRONMENT: 3COM LAN DESCRIPTION: The HRS system updates
Clipper Compiled Dbase information for the ANL Telephone book, badge lists,
IBM Personal Computer-PS/2 lists by payroll number, HRS maintenance reports, and

additional personnel information,

INTERFACES: HRS

NAME: Onsite Education Training ANLPHONE
SystQan

ENVIRONMENT: CMS

PRINCIPAL USER: Available Laboratory.wide Macintosh Personal Computers
to any divisional representative Dec 2
with an IBM Personal Computer,
clone, or network

DESCRIPTION: This is a system to help divisions NAME: QUICgI_IL
keep meaningful definitions and accurate account of
scheduling and attendance, A central system PRINCIPAL USER: Materials and Components
accumulates alithe division'sdata. Technology Employeeswith

Macintosh Personal Computers
INTERFACES: Personnel System Extract

DESCRIPTION: Electronic mail system for
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-PS/2 Macintosh.

3COM network ready
Clipper Compiled DBase INTERFACES: Sun Workstations

can send and receive
QUICKMAIL electronic
mail to and from the
Macintosh personal
computers

MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT: Macintosh

QUICKMAIL
Sun Workstations

NAME: Divisional Budget Interface
MATERIAL SCIENCE

PRINCIPAL USER: Materials and Components
Technology Budget
Personnel

NAME: Budget and Expenses

DESCRIPTION: The description of our Divisional Electron Microscopy Center
Budget Interface system will be sent as soon as the
principal user is back from vacation. PRINCIPAL USER: Manager HVEM

. INTERFACES: DESCRIPTION: This database contains the expenses

i of the HVEM Facility for 1982-1989. lt includes
ENVIRONMENT: equipment, services, repair parts, repair services, and

user supporL

INTERFACES: Parallel Printer
NAME:

PRINCIPAL USER: Materials and Components
Technology Administrative
Personnel
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ENVIRONMENT: Compaq Dcskpro month for divisional overhead and programmatic
Apple Macintosh II accounts.
DBase III and Framework
Wide Carriage Printer 8. Summary of CTD changes by organization
AppleLaserWriter structureby account by month,

INTERFACES: Divbud, IFS, FMS
i

i NAME: Cost/Budget Comparison ' ENVIRONMENT: CentralIBM Computers
Apple Macintosh II

PRINCIPAL USER: MSD Management, with some Fortran
[ reportsand plots providedto Wylbur
i group leaders. PL/I

Batch
DESCRIPTION: Data sources are: 1) effort from

, MSD'seffort system, 2) budget fromArgonne National
Laboratory's Divbud systc,m, and 3) costs from the
Program and Divisional Cost Summary reports of NAME: Zffort Reports

Argonne National Laboratory's IFS or FMS. The
program records effort and costs for an account on a PRINCIPAL USER: MSD Management, with some
monthly basis, sums to generate the year-to-date data, reports provided to
and compares the data to the budget on a linear basis, group leaders,
Summing of data for several accounts is flexible;
therefore, it is possible to generate summaries by DESCRIPTION: The main program, installed in 1978,
organizational substructure as well as by programmatic generates the following reports:
structure. A second program generates monthly plots
for comparing costs with budget and for depicting the • Effort by account number in pay category ingroup.
accumulative difference between expenditures and
budget. • Effort by group in pay category in account number.

Other sep_ate reports in the budget and costs area are: • Effort by account number in pay category.

1. Chronology of operating cost budget allocations, • Effort by account number.

2. Budget funding matrix by organizational Other separate items related to effort are:
substructure.

• Monthly list of distribution of effort changes

i 3. Summary of Costs/BudgetComparisonby Argonne (entries, exits, changes in category or group, etc.)

National Laboratory account, including DOE and
Argonne National Laboratory titles for accounts, • Chronology of group complement.

4. Listing of equipment authorization by ° Forms for section/group leaders to verify monthly
organizational substructure, including comparison distribution of effort.
by account numbers of authorizations with budget
on a linear basis. • Effort by individual by account within each group

as compared with projected effort based on budget
5. Listing of work projects and acknowledgments and in ANL's Divbud system.

comparison of costs with budget on a linear basis.
INTERFACES: None

6. Summary of telephone costs for the month aridfiscal year, including a list of the highest users for ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

the month and fiscal year. PL/I, Wylbur

Apple Macintosh II
7. Summary of operating costs by cost element by Batch
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NAME: Facility Use Dated ENVIRONMENT: AppleMacintosh II

PRINCIPAL USER: Manager and Technical
Coordinator
HVEM-TANDEMFacility NAME: Personnel Reports

DESCRIP'IqON: This database contains a day-by-day PRINCIPAL USER: MSD Management, with some
log of the use of the HVEM.TANDEM Facility, reports provided to aU
proposal number, authors, when used, time used, division pcrsonnel
percentage ANL use, comments, and experimental
conditions, grouped in overlapping 1-year periods, DESCRIPTION: The primary program, first used in

1970, generates the followir,g reports:
INTERFACES: Serial Printer

• Alphabetical list of personnel with Laboratory and

I ENVIRONMENT: Apple Macintosh II home telephone and address information.AppleworksFramework "
DBase III • Laboratory location and telephone directory.
Compaq Deskpro
Apple LaserWriter II • List of personnel in organizational substructure

with Laboratory location and telephone number.

• Payroll number/name list.
NAME: Facility Users Mailout

Forms • Name/payroll number list.

PRINCIPAL USER: Manager and Technical • Personnel by job title.
Coordinator
HVEM-TANDEM Facility • Report for verification of input data.

J DESCRIPTION: This database and word processor Other separately maintained personnel lists are:

1 contains mallout forms to users of the

HVEM-TANDEM Facility to obtain status and time • Future employees.
remaining for their proposals, lt produces semi-annual
reports. • Temporary and DEP appointments.

i INTERFACES: SerialPrinter • Perso,mel entries toand exits from division.
"i

ENVIRONMENT: Apple MacintoshlI • Occupied space by group with responsible
AppleworksFramework personnel.
DBase III

Compaq Deskpro INTERFACES: None
Apple LaserWriter II

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBMComputers
Apple Macintosh II
PL/I

NAME: Xnterviewee Database Wylbur
Batch

PRINCIPAL USER: MSD Division Office

" DESCRIPTION: This database lists ali candidateswho
have applied for positions within the Division and NAME: Proposal File HVEM-TANDEM
tracks the progress of their application.

PRINCIPAL USER: Manager HVEM and
INTERFACES: None Technical Coordinator

HVEM-TANDEMFacility
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DESCRIFIqON: This database contains lists of DESCRIPTION: This list includes publications and
HVEM-TANDEM Facility users, proposals submitted, presentations which cite use of the Advanced
Steering Committee actions, type of experiment, user Computing Research Facility.
affiliation, and funding.

INTERFACES: None
INTERFACES: Serial Printer

ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation,
ENVIRONMENT: Apple Macintosh II UNIX Sun OS

Appleworks Framework
DBase III

Compaq Deskpro
NAME: Caler_ar of Meetings,

Vacatlons, and Travel

NAME: Publication Database PRINCIPAL USER: Ali MCS Personnel

PRINCIPAL USER: MSD Division Office DESCRIPTION: This database is available to ali MCS

personnel, lt contains known meetings, vacations, and
DESCRIPTION: This database maintains records on travel.

the status of ali publ._cations submitted by the Division
as well as information on the publication reference. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation,

ENVIRONMENT: Apple Macintosh II Sun OS

|
NAME: Database of Computer

i Scientists and Mathematicians
MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER
SCIENCE PRINCIPAL USER: Ali MCS Personnel

I DESCRIPTION: This database lists approxiraately

2,000 computer scientists and mathematicians with
NAME: _ Proposals dm_ work addresses and telephone numbers.

i PRINCIPAL USER: MCS Division Office INTERFACES: None

Personnel

ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation,
DESCRIPTION: This lists researchers who have UNIX Sun OS

submitted a proposal to use the ACRF computing
li systems.

I nN_FERFACES: None NAME: MCS ADP Equipment List
ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation, PRINCIPAL USER: MCS Division Office

UNIX Sun OS

DESCRIPTION: This database keeps track of ali MCSADP equipment, location, user, configuration, cost,
t'_/lkT ,I, l_'lrT Jut __

i NAME: _ User Citations INTERFACES: None

iii PRINCIPAl_. USER: MCS Division Office

Personnel
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ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation, NAME: MCS M&S Estimates
UNIX Sun OS

PRINCIPAL USER: MCS Division Office

I! DESCRIPTION: This database assists MCS Division
NAME: MCS Applicant Database management in detailed estimating of FY M&S costs.

PRINCIPAL USER: MCS Division Office INTERFACES: None
Personnel

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
DESCRIPTION: This system tracks ali employee Multiplan

applications for the MCS Division.INTERFACES: None

NAME: MCS Office Assignments
ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation,

Sun OS PRINCIPAL USER: MCS Division Office

DESCRIPTION: This system assists MCS Division
Management in making office assignments. It ensures

NAME: MCS Effort Distribution maximum utilization of space for our many summer
visitors.

PRINCIPAL USER: MCS Division Office
INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: The system keeps track of ali MCS
employees, charges their effort in man-months to a ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
specific cost code, and reflects total effort costs for Multiplan
MCS.

INTERFACES: None

NAME: MCS Standing Orders

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Multiplan PRINCIPAl. USER: MCS Division Office

DESCRIPTION: This database lists ali MCS Standing
Orders for computers, maintenance, software, etc. lt

NAME: MCS Employee Address reflects cost, cost codes, vendors, expiration date,

i Telephone, Computer Email, P.O.#,etc.

and Address Information

INTERFACES: None
PRINCIPAL USER: Ali MCS Personnel

ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation,
DESCRIPTION: This database lists ali MCS UNIX Sun OS

employees with their home address, telephone number,
ANL location, and Email address (with employee
approval).

NAME: MCS Technical Memos and

INTERFACES: None Preprint s

__ ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation, PRINCIPAL USER: MCS Division Office Personnel
z_ UNIX Sun OS

ii DESCRIPTION: This database includes a list of ali

i MCS-genemted technical memoranda and preprints.

INTERFACES: None
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ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation, ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-AT
UNIX Sun OS DBase III

NAME: MCS Temporary Hires and NAME: Integrated Medical System
Visitors (_MS)

PRINCIPAL USER: MCS Division Office PRINCIPAL USER: Health Department

DESCRIPTION: This database keeps track of our DESCRIPTION: IMS is ANL's employee health
numerous temporary employees, anticipated hire date, database and medical test data management system.
cost code, termination date, etc. Data entry occurs through IBM Personal Computers

which use DBase III and IV entry screens and data
INTERFACES: None validation. The system uploads the data to the Central

IBM computer and adds it to the database. At this
ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation, level IMS is integrated with the Human Resource

UNIX Sun tS Management System to access the pertinent aspects of
employee demographics. The central IBM computer
maintains the total database, archives the terminated

records and provides a report writing facility for
NAME: Preparation of MCS individual medical records, lt also downloads data on

Field Work Proposaln employees for reporting purposes and for scheduling
through the Health Screening Program.

PRINCIPAL USER: MCS Division Office

MD is installing with a 3Com Network a bridge to
DESCRIPTION: This database assists MCS Human Resources. Visual Testing will interface with

Management in the yearly preparation of the DOE IMS to accompany Audio and Electrocardiogram
Field Work Proposals. Testing ah'eady in place. Plans include development of

a partial Medical Database Downioader, automation of
INTERFACES: None employee sickness and injury tracking, and

development of an automated Medical History.
ENVIRONMENT: Sun Workstation,

UNIX Sun tS INTERFACES: Integrated Personnel
Management System
Environment, Safety

: and Health System

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT IBM PersonalComputer-AT

Toshiba 3200SX Portable

SuperCalc 5
Muitimate II

NAME: Medical Department DBase III

Administrative System DBase IV

_, PageMaker
PRINCIPAL USER: Medical Department Central IBM Computers

Batch, Interactive

DESCRIPTION: The purpose of this system is to
collect administrative information for the Health

Department on a variety of subjects and activities. The
p!a_n_is to in_t_.o__!ct_c system wiLh the mainfra.me
Integrated Medical System.

INTERFACES: None
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NATIONAL ENERGY SOFTWARE CENTER OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

NAME: ACCESS Information Storage, NAME: Institutional Plan
Retrieval and Reporting System Financial Database

PRINCIPAL USER: National Energy PRINCIPAL USER: Strategic Planning Office
Software Center
(NESC) Personnel DESCRIPTION: This database contains data for each

of the nine multiprogram laboratories mn by the
DESCRIPTION: The objective of the ACCESS Department of Energy. The data comes from annual
system is to automate the NESC software exchange Institutional Plans and includes budget authorizations
and information center operation. ACCESS uses (actual and projected) for' FY1979 through FY1994.
information in the following dissimilar but interrelated The data categories include operating, equipment,
databases: construction, and total authorization by major B&R

codes.

• TOC: Table of contents or directory of library
packages distributed by the center. INTERFACES: Plotfile Database

• ABS: Abstracts describing each program in the ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
center's collection. Lotus 1-2-3

• PKG: The program packages themselves.

• INS: Registered installation and other customer NAME: Profile Database
information (mailing address, distribution services,
etc.), together with a summary of the library PRINCIPAL USER: Strategic PlanningOffice
packages at that installation.

DESCRIPTION: This database contains a downloaded

• REQ: Pending requests for program packages, version of the Institutional Plan database. The program
permits the user to create a file suitable for producing

• STA: Detailed transmittal information on filled plots using Tellagraph on the mainframe. The program
requests, allows the user to select laboratories, range of years,

and type of data (operating,equipment, construction, or
• SCA: Information regarding DOE total) and form linear combinations or ratios of linear

approval/disapproval for requests from sensitive combinations of the data. The program sorts data by
countries, laboratory or sums across laboratories, lt will express

results in actual or user-selected base-year dollars, lt
INTERFACES: None can produce individual or cumulative plots.

ENVIRONMENT: IBM4331 INTERFACES: IBM 3033
PL/I Institutional Plan
CMS Financial Database

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
DBase III

NAME: Statistical Sampling

PRINCIPAL USER: Intemal Audit
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DESCRIPTION: This program allows the creation, ENVIRONMENT: IBM PS/2 Model 70
selection, and evaluation of physical unit sampling. DBase IV
The user supplies parameters of upper error limit, Quattro Pro
expected error rate, confidence level, and population
size. The program provides the sample size, generates
and prints a random sample, and can then evaluate the
completed sample for achieved error rate and
confidence level.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM PC with BASICA

NAME: Conference Service. System
ai

_.i PRINCIPAL USER: Office of Public Affairs
i NAME: Work for Other. Database

DESCRIPTION: The Conference Services System
PRINCIPAL USER: Work ForOthers- provides the Office of Public Affairs with an

Strategic Planning Office automated means to record, manage, and input data
used in conference planning. The system consists of

DESCRIPTION: This database contains data registration reports, financial reports, and mailing

concerning every work for others proposal processed labels.
by the Work For Others Office. Data includes:
proposal number and title, principal investigator, This system includes online updating and both online
submitting division and ALD, f'anding information, and batch reporting.
processing dates, and agency/company proposal sent
to. This database is the source of monthly summary INTERFACES: None

r. reports.

I ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

INTERFACES: None Inquire
Batch, interactive

ENVIRONMENT: IBM PS/2 Model 70
DBase III

! NAME: Mail Management System

ii NAME: Work for Other. Tracking PRINCIPAL USER: Office oi'Public Affairs
Database

_! DESCRIPTION: The Office of Public Affairs uses the

ii PRINCIPAL USER: Work For Others - Mail Management System to manage and input data forStrategic PlanningOffice mailing lists and labels. The data consists of

i_ appro×imately 6,000 names
and addresses categorized

DESCRIPTION: This database contains data by major interest.
concerning every wo,'k for others proposal from the
beginning to present, including ali revisions. The The major benefit of this system is the ability to
system tracks the whereabouts of each proposal by date organize and retain data in both general and specific
and includes the data to profile subcontracting, groups.
equipment and other financial data. This database is
useful to track and provide historical data about The system uses an online Inquire database.

11| proposals and sponsors.
_" INTERFACES: None

!1 INTERFACES: IBM 3033

1 Financial Database ENVIRONMENT: Central ltIM _omputers

Equipment Register , Inquire

Batch, interactive
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PLANT FACILITIES AND SERVICES This system provides on-line information concerning
active and closed service requests, status of jobs in
progress, craft backlog, completed work data, and cost
control.

NAME: Budget Program
INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: PFS Administration and Budget
ENVIRONMENT: IBI_ Personal Computer

DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet program is an DBaselIl Plus
. open-ended tool used to prepare monthly budget

estimates for Service Centers. lt transfers the

appropriate budget numbers from a worksheet area to

Budget form formats. A macro in the spreadsheet NAME: Lodging Cost Transfer
prints the budget forms required by the Budget Office. System

INTERFACES: None PRINCIPAL USER: Lodging

ENVIRONMENT: AT&T 6300 Plus DESCRIPTION: This is a facility on a programmable
Multiplan cash register which generates electronic transactions

for the I_'ltegrated Financial System. lt eliminates
-_ manual preparation of entries and provides greater

auditing and control of cash handling in Lodging.
NAME: Custodial Overtime

Reporting System INTERFACES: Integrated Financial System

PRINC'IPAL USER: PFS Administration and Budget, ENVIRONMENT: Programmable Cash Register
Custodial Department

DESCRIPTION: This system is a necessary tool for
management to fulfill a re_luirement of the union NAME: Maintenance Control and
agreement, lt makes available to union employees a Reporting System (MCRS-4)
weekly listing of avertime worked, overtime refused,
absence, and total overtime worked by each week and PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services

__ year to date.
DESCRIPTION: The Maintenance Control and

INTERFACES: Supervisor input Reporting System uses automated data procedures to:
Timecards

° Identify ali equipment and facilities requiring
" ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers maintenance

CMS-PLfl
Interactive ° Describe the maintenance procedures involved

"-2_

, Produce work orders and schedules

NAME: Installations Service • Maintain a history of maintenance and repair work
- Request System including:

= PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services - Materials used
- Man-hours involved

DESCRIPTION: This system monitors and controls ali - Crafts employed in providing the maintenance
seiwice requests received by the Installations Group. and repair work
The Installations Supervisor and Foremen use the data - Sub-contract costs
to schedule craft workloads and print work orders. -Spare parts inventory

_:iliil Weekly entry of of effort and material maintains the

currency of cost information. ° Process ali forms of repair arid service work orders

11
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The benefits of MCRS include controlling the ENVIRONMENT: AT&T 6300 Plus
scheduling of preventive maintenance ibr Laboratory Multiplan
equipment, trackip_ manpower use, and aiding in
scheduling personnel. Additionally, the system reports
o,i the usability of equipment and has the capability of
handling spare parts inventory. NAME: Open ANL Construction

Funded Projects

INTERFACES: None (Interfaces
to IFS and STS are planned.) PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,

Construction Project
ENVIRONMENT: HP 3000 Coordinator

Interactive

.-'_' Batch DESCRIPTION: This system lists ali open

construction projects, lt provides DOE program

information, ANL work project identification, name of
project manager, costs to date, funding authorized, and

NAME: Maintenance Overtime project s_tus, lt is the source document for a monthly

Reporting System "Construction Project Status Report" to ANL and DOE
management.

PRINCIPAL USER: PFS Administration and Budget,
Building Maintenance INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This system is a necessary tool for ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
management to fulfill a requirement of the union Multiplan
agreement. It makes available to union employees a
weekly listing of overtime worked, overtime refused,
absence, and total overtime worked by each week and
year to date. NAME: Space and Occupancy

Management Information

INTERFACES: Supervisor input System (SOMI)
Timecards

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
CMS-PL/I DESCRIPTION: This system keeps track of ali

ii Interactive buildings and rooms at Argonne NationalLaboratory-East. (Argonne National Laboratory-West
i can be added.) A function of SOMI is to charge the

ii cost center for space use. There is an updating period
NAME: Monthly Budget/Cost every six months, during which several updates will be

Comparison run and cost distribution reports produced.

PRINCIPAL USER: PFS Administration and Budget SOMI provides quick access to space use information.
The easy updating procedures of this system are

DESCRIPFION: A monthly spreadsheet summarizes another benefit.
the budgeted FTE's, actual costs for the prior fi_al

year, cu_ _ year budget, a straight line estimate vs. INTERFACES: Human Resource System

actual an6 .._,:iance, and a monthly plan estimate vs. Integrated Financial System
actual and variance comparison. The report covers ali
Plant Facilities and Services cost centers grouped by ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

2. Indirect Expense, Dirc_t Allocation, Direct Program, Inquire, PL/I

Service Centers, and Other Expense. Interactive

ii :
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NAME: Status of Ali Active _YERFACES: None

Construction Projects

ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64
PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services

ANL Management, DOE-CH

and AAO NAME: Construction Project

DESCRIPTION: This program provides monthly Data Sheets
updating of the status of ali active construction projects
by DOE construction project number. It reports ali PRINCIPALUSER: Plant Facilities and Services,
costs to date and the balance of uncosted funds and Facilities Planningand
compares with approved funding to reportoverrunsOr Engineering
available unassigned funds, lt reports on the status of
work projects within each line iteml These reports DESCRIPTION: This file contains Construction
become part of the ANL monthly management report Project Data Sheets (Schedule 44) to submit to
to DOE, "ConstructionProjectStatusReport". DOE/AAO semi-annually. However, because of

frequent updating, the documents are internally useful
INTERFACES: None in the interim.

ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer INTERFACES: None
Multiplan

ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64

NAME: Cost Center 512

Facilities Planning and Engineering Directory,

NAME: Building 214 Directory PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,
Facilities Planning and

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services, Engineering
Facilities Planning and
Engineering DESCRIPTION: The directory reflects changes in

personnel of the Cost Center as well as location and
DESCRIPTION: This directory states employee name, telephone extension.
room number and telephone extension. Periodic
updating reflects changes. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64

ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64

NAME: FPE File Listing

NAME: Catalog and Reference PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,
Library Filing Index Facilities Planning and

Engineering
PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,

Facilities Planning and DESCRIPTION: This listing of files in the PFS-FPE
Engineering department office allows efficient retrieval of

materials.

DESCRIPTION: This filing index covers the FPE
catalog and reference library. The large volume of INTERFACES: None
material requires frequent updating.

I?.,IN V I.KUINIV! 12,1"q 1 : SI.CIII
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NAME: FPE Procurement Log database includes recommended action, priority
assignment, year of need, category of repair or

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services, replacement, cost estimate, and suggested funding
Facilities Planning and source.
Engineering

This system permits clear identification of the major
DESCRIPTION: This program refl_ts actual and maintenance or replacement needs of the LaN)ratory
estimatedcosts and schedules for procurements, through easily-accessed information. The selection and
contracts, services by other divisions, and other reporting capabilitiesoftheprogram provide assistance
miscellaneous expense (other than manpower effort in the preparation of funding requests and long range
within the cost center). The reports show data by work planning.
account, service request and/or work project. Monthly
updating makes this report a valued source of INTERFACES: None
information for cost and schedule control.

ENVIRONMENT: NBI Personal Computer
i INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
Wylbur NAME: Monthly Construction

Project Narrative Reports

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,

NAME: FPE Service Request System Facilities Planning and
Engineering

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,

Facilities Planning and DESCRIPTION: This program constructs narratives
Engineering for the monthly Construction Project Status Report

submitted to DOE/AAO, lt updates approximately 50
DESCRIPTION: This program provides a monthly narratives monthly for the DOE submittal and internal
cost and schedule analysis of ali active service requests distribution.
from other divisions within the cost center, lt reports
actual and projected effort, M&S, contracts, etc, along INTERFACES: None
with any overrun/underrun situation.

ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64

Cost center personnel use these reports extensively for
serve request status and cost and schedule control
information.

NAME: PFS-FPE Organization Chart

INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer Facilities Planning and
DBase III Plus Engineering

DESCRIPTION: This file maintains the organization
chart for Cost Center 512. Updating occurs when

° NAME: Maintenance and Repair necessary to show current PFS-FPE employees and
_- Request System their appropriate assignments.

_l PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services, INTERFACES: None

i Facilities Planning and

Engineering ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64

DESCRIPTION: The Maintenance and Repair
Request System uses automated procedures to record
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NAME: PRIMAVIRA Project Planner NAME: User's Guide to the

Federal Building Life-Cycle

PRINC._PALUSER: Plant Facilities and Services, Cost Computer Program

FacilitiesPlanning and
Engineering PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,

Facilities Planning and
DESCRIPTION: PRIMAVERA Project Planner is a Engineering
complete planning, scheduling, and cost control
software program designed to evaluate and analyze DESCRIPTION: The FBLCC computer program, in
schedules, allocate and level resources, and monitor conjunction with the associated user's guide, provides.

! costs for constructionprojects, Theprogram uses the computational tools and energy price data for
i critical path method for scheduling based on network performing life-cycle cost (LCC) analysis of federal

diagramming, butcan also produce GAN'IT andPERT buildings and related subsystems. FBLCC can
charts; uses precedenceorarrowdiagramming methods evaluate two types of federal buildings: (1) LCC
based on pre.c_ing or succeeding activities; and can analysis of projects directly related to energy
accommodate up to 10,000 independent task/activities, conservation and renewable energy, and (2) LCC,m
500 separate cost accounts, 20 code categories, and 96 analysis of projects not directly concerned with energy
separate resources (labor or equipment) per project, conservation or renewable energy. The U.S,
Reports are user-definable and consist of tabular data, Department of Energy's Federal Energy Management
bar charts, profile curves, and network diagrams. Program and the U.S. Office of Management and
Scheduling is based upon standard calendar workdays. Budget in circular A-94 set forth the rules which are

the basis for the methods and procedures used in these
INTERFACES: Microsoft Management Costing LCC analyses.

System
Performing a comparative LCC analysis of alternative

ENVIRONMENT: Any computer system building or subsystem designs can determine whether
with 512K memory and design improvements for rehabilitation of a federal
MS-DOS building are cost effective in terms of reductions in
(Note: PRIMAVERAisa future operating-related costs when evaluated in
licensed program) present value dollars.

INTERFACES: None

NAME: Proposed Project File ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer XT/AT

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,

_11 FacilitiesPlanning and
Engineering NAME: Work Project Listing

DESCRIPTION: This file lists proposed constn4ction PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,
projects at ANL. Periodic updating reflects the current Facilities Planning and
proposed project title, previous project title and project Engineering
number.

DESCRIPTION: The listing covers active Cost Center
INTERFACES: None 512 work projects and the responsible engineer.

Updated monthly, the listing is useful in the
ENVIRONMENT: NBI System64 coordination of the monthly Construction Project

Status Report.

INTERFACES: None

ii ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64
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Maintenance INTERFACES: None

NAME: Central Site Surveillance ENVIRONMENT: Johnson Controls

(CSS) Look-Up Alarm Points JC/85/40

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,
Maintenance

NAME: Tacility Inspection

DESCRIPTION: This is a list of ali look-up alarm Reporting
points for the Central Site Surveillance System

! indicating type and location of alarm, personnel to be PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities _ _dServAces,
L contacted if problems occur, and the priority of the Maintenance

!1

alarm. Changes determine updating of the listing, DESCRIPTION: This report reflects the results of
INTERFACES: None annual inspections required by DOE. Maintenance

physically inspects each building onsite for
ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64 deficiencies. The consolidated intormation on physical

Records Processing conditions can then be addressed by disciplines, The
system eliminates repetitious reporting in the field,

INTERFACES: None
NAME: Central Surveillance

System (CSS) ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64
Records Processing

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,
Maintenance

DESCRIPTION: This system provides surveillance of NAME: Maintenance Department
operating equipment via automatic alarms Organization Chart

(approximately 22hd) and also provides energy control
functions, i,e., temperature adjustments and fan PRINCIPAL USER: Phmt Facilities and Services,
controls during off-hours. The personnel monitoring Maintenance
alarm system can readily determine type and location
of malfunction and notify and dispatch necessary repair DESCRIPTION: This file holds the organization chart
personnel, of Maintenance Department personnel and requires

frequent updating to reflect changes and relocation of
INTERFACES: None personnel.

ENVIRONMENT: Motorola Field Equipment INTERFACES: None
VAX

ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64
Word Processing

NAME: Energy Management

Control System (EMCS)

NAME: Maintenance Department
PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services, Purchase Order System

Maintenance

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,
DESCRIPTION: This system monitors steam flow in Maintenance
eleven buildings and is expanding to control and

monitor the Central Chilled Water System which is DESCRIPTION: This system tracks ali pt.x_hase
under design for the 200 Area; it will ultimately replace orders issued by Maintenance Department. lt allows
manual meter reading of steam flow, better control of purchased items by building and

requester and enhances budget planning.

' " ' ..... ' '' w' ' ' ' ' ' li _ II '"
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INTERFACES: None NAME: Security Unusual Incidents
SystQm (SUZ)

ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64
Records Processing PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,
Slat Math Security

DESCRIPTION: This system currently exists as a
collection and reporting system on the Entrex 600/50

NAME: Maintenance Department with the intention to collect data until a full-function
Service Request System system is developed, SUI collects data concerning

unusual incidents reported by the Security Department
PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services, onstte and in the surrounding area and temporarily

Maintenance stores it on tape, These incidents may be auto
accidents, medical emergencies, vandalism damage

DESCRIPTION: This system tracks ali service open doors, etc. This system produces three report:_
requests issued by the Maintenance Department and sequenced by:
provides the status of requests by building, equipment,
supervisor, and activity, • Area

INTERFACES: None • By whom submitted

ENVIRONMENT: NBI System 64 • Type of first occurrence
Records Processing

Query and analysis capabilities are lacking,
Replacement is planned for FY1988,

INTERFACES: None

Safeguards and Security ENVIRONMENT: Entrex600
Entrex language

NAME: Security Administrative
System

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,
Security

Special Materials
DESCRIPTION: The systemmaintainsinventories,
access lists, emergency call data, perimetercontrol, and NAME: Special Materials Information
alarmauthorizations,lt will updatetrainingmanuals System (SMIS)
andorderswith minimumeffort andmaintainrecords
of trainingandqualificationsas requiredby DOE ona PRINCIPALUSER:PlantFacilitiesandServices,
continuing basis, Later additions of Multiplan and Special Materials
DBase II will allow for projectingovertimecosts and
various cost effectiveness reviews, DESCRIPTION:The system maintainsa System2000

database which stores information about special
materials at Argonne National LaboratoryEast and

INTERFACES: None ArgonneNational LaboratoryWest. Authorizedusers
may request individual reports from a suite of 18

ENVIRONMENT: IBMPersonalComputer standardreportsor requestpredeterminedcollections.

The benefits of this system are:

. Quick response to online inquiries

• D_tasecurity for each User
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° Reports on request program categories, seven effort categories, and _ven
groups, Both reports contain current month and

Drawbacks to this system include: year-to-date totals,

• Manual intetventionfordatabasercgencration One benefit of DE-QES is its direct effort
summarization aimed at specific programs and

• Extra copy of database necessary for use online projects, Another benefit is its display of current effort
and maintenance of year-to-date totals,

INTERFACES: None
INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
PL/I ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
ASM PL/I

System 2000 Batch
Botch, interactive

NAME: Personal Computing

PRINCIPAL USER: Quality Assurance,
QUALITY ASSURANCE, ENVIRONMENT Environmental Compliance
AND SAFETY

DESCRIPTION: The QES PC's are used in preparing
audit and other reports, record keeping (e,g,, the ttr
On-Site Education Tracking System, the ES NEPA

NAME: Co libration Recall System databa_ for Environmental Compliance at ANL) and
(_S) other special and general uses.

PRINCIPAL USER: Quality Assurance INTERFACES: Safety Performance
Management System (SPMS)

DESCRIPTION: CARES provides control of ali at EG&G Idaho
equipment that requires calibration, This system Electronic Mail
identifies equipment which is due for calibration and
maintains a history of past calibration. ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-PS/2

50 and 70

This system, developed in 1987, replaces the previous NEC Portable PC -
Mark IV CARES System, Multispeed HD

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
SAS
Batch

REACTOR ANALYSIS AND SAFETY

NAME: Direct Effort Reporting -
QAD (DR'QES)

PRINCIPAL USER: Quality Assurance NAME: RAS Budget Control Program

DESCRIPTION: This system produces two reports, PRINCIPAL USER: RAS Administrative
one of which is strictly for projects within DE-QES. Personnel
These reports are on direct effort distribution for six
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DESCRIPTION: This system tracks past actuals and ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
future estimates of effort man-months, effort costs, PL/I
allocations, M&S, taxe_,,and total costs and calculates Interactive
rates based on overhead budgets for ali programs in the
RAS Division, The system assists in budget control for
each individual cost code,

NAME: RAS Publication File
INTERFACES: IFS

PRINCIPAL USER: RAS Administrative
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer Personnel

Lotus 1-2_3

DESCRIPTION: This system is a database of ali RAS
publications, lt generates publication listings for FI'P's
and RAS Review Committees, Retrieval may be made

NAME: RAS Equipment and Sensitive by author and cost code,
Item System

INTERI_ACES: None
PRINCIPAL USER: RAS Administrative

Personnel ENVIRONMENT: NBI Personal Computer

DESCRIPTION: This system is a database of RAS
equipment and sensitive items with fields identifying
location, property nunlber, custodian, and program, lt NAME: RAS Purchase Order
allows sorts, selections, and summations in any Tracking System

combination. Data maintenance is kept current with
each new purchase. PRINCIPAL USER: RAS Administrative

Personnel
INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This system is a database of ali RAS
ENVIRONMENT: IBMPersonal Computer purchase requisitions by item with fields identifying

DBaseIV PR number, PO number, requisitioner, item
description, estimated costs, actual costs, vendor,
delivery dates, and programs, lt allows sorts,
selections, and summations in any combination.

NAME: RAS Inventory (RAS-INV)
INTERFACES: IFS

PRINCIPAl.,USER: Reactor Analysis and Safety
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

DESCRIPTION: This system controls Loop and Test DBase IV
hardware and instrument inventories for the RAS
Division.

RAS Invenlory offers: NAME: RAS Service Request

Tracking System
• More accurate control over inventory.

PRINCIPAL USER: RAS Administrative

• Automated reporting of ali receipt and Personnel
disbursement activity.

DESCRIPTION: This system is a database of ali RAS
• Immediate knowledgeof availability of pans. service requests with fields identifying requesters

nam._,estimated costs, service agency, and program, lt
INTERFACES: None allows sorts, selections, and summations in any

combination and a comparison of actual costs versus
estimated costs.

-lqS-
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INTERFACES: IFS REACTOR EXPERIMENTS AND
EXAMINATIONS

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
DBase IV

NAME: REED Budget Control

Program #I

NAME: RAS Subcontract

Tracking ,System PRINCIPAL USER: REED Administrative
Personnel

PRINCIPAL USER: RAS Administrative
Personnel DESCRIPTION: This system tracks past actuals and

future estimates of effort in man-months and

DESCRIPTION: This system is a database of ali RAS work-for-others, lt calculates the Division budget in
subcontracts with fields identifying PR number, PO man-months for input into the Division budget model

number, type of subcontract, subcontractor, subcontract on CMS and our Budget Control Program #2.
beginning and ending dates, total cost of subcontract,
and total amount invoiced to date. lt 'allows sorts, INTERFACES: IFS

selections, and summations in any combination.
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

INTERFACES: IFS Multiplan

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
DBase IV

NAME: REED Budget Control

Program #2

NAME: RAS Travel Authorization PRINCIPAL USER: REED Administrative

i Tracking System Personnel
PRINCIPAL USER: RAS Administrative DESCRIPTION: This system tracks past actuals and

Personnel future estimates of effort in man months, and work for

l others as needed to update the monthly estimate
' DESCRIPTION: This system is a database of ali RAS program on CMS and our Budget Control Program #3.

travel authorizations with fields identifying traveler's

name, destination, beginning and ending dates of INTERFACES: Budget ControlProgram#1.travel, purpose of trip, cost code c 'harged, and
estimated cost of travel, lt permits sorts and selections ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

in any combination. Multiplan

INTERFACES: IFS

ENVIRONMENT: NBI Personal Computer NAME: REED Budget Control
Program #3

PRINCIPAL USER: REED Administrative
Personnel

DESCRIPTION: This system tracks past actuals and
future estimates of effort and M&S for ali accounts in

UI4_ UIVI_iUII LU hr_;JJ UCla,.., ilitl_._ uJ)_Jcll,_u.

INTERFACES: Budget Control Program #2
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ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer process from initial input to the automated printing of
Multiplan the TA and the completion of the travel for the
IBM Dot Matrix Printer division. Various output formats will be available.

INTERFACES: None

.I ENVIRONMENT: IBM PC or compatible
:1 MS/DOS
;I
j SPECIAL PROJECTS OFFICE DBaseIII Plus

i NAME: Contract Tracking System

PRINCIPALUSER: Special Projects Office SUPPORT SERVICES

I DESCRIPTION: This database will track the progressof contract requisitions from the initial request through
the actual payments to the contractors. NAME: ,Manpower Reports

INTERFACES: None PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services Division

ENVIRONMENT: IBM PC or compatible DESCRIPTION: This system produces a monthly
MS/DOS report identifying changes in staffing levels for
DBase III Plus distribution to the SSD departments.

INTERFACES: None

_

NAME: Software Znventory ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

PRINCIPAL USER: Special Projects Office
(Gaithersburg, MD)

NAME: Position Descriptions

DESCRIPTION: This system tracks software diskettes
and supporting documentation at the Gaithersburg PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services D'ivision
office. Each diskette and manual receives a unique
identifier. A database records the location of each DESCRIPTION: A Script driver file stores ali position
item. descriptions in the Support Services Division. This

method allows staff to make minor changes to position
INTERFACES: None descriptions without rekeying them in their entirety, lt

also provides the capability of electronically
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT transmitting position descriptions to departments for

IBM Personal Computer-AT, review.
or compatible
MS/DOS INTERFACES: None
Enable

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBMComputers

.i

;i NAME: Travel Tracking System n, I. 0 4-

#' PRINCIPAL USER: Special Projects Office
PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services Division

i! DESCRIPTION: This database will follow the travel
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DESCRIPTION: This system tracks the status of NAME: Maintenance Spare Parts
ANL-214 forms. Personnel sends the forms to the SSD Inventory/Control

Division Office for distribution to the SSD (in development)

departments. The departments return the ANL-214
forms to the Division Office. This procedure PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
eliminates any need to make multiple copies of forms. Central Shops

i INTERFACES: None DESCRIPTION: This system automates the

I maintenance inventory in Building 363
spare parts

I ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer using bar code technology. Bar code scanners collect
I data from bar code labels. Each part is assigned a
! number code and a reorder quantity. When inventory

reaches the reorder quantity, the part number appears
: on a reorder list.

'- CentralShops INTERFACES: None
J

NAME: Control'led Storage Inventory ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
(CSI) ASAP!INSTOCK

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Central Shops

NAME: Purchase Order Tracking

DESCRIPTION: This system is designed to aid in System

controlling the dispersion of material of a critical
nature to Argonne Nalional Laboratory projects. The PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
system provides reports in different sort sequences for Central Shops
quick reference.

DESCRIPTION: This databa_ system permits the

IN'IERFACES: None tracking of purchase orders for raw material, primarily
metals, and miscellaneous hardware from initialization

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer to payment. It sorts, .selects and summarizes the data in
DBase III Plus any combination.

An interface with IFS for cost data would eliminate

| rekeying data.
" NAME: Effort Reporting System

i INTERFACES: IFS

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Central Shops ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

DBase III Plus

DESCRIPTION: The system _eports hours according

i to the divisional schedule.

I INTERFACES: IFS/FMS NAME: Raw Material Inventory/

Control (in development)

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
CMS PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

; Batch Central Shops
!

I
ii DESCRIPTION: This system automates raw material

inventory in Buiidi.g _o_.......... bar ,..ou_--"..... '--_' ....U_III_ tt.J_,,l I i IUIU_ ff .

Bar code scanners collect data from bar code labels.

Each time raw material is used, the quantity on hand is
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decreased until it reaches the reorder point, at which NAME: Computer Maintenance

time it appears on a reorder list. Systems List

INTERFACES: None PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Electronics Computer

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer Maintenance Personnel
| ASAP!INSTOCK|
•- DESCRIPTION: This database is a list Of computer
"-- systems and components serviced by EL and their

schedule of preventive maintenance.
NAME: Tool Crib Inventory/Tool

Control 'INTERFACES: None

(in development )
ENVIRONMENT: PDP 1ID3

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, RT-11
Central Shops TSX

EDIT

DESCRIPTION: This system automates tool crib PMSRCH (EL developed search
inventory in Building 363 using bar code technology, and printout program)
Bar code scanners collect data from bar code labels.

Each time inventory is used bar codes are scanned and
inventory is decreased until the reorder quantity is
reached, at which time the tool number appears on a NAME: Personal Computer
reorder list. Ali tools are checked out of the tool crib Maintenance Records

using this bar code procedure. In addition to lriggering
reorder reminders, it also controls which individuals PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

have tools checked out. The software generates a Electronics Personal Computer
variety of management reports. Maintenance Personnel

INTERFACES: None DESCRIPTION: This system performs computerized

record keeping for systems serviced, warranty periods,

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer work performed, service call log, and other aspects of
ASAP! INSTOCK maintenance.

1 INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

i MS DOS
i Electronics
i

li NAME: Computer Maintenance Records
__ NAME: Property Records

I PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
!l Electronics Computer PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

Maintenance Personnel Electronics Property

Representative
DESCRIPTION: Datatrieve logs and tracks spare

parts. Plans include expanded maintenance record DESCRIPTION: This program keeps departmental
keeping to track failures by time, type, and system, property records up to date

INTERFACES: None INTERFACES: None
l

ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/730 ENVIRONMENT: VAX 11/730
_. VMS Datatrieve

Datatrieve
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NAME: Time Tracking System records and fields which contain these schedules,
analytical, and dosimetry data. The system includes

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services Division, files on ali monitored employees, both active and
Electronics terminated.

DESCRIPTION: An IBM Personal Computer The full database is on the Central IBM computers.

produces reports from FISLABOR data after each New interfaces allow access to tile Integrated Personnel
processing period. The reports, distributed to the Management System via CMS and Kermit as well as
Section Heads, include labor hours rejected by mainframe backupandmaintenance.
FISLABOR and percent of hours sold on a time report
period, month-to-date, and year-to-date basis. INTERFACES: Integrated Personnel

Management System
INTERFACES: FMS

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer DBase III Plus
CICS
Cobol

Central IBM Computers

Environment, Safety and Health
NAME: Chemical Carcinogens

NAME: Accident (Injury/Illness)

Statistics Spreadsheet PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Environment, Safety and Health

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Environment, Safety and Health DESCRIPTION: This system records Class I and II
Industrial Hygiene System carcinogens, their storage, location, and users for

Industrial Hygiene. CTD will complete an improved

DESCRIPTION: This Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet structure and application programs by August 6, 1989.
application documents, compiles, and report_ Incident
Rate statistics to ESH management. INTERFACES: None

INTERFACES: None ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT
20 20 Bernoulli Box

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-AT DBase III Plus
Lotus 1-2-3

Always
Sidways
PC-Tools NAME: Design : Operating

Harvard Graphics
PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

Environment, Safety and Health

NAME: Bioassay System DESCRIPTION: This system uses a DBase III Plus
data file to record and track WP assignments requiring

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, ESH interaction at Argonne East.
Environment, Safety and Health

INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: The purpose of this system is to
maintain the scheduling of employees for internal ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

radioactive exposure monitoring analyses and to
i l 1¢,1,1i 1IJ._ILIIi i LI i%,/ i _,sL,_iol i ib_ uJt LI a_,s£.'_%/ L_ltII4..ltJ _' _l.._.L._, A...mL..r _...p &L._
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NAME: 'Design/Operating Review - NAME: ESH Datamation System

Pre-Construction Tracking (proposed and partially
Database implemented)

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Environment, Safety and Health Environment, Safety and Health
Industrial Hygiene System

DESCRIPTION: This system will fully process analog
DESCRIPTION: This new database will track ANL or digital data received directly from the measuring

construction projects from start to finish with reports to instruments and then update the appropriate ESH
safety review and contractor orientation, administrative record systems with the processed/

formatted data.

INTERFACES: None

Four primary modules or functions will make the
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Per_nal C0mputer-AT system fully operative:

DBase III Plus
1-2-3 Lotus 1. Hardware/software interfaces for each instrument

- and data type.

2. Central processor/controller (probably a
NAME: ESH Automated Materials/ microcomputer) for each ESH Group/Section.

Payable System (AMPS)

Monthly Reports 3. Data manipulation software under mainframe
(VAX or IBM) control.

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Environment, Safety and Health 4. Software for updating of appropriate administrative

record systems.
DESCRIPTION: After retrieving and analyzing the

Automated Materials Payable Syste m data, this INTERFACES: Personnel System
program generates reports that list and identify items ESH administrative
ordered, name of the end user, quantity ordered, records systems
purchase order number, etc. lt also flags items that
carry the ESH "approval required indicator". In ENVIRONMENT: Central lBMComputers
addition to the monthly reports, an annual report is ESH Microcomputers
produced to determine total quantities ordered for the Batch, interactive
year._

AMPS still cannot provide some information needed.

_,. by ESH, such as purchase of various items at the NAME: Environmental Monitoring

_-- requisition level and the name of the end user for System (EMS)

_. purchases of "Special Materials." Also, standard units
of measure do not exist for quantities ordered. The unit PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

li for any item can very betwen lot, case, each or bottle Environment, Safety and Health
I[ each time it is ordered.

I DESCRIPTION: The system establishs files and
INTERFACES: AMPS performs calculations, analytical results, creates

sampling schedules, and provides reports. The
ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers objective of this system is the total computerization

ESH microcomputers and interaction of environmental protection record

.i Batch, interactive keeping and data acquisition.

INTERFACES: None
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ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer-XT DESCRIPTION: The External Radiation Exposure
IBM Personal Computer-PS/2 System collects data on a PC in Environment, Safety
DBaselII Plus and Health, for Argonne personnel and Argonne

Central IBM Computers visitors who are subject to shallow, deep, and neutron
radiation.

The system maintains three levels of data:
NAME: Environmental Protectiox-

LAN System 1. Lifetime exposure

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, 2. Year-to-date annual exposure
Environment, Safety and Health

"_ 3. Monthly exposure by section

i: DESCRIPTION: The objective of the LAN system is

to facilitate the technical and clerical functions and The PC System updates the data each month, then
communications of the ESH Department and the reports to management. The LIFETIME and (current)
sharing of software and hardware. The intent is to Year-To-Date Annual exposures are uploaded to the
network the entire ESH department. However, initially mainframe for integration into the ESH VSAM file,
the system will serve the ESH staff located in Building where they are available for online browsing. The
200. After the system is up and operational, the staff detail (monthly exposure by section) data are uploaded
located in Building 201 and in outlying buildings will to the mainframe where they are archived to tape,
also come on line. serving as a backup to the PC-based system.

Ali word processing, database files and software will INTERFACES: Human Resource System
be installed on the server in order to be. accessed by
authorized users to facilitate sharing of software. ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Output Will be sent to the devices interfaced with the Central IBM Computers
server. The LAN system will enable the clerical staff
to incorporate technical charts, graphs and data directly
into documents with a minimum of effort. The LAN

system will also enable sharing of information and NAME: Filter Testing

communication between staff members separated
geographically. PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

Environment, Safety and Health
INTERFACES: EMS record keeping

system DESCRIPTION: Certain high-efficiency filtered
Proposed lHCLrecord exhaust ventilation systems are tested periodically

i keeping system and/or following filter change. This program provides
MSDSdatabases ESH-Industrial Hygiene with rapid, cross-indexed

i HP datafiles information retrieval about these systems and the
results of their tests, and also provides semi-automated

ENVIRONMENT: 3Comm server report generation.
IBM Personal Computer-XT
IBM Personal Computer-PS/2 A commerical software package provides data entry,
HP LaserPrinter updating of current files, creation of new files,
IBM ProPfinter interactive data inquiry, and report generation. The

system requires no programming knowledge.

INTERFACES: None
NAME: External Radiation

i] Exposure System ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-PS/2

DBase III Plus

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

'!IiI --- • -, o..,-...... ., u,..m,

I l._liYllOlililqw, iit,, _._&l.lql,,,it._r tultlt1_.j at.uq,,,qu_,,,.aa
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NAME: Health and Safety Manual NAME: Inspection/Audit
Reco_ndation Tracking

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, System

Environment, Safety and Health
PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

DESCRIPTION: This program maintains an updated Environment, Safety and Heallil
listing of current manual holders for distribution of Industrial Hygiene System
revisions and additions to the mantml.

i DESCRIPTION: Inspection/Audit databaseI

-" INTERFACES: None documents, tracks, and closes safety recommendation.

INTERFACES' None

NAME: Industrial Hygiene ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-AT
Chemcial Laboratory DBase III Plus
Record Keeping System PC-Tools
(IHCL)

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Environment, Safety and Health NAME: Inspection/Audit

Tracking System

DESCRIPTION: "r'he system will establish record files
and perform calculations, maintain analytical result PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
flies, create sampling schedules, and provide reports. Environment, Safety and Health
The objective of this system is the total Industrial Hygiene System

i computerization and interaction of non-radiological

sample record keeping and data acquisition. DESCRIPTION: This database tracks inspections and
audits performed by ESH and DOE. recommendation.

INTERFACES: None

- INTERFACES: None proposed

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT

IBM Personal Computer-PS/2 ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-AT
DBase III Plus DBase III Plus

Central IBM Computers PC-Tools

NAME: Injury. Records NAME: Instrument Calibration

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Environment, Safety and Health Environment, Safety and Health

DESCRIPTION: This system is a DBase III Plus data DESCRIPTION: When completed, this database will
file for recording work-related injuries, contain calibration records for ali appropriate Industrial

Hygiene instrumentation, lt will pl wide due date
INTERFACES: None notification as well as report generation.

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer A commercial software package provides data entry,
SPMP updating of current files, creation of new files,

interactive data inquiry, and report generation. The

! system requires no programming knowledge.
:lm

i INTERFACES: None
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ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT
DBase III Plus 20 20 megabyte Bernoulli Box

DBase III Pltls

NAME: Laser Inventory, Argonne

National Laboratory-East NAME: Purchase Requisitions

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Environment, Safety and Health Environment, Safety and Health

DESCRIPTION: Laser Inventory, Argonne National DESCRIPTION: This is a DBase III Plus data file for
Laboratory-East, provides ESH-Industrial Hygiene recording and tracking ali purchases made by the
with rapid, cross-index information retrieval about Department.
lasers and laser systems located onsite. The program
calls up and sorts files by Argonne National Laboratory INTERFACES: None
number, type, brand, class_ custodian, building,
division, and date of survey. Each laser or laser system ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
file contains additional information on technical

specifications and safety features, as well as pertinent
miscellaneous comments.

NAME: Radiation Survey Instrument

A commercial software package provides data entry, Inventory and Calibration
updating of current files, creation of new files, Scheduling

interactive data inquiry, and report generating. The
system requires no programming knowledge. PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

Environment, Safety and Health
INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This system maintains an inventory
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-PS/2 of in-use hand-held radiation survey instruments and

DBa:_ !II Plus schedules periodic maintenance and calibration reports.
The system operates on IBM PC systems using DBase
III Plus.

NAME: MSDS Database The data includes instrument type, location,
i responsible individual, Argonne National Laboratory
,i PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, number and inspection and/or calibration schedule

Environment, Safety and Health information. Output lists calibration and/or inspection
notices.

DESCRIPTION: Tlais database sorts and finds the

location of paper file copies of manufacturers' Material INTERFACES: None
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), by chemical name, trade

name, CAS number, manufacturer, and user division. ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT
The Laboratory is required by law to provide MSDSs
to any employee who requests them.

A commercial software package provides data entry, NAME: Radiation Worker Program

updating of current resources, creation of new records,

report generation, and searching and sorting t'unctions. PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
No programming knowledge is required. Environment, Safety and ltealth

INTERFACES: None DESCRIPTION: The Radiation Worker Program is a
DBase III Plus System that tracks information on
radiation workers at the Laboratory. The input
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describes the individual's working areas, types of Laboratory-East and about issue and recall dates of
dosimetry and status of worker training, respiratory protective equipment. The program calls

and sorts flies by user name, payroll number, division,

Typical output provides status listing on training, building, training date, fitting dale, recall date, and
dosimetry types etc. respirator type,

INTERFACES: None A commercial software package provides data entry,
updating of current files, creation of new flies, report

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer generatign, and maiUng label generation. The system
DBase III Plus requires no programming knowledge.

INTERFACES: None

NAME: Radioisotope Inventory ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT
Data System DBase III Plus

20 20 Bernoulli Box

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Environment, Safety and Health

DESCRIPTION: The Health Physics-Radioisotope NAME: Special Radiation Monitoring

Inventory System is a database of the radioisotopes at Data System

the Argonne National Laboratory site. The system
serves as an aid to area health physicists, as well as PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
providing a service to researchers in locating sources Environment, Safety and Health
they need.

DESCRIPTION: The Special Radiation Monitoring

ESH receives the data as part of the Source Control Data System is a data recording and reporting system
Program procedure. _ The input describes what the for extremity dosimeters. The system includes any
source is, where it is, when it was received, and who is type of dosimeter for specific body parts, lt uses

responsible for it. Wylbur for data input to batch processing.

The system is currently operating on an IBM-PC using The data includes the monthly dosimeter readings and
DBase III. dosimeter setup, covering type, limits, and person.

Typical output includes lists of sources by area, ID INTERFACES: None
number, survey date, etc., for area health physicists, as
well as lists of particular sources by type for ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
researchers. Wylbur

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer NAME: Travel
DBase III Plus

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Servic,es,
Environment, Safety and Health

NAME: Respirator Fitting, DESCRIPTION: This system is a DBa_ III Plus data
Training, and Recall Database file for recording and tracking ali travel for the

_= Department.

"_--_ PRINCIPAL, USER: Support Services,
--! Environment, Safety and Health: INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This database provides rapid ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

retrieval of information about the fitting and training
status of respirator users at Argonne National
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NAME: Workplace E=posure Materlalsand Services

Record System
NAME: ADPE Reporting

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Environment, Safety and Health PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

Materials and Services

DESCRIPTION: This system is a DBase III Plus data

file for recording workplace exposure measurements. DESCRIPTION: Thts system extracts data from tile
Property Management database with Inquire, uses SAS

INTERFACES: None to convert the data format and calculate the total

(Will eventually interface system value, and downloads to ml IBM PC for
with Human Resources to transmittal to DOE ali systems over $50 in value,
obtain badge numbers
and supervisors.) INTERFACES: Property Management System

DOE ADPE/DS

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-XT
20 20 Bernoulli Box ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

Inquire
SAS

Relay

NAME: X-Ray and Radiation

Producing Machine Survey

Data System
NAME: Cycle Inventory of

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, Stores Items
Environment, Safety and Health

DESCRIPTION: This system maintains an inventory PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
listing of various ionizing radiation-producing devices Materials and Services
(including x-ray machines, electron beam welders,

electron microscopes, accelerators, etc.) on the DESCRIPTION: The system produces count sheets for
Argonne National Laboratory site. Additionally, the each building location. After the count is entered, the
program provides for inputting survey scheduling system calculates variance between cotmt and
requirements, inventory quantities and produces a recount sheet if the

variance is too great. After ali counts are complete, it
The data describes the type of radiation-producing produces a reconciliation report for each inventory

device, responsible person, location of device, Argonne planner.
National Laboratory number, and inspection schedule.

INTERFACES: None

The program can generate lists of inspection schedules,
as well as other specialized listings. ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

DBase III

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
Wylbur NAME: Equipment Management System
Batch, interactive

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Materials and Services

DESCRIPTION: Ttlis system uses input at the

receiving station to feed data on property, sensitive
items, rental/lease items, and ad hoc operational

equipment to the Property Register, ADP Report and
Shadow Register.
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The system Integrates ali this,Information to produce vendor-owned and ANL-owned gas cylinders, It wtll
one document for transfer of an item that is both track vendor-owned cylinders from arrival through the
sensitive and property, lt eliminates the need to Input stock room, if necessary, to the user as a custo(ltan, lt
separately intoeachofthesesystems, will keep track of location and cost co(le for

verification of distribution of demumtge charges,
With full funding, the system will provide an online Upon return of the cylinder to the vendor, the record
file for each cost center and the ability to search the will go into a history file for possible later analysis,
whole file. This will enable users to manage thetr
equipment more efficiently. ChemicalTechnology and The system will track ANL-owned cylinders onstte like
Biological and Medical Research Divisions will no vendor-owned cylinders. In addition, the syslem will
longer need to maintain separate systems, track them at the vendor tbr early return,

INTERFACES: Property Register INTERFACES: None
ADP Report

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers DBase III

Batch, interactive

NAME: Precious Metals

NAME: Equipment Register Inventory Inventory Tracking

(ER INV)

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, Materials and Services

Materials and Services

DESCRIPTION'. This system consists of CMS
DESCRIPTION'. The Equipment Register Inventory programs to prompt for input and produce the
System assists in conducting the Equipment Register necessary forms and SAS programs to update and
inventory every two years. The system interacts with report the inventory,
the Property Management System and reduces the
hours required to conduct and resolve any problems INTERFACES', None
with the equipment inventory.

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
The Property Management System will eventually SAS
include the functions perfonned by the Equipment Batch, interactive
Register Inventory and thus will eliminate this
application.

INTERFACES: Equipment Register NAME: Reportable Excess Automated
l_openy Management System Property System (REAPS)

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Mark IV,PL/I Materials and Services
Batch

DESCRIPTION: This system uses an IBM Personal
Computer which emulates a 3270 terminal for input
into the DOE REAPS system.

NAME: Gas Cylinder Tracking

and Management INTERFACES: DOE computer in Germantown.
(in development)

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, Relay

Materials and Service

DESCRIPTION: The system will track both
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NAME: Stores Catalog (SC) NAME: Vehlcle Maintenance Reporting
(mm)

PRINCIPAL USER: SuppOrtServices,
Materials and Services PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,

Plant Facilities and Services
DESCRIPTION: SC is an online file of the Stores

Catalog. A user can either search the catalog or print DESCRIPTION: The Vehicle Maintenance Retx)rting
the catalog. Access to the Stores Catalog ts through the System creates Transportation System Management
user terminal, withoutput being printed at the terminal Reports geared to the operation and maintenance of
or any of the central computing complex high-speed motor vehicles, Ali data collected deals with the u_ge
printers, Supply personnel update the Stores Catalog of fuel and lubflcants, maintenance records of vehicles,
using the CMS editor, and records of labor hours, This reporting system ts

run on a monthly basis,
The Stores Catalog System provides the Laboratory
with ready access to a file of ali stock items in Supply. The three benefits of this systemare:
The system reduces the cost of printing the Stores
Catalog, In addition, SC provides easy updating to • Tracking maintenance costs by division/vehicle
keep the Stores Catalog current and accurate,

• Tracking mileage usage and fuel consumption by
INTERFACES' None vehicle/division/cost center

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers . Recording overall cost by division/cost center
Script, CMS
Interactive INTERFACES: Financial Information

System

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
NAME: Traffic Activity Data SAS

Batch

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Materials and Services

DESCRIPTION: Outbound Shipping Data
entry of information from the Shipping Order cd:es
piace at shipping time and later from the Freight Procurement

= Invoice, With this data, the system generates freight
• statements for accounts payable and transmits data files NAME: IBM-Based Workstation

to a DOE data bank called SMAC. lt files closed items Network
in CMS for later reference.

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Inbound Shipping: The system downloads data Procurement
from the AMPS system to an IBM PC. The procedure
of entering and processing the data is similar to that of DESCRIPTION: This system consists of twelve (12)
the outbound shipping data. workstations that allow for information transmission

and data sharing among ali workstations, lt is used in
INTERFACES: DOE data bank the Subcontracts Section for database management,

(SMAC) high capacity word processing, and contract inquiry.
AMPS

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBMComputers
IBM Personal Computer
DBase III
Kermit
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ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computers orders which AMPS cannot handle, lt allows the buyer
3 Share to establish the minimum period required for renewal
Microsoft Word for each manual order. The system generates a memo
Masterpack to the user 35 days before the minimum date indicated
DBase III Plus by the buyer so that the user can take action to ensure
R&R Relational renewal ordercoverage.
Report Writer

INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
NAME: Proouraamnt/Subcontracts

Log Automation

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, NAME: Requisition System
Procurement

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
DESCRIPTION: The Procurement Department must Procurement
frequently supply various statistics regarding
purchasing and subcontracts. These requests come not DESCRIPTION: Subcontracts uses an aging report
only from DOE but also from many Laboratory system to track requisitions for each administrator.
divisions. The majority of the requestsare for data not The Requisition System provides improved
currently stored in AMPS; the retrieval of the data from management control through its ability to react to
logs and flies is necessarily manual, Automation of the problem requisitions that are otherwise delayed. It also
manual logs will create uniform documentation and provkles a means to measure administrator workk_ad
improved retrieval capabilities, and performance,

INTERFACES: None INTERFACES: None

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

NAME: Purchasing--DOE Quarterly NAME: Subcontracts System
Report

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, Procurement

Procurement

DESCRIPTION: The system tracks ali awarded
DESCRIPTION: This report uses data in the subcontract actions (purchase orders, change orders,
Requisition, Subcontracts, and Purchasing systems to contracts, supplements, and work orders), lt produces
produce quarterly reports required by DOE. reports for administrators listing actions for which they

are responsible. The system generates renewal notices
INTERFACES: None based on completion data and sends memos to the

responsible users. The memos include contract
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer number, vendor, renewal date, requisition number(s)

related to the expiring contract, contract administrator,
and an explanation of actions the user must take.

NAME: Purchasing System INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
Procurement

DESCRIPTION: This system tracks manual purchase
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NAME: Vehicle IdentificatJon ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer

' System (vxs)

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services,
Security

DESCRIPTION: VIS provides for collecting Utilities
information on vehicle ownership as part of the annual
issuance of windshield stickers. NAME: Energy Management Metering

Analysis (EMMA)

INTERFACES: Integrated Personnel
Management System PRINCIPAl., USER: Plant Facilities and Services,

Utilities

ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
DBase III DESCRIPTION: EMMA provides customized printed

forms for use by PFS meter readers for recording each
of the hundreds of monthly electric, steam, and water
meter readings. The meter readings become the basis
for monthly electric, steam, and water consumption
calculations for each building on site. The data helps

Travel to: (1) prepare monthly utilities charges for the
Laboratory's cost centers; (2) detect abnormal use

NAME: Travel Accounting patterns that could trigger corrective maintenance
action; and (3) prepare utilities consumption

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, predictions for future budget submittals by using
Travel archived consumption data.

DESCRIPTION: With the expansion of services INTERFACES: None
offered in the area of the Travel Office, tracking,
controlling, and coordinating invoices and ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer
commissions in a timely manner is critical. The Travel DBase Ill Plus
Office is reviewing software packages that will allow it
to interface with the existing SABRE system and
improve the timeliness of review of Travel Office
actions.

INTERFACES: SABRE System Waste Management Operations

ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer NAME: Hazardous Waste Retrieval.

System

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services,

NAME: Travel Accounting Waste Management Operations

PRINCIPAL USER: Support Services, DESCRIPTION: Daily updating of the Hazardous

Travel Waste Retrieval System maintains accurate records of
hazardous waste received by PFS--Waste Operations

DESCRIPTION: This system retrieves travel for processing for disposal. This database lists

amhorizatinn status for Accounting and for users, lt thousands of chemicals, their standardized codes,--_

• provides an audit trail for travel authorization and characteristics and treatment methods, and the volume

_-_1] generates daily and period travel authorization activity received each year. lt allows quick retrieval of
|
-li statistics. The system replaces a manual index card information and produces the required EPA Hazardous
| tracking system. Waste repo"ts.

ii INTERFACES: None INTERFACES: None
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ENVIRONMENT: NBI SYSTEM 64ES NAME: Bibliographic Control

Team Up Report Input _

.(similar to DBase III)
' Interactive PRINCIPAL USER: TIS, Library Support Services

Bibliographic Control Group
Reports Library

NAME: Radioactive Waste System DESCRIPTION: This program processes the data
records of scientific and technical reports (full-size and

PRINCIPAL USER: Plant Facilities and Services, microfiche format) downloaded from the DOE Office
Waste Management Operations of Scientific and Technical Information. Batch data

sets update the Report Master file, assign report
DESCRIPTION: Updated daily, the Radioactive location, and produce labels for each report.
Waste Retrieval System maintains accurate records of

: radioactive waste received by PFS Waste Operations This program produces products for libraries at other
for processing and packaging for offsite disposal, lt is DOE national laboratories.
useful for the quick retrieval of information and to

produce the required reports. INTERFACES: Report master file
New Reports Added to

INTERFACES: WIN (Waste Information TIS Libraries
Network)
SWIMS (Solid Waste ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
Information Management IBM Personal Computer-PS/2
System) PL/I

Batch

ENVIRONM_,NT: NBI SYSTEM 64 and 64ES

Teamup
D73ase II

Interactive NAME: Bibliographic Input

PRINCIPAL USER: TIS, Library Support Services
Bibliographic Control Group

DESCRIPTION: This system uses datasets built on the
TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES IBM PC, which are transmitted to record proofing,

sort-file generating, and print formatting programs.

These sequential data files show the current collection
NAME: Bibliographic Control in the TIS libraries.

PRINCIPAL USER: TIS, Library Support Services INTERFACES: Book master file

Bibliographic Control Group
ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

DESCRIPTION: This program collects and maintains IBM Personal Computer-PS/2
_- barcode inventory data of the current collection in the PL/]

TIS libraries. Cobol
- Batch

INTERFACES: Book master file
-

'lr'?'l_T_LTTr)l"k'_.Tlk AfT'?']kl_r '_. _e"_e.__| TT_lkA" /'_...q.q_,,j-,._,.r,

J._L'_ Y ,LIL'%.Irk._e,L_I.LV.L,L_A_I • _IOIIU_IAI JL.IL._IV,L _.,,_k.$111_.BIdlLIk.nlO

IBM Personal Computer-PS/2

DBase III Plus
.iB

I
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NAME: Xnterlibrary Loan cataloged library maten'als. Ali libraries display the
Accounts Receivable Program list, and there is a limited distribution to individuals

and to Argonne National Laboratory-West.
PRINCIPAL USER: TIS, Library Support Services

Publications Acquisitions Group INTERFACES: Bibliographic Input
Interlibrary Loan Office

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
DESCRIPTION: This program issues invoices, tracks IBM Personal Computer-PS/2
receivables and payments, and flags potentially PL/I
uncollectible accounts. Batch

lt provides monthly listings of invoices, payments and
uncollectible accounts for the Argonne National

Laboratory accounting department. NAME: New Reports Added to
, TIS Libraries

INTERFACES: None

PRINCIPAL USER: Library users
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-PS/2 TIS staff

DBase III Plus
DESCRIPTION: This list announces new scientific

and technical reports added to the TIS research
libraries and the TIS Reports Library. lt is displayed in

NAME: Journal Renewal Program ali the libraries and has a limited distribution to
individuals and to Argonne National Laboratory-West.

PRINCIPAL USER: TIS, Library Support Services
Publications Acquisitions Group INTERFACES: Bibliographic Control

Report Input
DESCRIPTION: The program handles journal
subscriptions for the TIS libraries, divisions and ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
departments, DOE-Chicago Operations Office, and IBM Personal Computer-PS/2
New Brunswick Laboratory. It produces purchase PL/I
orders, renewal notices, renewal lists, receiving reports, Batch

bid lists, subscriptions not renewed and claim letters
for unbilled renewal orders, lists of journal

subscriptions by library, by division, and by user, cost
analysis and projections, and a current status report of NAME: Report Master File
all subscriptions.

• PRINCIPAL USER: TIS, Library Support Services

INTERFACES: None Bibliographic Control Group
| Reports Library

i ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers

IBM Personal Computer-PS/2 DESCRIPTION: The report master file is a sequential
PL/I data file of the scientific and technical reports held in
Cobol the TIS libraries. This program enables general

I Batch maintenance on a routine daily basis.

_ INTERFACES: None

NAME: New Books Added to ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
TIS Libraries IBM Personal Comouter-PS/2

PL/I

PRINCIPAL USER: Library users and staff Cobol
TIS staff Assembler

Batch

DESCRIPTION: This printed list announces new
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NAME: Technical Publications INTERFACES: Book master file
Database

ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
PRINCIPAL USER: TIS, Technical Publications IBM Personal Computer-PS/2

Services PL/I
Assembler

DESCRIPTION: This preliminary database will Batch
contain data on ali ANL-produced documents
submitted to TIS for publications review, including
classification and patent clearances. Data will include
document tracking information and bibliographic NAME: TIS Libraries Journal
information as well es ANL report inventory, Holdings List
publication costs, andclearance statistics.

PRINCIPAL USER: Library Users

II This database is expected to become a part of the TIS staffproposed TIS integrated library information system,
providing online information retrieval to ANL staff. DESCRIPTION: This program lists the journals held

in ali the TIS libraries with library location and volume
INTERFACES: None information to help users find the journals they seek.

The program produces monthly lists in print and on
ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-AT microfiche for the libraries.

In addition to the lists for the libraries, the program
produces additional lists in print or on PC diskette of

NAME: TIS Cost Recovery the holdings of each library as required tbr use as a
work list.

PRINCIPAL USER: TIS Division Office
INTERFACES: None

DESCRIPTION: This program handles charges to

.ANLdivisions for interlibrary loan service and online ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers
bibliographic searches, transferred to Cost Accounting IBMPersonal Computer-PS/2
monthly. PL/I

Batch

INTERFACES: Human Resource System
Financial Information System

i ENVIRONMENT: IBM PersonalComputer-PS/2 NAME: TIS Libraries Reports

ii DBase III Plus Holdings List

i PRINCIPAL USER: Library users

TIS
NAME: TIS Libraries

Book Catalog DESCRIPTION: This programuses the reports master
(on microfLche) file to produce an indexed list of ali primary and

secondary report numbers and the location and format
PRINCIPAL USER: Library users of these items in the TIS research libraries and in the

TIS staff report library. This list (in microfiche) is displayed in
ali the libraries and shows ali reports received and

DESCRIPTION: This program produces a microfiche placed into the collection since 1970.
catalog of author, rifle, and subject indexes to ali the
t'_atnlng_rl mater,.'-As _.n t3e T!S !ibr__".es. The !.NLr_._P.FACES: Repon Mast.erFfie
microfiche format replaces card catalogs in the
libraries. The program issues a complete cumulation
every eight weeks and a weekly cumulative supplement
between complete cumulations.
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ENVIRONMENT: Central IBM Computers program tracks cardholders (job title and home address
IBM Personal Computer-PS/2 iifformation) and card expiration. TIS processes
PL/I renewals for cardholders and notifies the University of
Batch Chicago of ANL employee termination.

This application also produces a list of cardholders and
notification letters.

NAME: University of Chicago

Library Cards INTERFACES: Human Resource System

PRINCIPAL USER: TIS, Library Support Services ENVIRONMENT: IBM Personal Computer-PS/2
DBase III Plus

DESCRIPTION: TIS processes the application and
renewal of University of Chicago Library cards for
Axgonne National Laboratory employees, This
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